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Abstract

The coefficients in a mathematical model of a physical problem typically correspond to

the material parameters of the problem. In heterogeneous media the material parameters

may vary with position, dependent variable value and/or time. The governing equation

of a physical problem in heterogeneous media is therefore likely to involve variable co-

efficients. For this reason the solution of variable coefficient partial differential equations

(PDEs) is an important engineering problem.

In this thesis ways of solving linear variable coefficient PDEs using the boundary element

method have been investigated. The application of the boundary element method to these

equations is hampered by the difficulty of finding a fundamental solution. In the literature

several methods have been proposed to overcome this problem. A survey of these methods

has been undertaken in this study from which it is concluded that the most promising

approach is the dual reciprocity boundary element method (DR-BEM).

The DR-BEM is tested in this thesis for a range of elliptic variable coefficient PDEs. The

results of these test problems indicate that the DR-BEM is a promising method for solving

elliptic variable coefficient PDEs. However, in some cases, such as problems in highly

heterogeneous media, it is found that a large number of internal solution nodes rue neces-

sary to ensure accurate results. This can make the DR-BEM computationally expensive.

Some new approaches for improving the efficiency of the DR-BEM are proposed. For

problems in highly heterogeneous media a subregion approach is recommended.

The use of the DR-BEM for linear parabolic variable coefficient PDEs is also investigated.

It is found that by combining the DR-BEM with the coupled finite difference - bound-

ary element method a wide range of parabolic problems can be solved without requiring

domain integration. This time-stepping approach can become expensive for variable co-

efficient PDEs (particularly for large-time solutions) as it requires the solution of a large
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number of associated etliptic problems with large numbers of internal nodes. Also, it is

found that for some problems in highly heterogeneous media the error at each time-step

can accumulate leading to poor large-time solutions.

To avoid these limitations semi-analytic approaches for solving parabolic equations are

investigated. A new semi-analytic method - the separation of variables dual reciprocity

method (SOV-DRIv[) - is proposed which constructs the solution as an eigenfunction

expansion. The eigenvalues and eigenvectors are determined using the DR-BEM. This

method allows parabolic problems to be solved without requiring time-stepping or do-

main integration. This method is found to produce accurate results for a range of problems

including some problems involving heterogeneous media.

Two other semi-analytic methods are also investigated. These methods are implemented

and compared with the SOV-DRM. It is concluded that each method has specific strengths

and weaknesses and that the choice of method is largely problem dependent.

lu
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In recent years the Boundary Element Method (BEM) has emerged as a viable alternative

for the numerical solution of partial differential equations. Its growing popularity is due to

several advantages it has over other numerical methods such as the finite element method

and finite difference method. The finite element method and finite difference method

are both domain-based methods (requiring domain discretisation and domain integration)

whereas the boundary element method is a boundary-only method (requiring only bound-

ary discretisation and boundary integration). For many problems this effective lowering

of the problem dimension by one can lead to improved computational efficiency and less

computer storage. Secondly, as only boundary discretisation is required the burden on

the user of preparing a domain mesh is avoided. The BEM has been successfully used to

solve a wide range of engineering problems. An outline of the BEM procedure is given

in Chapter 2 of this thesis.

When a partial differential equation (PDE) is used to model a physical process the co-

efficients of the equation normally correspond to the material parameters of the physical

problem. In a heterogeneous medium the material parameters may vary with position,

dependent variable value and/or time in the domain of interest. If this is the case the phys-

ical problem will be governed by a variable coefficient PDE. The application of the BEM

to solve variable coefficient PDEs is hampered by the difficulty of finding a fundamental

solution. The importance of the fundamental solution in generating a boundary integral

formulation is demonstrated in Chapter 2. If the fundamental solution to a variable co-

efficient PDE cannot be found analytically - which will generally be the case - domain
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integrals will remain in the BEM formulation. This negates one of the principal attrac-

tions of the BEM as the problem dimension is no longer reduced. In the literature various

methods have been suggested which can be used to attain a boundary integral formulation

for a variable coeffrcient PDE. [n Chapter 3 a comprehensive survey of these methods is

presented. The strengths and weaknesses of each of these methods are discussed.

The most promising method for attaining a boundary-only formulation for variable coef-

ficient PDEs appezus to be the Dual Reciprocity Boundary Element Method (DR-BEM).

This method allows any domain integrals remaining in a BEM formulation to be expressed

as equivalent boundary integrals. Therefore a boundary-only formulation can be achieved

even if the fundamental solution of the governing equation is unknown. The DR-BEM

was first proposed for elastodynamics problems but has since been successfully extended

to a wide range of problems. The theory and application of the DR-BEM is discussed in
Chapter 4.

ln Chapter 5 the performance of the DR-BEM is evaluated for a range of elliptic prob-

lems. These tests indicate that the DR-BEM gives satisfactory results when applied to

several forms of variable coefficient PDE. However, it is found that for problems with
significant variation of the material parameters and dependent variable within the prob-

lem domain a large number of internal collocation points may be required to construct

accurate solutions. This requirement reduces the computational efficiency of the DR-

BEM. In Chapter 5 some new approaches for improving the efficiency of the DR-BEM

are proposed. Methods are proposed which allow matrix inversion to be avoided for a

range of second-order linear PDEs. A subregion DR-BEM is also proposed. This subre-

gion method is recommended for problems in highly heterogeneous media as it leads to

improvements in both computational efficiency and accuracy.

Several boundary element methods have been proposed for the solution of parabolic prob-

lems. The most commonly used methods - the finite difference BEM and direct time-

integration method - require time-stepping. A principal limitation of these time-stepping

methods is that they require domain discretisation. ln Chapter 6 a new approach, the finite

difference dual reciprocity method (FD-DRM), is proposed which combines the DR-BEM

with the finite difference BEM. Using the DR-BEM domain integration can be avoided.

A time-scheme par:rmeter is used to generalise the time-stepping procedure.

The DR-BEM can also be applied directly to a parabolic equation. It is found that under

certain circumstances the DR-BEM and FD-DRM are equivalent. A simple method is
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suggested which can improve the accuracy of the DR-BEM for parabolic problems. [n

Chapter 6 the success of these time-stepping methods is assessed for a series of variable

coefficient parabolic problems.

It is found that in general these time-stepping schemes can be successfully applied to

variable coefficient parabolic PDEs. However, a large number of internal nodes may

be required for some problems. This requirement reduces the computational efficiency

- particularly if a solution is required at a large time such that a large number of time-

steps are required. Also for problems with extreme dependent variable variation solution

error may accumulate in the time-stepping procedure - leading to inaccurate large-time

solutions.

Due to the limitations of time-stepping methods an approach which can solve parabolic

PDEs while avoiding the need for time-stepping appears attractive. A new semi-analytic

method - the separation of variables dual reciprocity method (SOV-DRM) - is proposed

which constructs a solution as an eigenfunction expansion using the separation of vari-

ables method. The eigenfunctions are found by using the DR-BEM. In Chapter 7 this

method is proposed and tested for a number of parabolic problems. In particular the SOV-

DRM is applied to the problem of pollutant dispersion in a channel. The SOV-DRM is

particularly useful for this problem because the eigenfunctions provide additional infor-

mation about the dispersion behaviour.

In Chapter 8 two alternative semi-analytic schemes are investigated. A coupled Laplace

transform dual reciprocity method U[-DRM) was proposed by Zhu, Satravaha & Lu
(1994). This method has been previously tested for the diffusion equation and nonlin-

ear diffusion-type problems. In Chapter 8 the success of the LLDRM for solving variable

coefficient parabolic PDEs is assessed.

An analytic integration method for solving parabolic problems without time-stepping was

proposed by Aral (1989) where this method was used in conjunction with the secondary

reduction method. In Chapter 8 this analytic integration method is instead implemented in
conjunction with the DR-BEM. This new approach has the advantage of allowing domain

integration to be avoided. In Chapter 8 the implementation of this method is discussed

and its success for solving variable coefficient parabolic PDEs is assessed.

These two alternative semi-analytic methods are tested and compared with the separation

of variables approach. Each of these methods are found to generate accurate results for a
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range of variable coefficient parabolic PDEs. Each of these methods are appropriate for

particular types of problems and it is concluded that the choice of method depends on the

particular problem and the type of results desired.



Chapter 2

The Boundary Element Method

The boundary element method (BEM) is a combination of classical integral equation tech-

niques and numerical inteqpolation techniques. Using integral techniques such as the use

of reciprocity relationships and fundamental solutions the analytic solution to a partial

differential equation can be formulated as a boundary integral equation. This formula-

tion is generally of limited practical value as only for particularly simple geometries and

boundary conditions can the boundary integrals be evaluated analytically. However, by

using the interpolation techniques commonly associated with the finite element method

these boundary integrals can be numerically approximated to construct an approximate

boundary solution.

2.1 Boundary Integral Equation Formulation

A linear differential equation can be expressed in operator form as Lu : T where l, is a

linear operator, y is an inhomogeneous source term and u is the dependent variable. Con-

sider a problem governed by an equation of this form in some domain Cl subject to some

prescribed boundary conditions. It is not realistic, in general, to solve for a analytically.

Tlpically a numerical scheme will be required to solve the differential equation - which
will result in an approrimate solution to ,, with some error at each point in the domain.

This error can be described by a residual function R -- Lu- y. Weighted residual methods

involve weighting the residual function in some way so that the residual is distributed
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throughout the problem domain and is set equal to zero in some mean sense. This idea

can be expressed mathematically as

in Cl (2.r)

where co is the weighting function used. Variations on the weighted residual method such

as the finite element method and boundary element method are characterised by the form

of weighting function chosen.

As an example of how a boundary integral formulation is derived from the weighted

residual expression the method will be demonstrated with the operator L chosen to be the

Laplacian. In this case the differential equation to be solved is

YZu:0

with boundary conditions of the form

inO (2.2)

lnnr,uo: o

1. u:fr
2. q:*:4

I v'uro do - o.
"/o

Applying Green's theorem to this equation gives

[!*r- [ vu.vco do:0.
Jr dn Ja

on f1

on f2

where n is the unit outward normal and f is the boundary of the problem domain O with
f : f r * f2. More complicated boundary conditions - such as boundary conditions of the

form cra -l!q: e or nonlinear boundary conditions - can be applied but, for simplicity,

only conditions of the form of 1. and 2. will be discussed.

Applying the weighted residual approach to Equation (2.2) gives

(2.3)

(2.4)

This expression is the starting equation of the finite element method. By discretising the

problem domain and introducing interpolation functions an approximate solution to the

original differential equation (Equation (2.2)) can be attained. However, in applying the
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boundary element method Green's theorem is used again to give

(2.s)

In the process of applying Green's theorem twice the Laplacian operator on u has been

passed to the weighting function co. The remaining domain integral involves the adjoint

of the original differential equation operating on (D. Until now the only requirement on

the form of or is second-order continuity to allow this integration procedure. To obtain a

boundary integral formulation it is necessary to specify a form of the weighting function

ol which removes the remaining domain integral. This can be achieved either by choosing

to to satisfy the adjoint of the original differential equation (an example of this approach

is Trefftz's method) or by using a special function which allows the domain integral to be

avoided in some way.

In the standard boundary element approach the special function used to remove the re-

maining domain integral is the fundamental solution. For a linear differential equation

Lu: T in f,l the fundamental solution is a solution of

L*or(x,6) + A1E1 :6 (2.6)

where * indicates the adjoint of the operator t and 6 is the Dirac delta function. No

specific boundary conditions are prescribed but in some cases regularity conditions at

infinity need to be satisfied. The fundamental solution is a Green's function which is not

required to satisfy any boundary conditions and is therefore also commonly terrned the

free-space Green' s fu nction.

The Dirac delta function has the following important properties -

at point (
at all other points

ln vzc,ao : Ir(,# - r!) or.

6(E): 
{ ;"*r*

Jl:6(x)dx: I

' /l:6(q) h$)dx: h(l) - selective property.

Physically the fundamental solution can be interpreted as the field generated in infinite

space by a unit concentrated charge applied at a point (. It is important to note that the
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fundamental solution is a function of two points - the source point ( where the concen-

trated charge is applied and the field point x where the effect of the fundamental solution

applied at ( is being measured.

Using the fundamental solution a domain integral can be reduced to a point value,

(2.7)

where ( is some point within the problem domain where the fundamental solution is

applied, and a(O is the value of rr at source point (. This form of the BEM based on

using a fundamental solution is known as the singular BEM. The singular BEM is the

most commonly used form of boundary element method.

For the particular case of Laplace's equation the required fundamental solution is a solu-

tion of

Vtro(6,x)+ 6(O : s. (2.8)

This fundamental solution is known in both two and three dimensions. Therefore, for a
fundamental solution applied at some point I within the problem domain, Equation (2.5)

can be reduced to

(2.e)

It is important to note that the fundamental solution co relates to a concentrated charge

applied at point € and will differ if the concentrated charge is applied at some other point.

Therefore, a distinct equation of the form of Equation (2.9) can be generated for a funda-

mental solution being applied at any point within the domain.

Using limit analysis an expression can be developed for when the fundamental solution is

applied on the domain boundary (Brebbia, Telles & Wrobel 1984). The form of equation

generated by applying the fundamental solution at any point f is summarised in Equa-

tion (2.10),

lnu$)t. 
a((,x)da : - lna(x)S(f)dQ 

: -u(E)

-u(E): I,(,#-,!)0,

c(E)u(E)* [ ,*ar: Ir*0,Jt on Jt on
(2.ro)
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where

.(€):

if(isinfl
if ( is on f and I'is smooth at (
in 2 dimensions if ( is on f and f is non-smooth at € (o = internal angle)

in 3 dimensions if ( is on I- and f is non-smooth at 6 (0 = inner solid angle)

if ( is outside C).

This formulation (Equation (2.10)) involves only boundary integrals. It was attained by

using a reciprocity relationship (Green's theorem) and the known fundamental solution to

Laplace's equation. This approach can be extended to any PDE for which an appropriate

reciprocity relationship and fundamental solution can be found.

2.2 Numerical Implementation of the BBM

If the boundary integrals in Equation (2.10) can be integrated analytically an analytic so-

lution can be constructed at a specified point (. Unfortunately this analytic integration can

only be achieved for simple geometries and simple boundary conditions. Instead, an ap-

proximate solution can be constructed by numerically calculating the boundary integrals.

In the BEM the integrals are evaluated using similar interpolation functions to those used

in the finite element method - but it is only necessary to interpolate over the boundary of
the computational domain.

The problem boundary is discretised into a number of sections - called elements - so that
J

f : U f;, where J is the number of elements used in the discretisation. This allows
j=l

Equation (2.10) to be rewritten as

I
I
1
g
fr
I-
4Tr

0

c(Oa(O + '3rt.dn
(2.1l)

vl,,'fru':P--1,,
Within each element the variation of the dependent variable n is approximated using in-

terpolation functions. Specific points - called nodes - are defined within each element at

which the value of a will be interpolated exactly. Specific interpolation functions - termed

basis functions - are chosen which ensure continuity between elements and interpolate the

nodal values exactly. This approximation of the variation of a within element 7 can be
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d=l

where ujd are the unknown nodal values, Vs are the basis functions used and A is the

number of nodes within element 7. The same approach can be used to approximate the

variation of q: S within an element.

Using these interpolation functions it is now sufficient to solve for the nodal values. In-

troducing Equation (2.12) into equation Equation (2.11) gives

expressed as

where

A

uj: >Vc,ujc (2.r2)

(2.r3)

(2.r4)

c(€),(€).i i ui, Iv*$zr: i i qi" f-vcrMr.
F":f Jli on i-:tq--t 

- Jti

Equation (2.13) applies for a fundamental solution being applied at some point (. If
point ( is restricted to be one of the solution variable nodes then Equation (2.13) can be

rewritten as

JA
I I Qianaii
j=l c:l

f
1ai;: / V"cMf' Jli

and i is the node at which the fundamental solution is being applied.

The integrals ftg,, and 8cu involve the fundamental solution o. This means they relate the

influence of the concentrated charge, applied at node i, to any other node 7. These values

are therefore often termed influence coefficients. The influence coefficients are usually

evaluated using some numerical integration scheme such as Gaussian quadrature. As the

integrands can become singular - particularly if node 7 is near to node i - care must be

taken to ensure these integrals are evaluated accurately.

If a global numbering scheme is introduced for the solution nodes then Equation (2.14)

can be written as

JA
ciui* I I uioLha;i:

.l:lq:l

hu.ij: l, *rfor,

/V

c;u;*Zhtiui:
j:l

/V

Z s,iqi
j=l

(2.l5)
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where N indicates the global number of solution nodes. Equation (2.L5) corresponds to

a fundamental solution applied at node t. An l/xN system can be generated by applying

the fundamental solution at each node in turn so that an equation of the form of Equa-

tion (2.14) is generated for each node. This procedure gives a matrix system of the form

lal{,} : [c]{q} (2.16)

where [H] *d [G] are NxN matrices containing the influence coefficients and {z} and

{q} *" vectors of length N containing the nodal values of u and q.

For a well-posed problem the prescribed boundary conditions can now be applied to

achieve a square system. N1 values of a are known on f1 and N2 values of q are known

on f2 with N1 * N2: N. Therefore l/ unknowns remain in the N equations. Introducing

the known nodal values of u and q into Equation (2.16) this equation can be rearranged

into a linear system of the form

Fl{'} : {t} (2.17)

where {x} is a vector of unknown nodal values. Equation (2.17) can be solved using a

standard linear system solver. Once Equation (2.17) is solved the values of u and q are

known at all the boundarv nodes.

Once a boundary solution is determined a solution can also be calculated at points within
the domain. The solution at an intemal node is given by Equation (2.9). Using the same

boundary discretisation and applying a fundamental solution at point i where the internal

solution is required gives

ll

NN
ui:Zsijqj-Lh,iui (2.18)

j:l j:l

which relates the value at the internal point i to the known solution at the boundary nodes

j : L,. . . ,N. The influence coefficients h;; and gij must be recalculated for each internal

point at which the solution value is desired. Alternatively the internal and boundary solu-

tions can be treated as a coupled problem leaving one larger system to be solved to give

the boundary and internal solutions simultaneously.

The BEM has many advantages over domain-based numerical methods. By formulating

the problem as a boundary integral equation the numerical integration process requires a
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discretisation of the boundary only, The resulting matrix system involves only boundary

nodes so the resulting system will be small and dense in comparison to the large sparse

system generated by domain-based methods such as the finite element method. In many

cases this leads to improved computational effrciency. Data preparation will be signifi-

cantly easier for the BEM as the burden of preparing a domain mesh is avoided. These

advantages will be particularly significant for three-dimensional problems and/or prob-

lems in infinite domains. The BEM can apply flux boundary conditions directly which

can lead to improved solution accuracy. Also, the BEM allows a solution to be directly

constructed at specific internal points from a known boundary solution.

t2



Chapter 3

Solving Variable Coefficient PDEs

Using the BEM

As discussed in the previous chapter, the principal advantage of the BEM over domain-

based numerical methods is the ability to reduce the problem dimension by one. To

achieve this reduction of dimension requires knowledge of the fundamental solution of
the governing PDE. The mathematical theory required to determine the fundamental so-

lution of a constant coefficient PDE is well-developed and has been used successfully to

determine the fundamental solutions for a wide range of constant coefficient equations

(Brebbia & Walker 1980, Clements & Rizzo 1978, Ortner 1987). Fundamental solutions

are known and have been published for many of the most important equations in engineer-

ing such as Laplace's equation, the diffusion equation and the wave equation (Brebbia

et al. 1984). However, by no means can it be guaranteed that the fundamental solution to

a specific differential equation is known. In particular, PDEs with variable coefficients do

not, in general, have known fundamental solutions.

When a mathematical model is constructed for a physical problem the coefficients in the

governing equation generally correspond to the material parameters of the physical prob-

lem. In heterogeneous media the material parameters may vary with position, dependent

variable value and/or time. An equation describing physical behaviour in heterogeneous

media is therefore likely to involve variable coefficients. The solution of variable coeffr-

cient PDEs is an important engineering problem and it would be favourable if a form of
the BEM could be developed to treat these problems.
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3.L Analytic Methods for Finding a Fundamental

Solution

Finding the fundamental solution for a variable coefficient PDE is a difficult problem. The

presence of variable coefficients makes it difficult to apply the standard analytic methods

for finding a fundamental solution (Brebbia & Walker 1980). However, Clements (1987)

suggests that some progress can be made by using the methods of Bergman (1971) or

Vekua (1967).

Clements (1980) considered the two-dimensional equation

* ['.,r#] .* ['.0,#] 
:' (3.1)

where r is a one-dimensional function of the spatial variable,r. Using Bergman operator

theory Clements showed the fundamental solution of this equation to be

I - | ( * h-(r\ rz l,: j[r(x)]-in"{aor,st a-zd.: #+ Io'k-t)'-ttos(t-ro)dtl .. ^,' (3.2)

where z is a complex variable z: x * iy and Re indicates the real part of a complex

number. This fundamental solution applies for a singularity applied at point (a, b) with

z0 : a * ib. The values of hn(x) are found from the relationship

(3.3)

where

A(r) : #lef rl'*
Clements (1980) demonstrated that the integral in Equation (3.2) can be replaced by a
finite summation.

Clements (1988) noted that this fundamental solution will only be of practical use if the

infinite series in Equadon (3.2) converges. He demonstrated that if r(x) is of the form

ndhn+t , dzhn 
^,;t + Ai - Nt, : g for n ) 0 (lre constant)

r("r) : (crr+ F)P (3.4)
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and if p : 2N where N : 0, *1 or *2 theseries can be truncated after a finite number of
terms. ln this case Equation (3.2) is a valid fundamental solution of Equation (3.1).

Clements (1988) also demonstrated that an analytic expression for the fundamental solu-

tion of Equation (3.1) can be obtained for some simple forms of r(x), including Equa-

tion (3.4), for which analytic expressions can be determined for the hr(x).One particular

case discussed by Clements is when r(x) is of the form

r(.r) : tco +e/(x) (3.s)

where tcg and E are constants and /(x) is a general one-dimensional function. By ignor-

ing O(ez) terms he showed an analytic expression can be determined for the hn(x) from

Equation (3.3). Ignoring O(e2) terms will only be permissible if e is a small p:uameter.

This means that in practice this approach could only be employed in cases where r(.r)

varies only slightly from some mean value rcs.

For more complicated forms of r(r) analytic expressions cannot be determined for the

hn(x) and it is necessary to solve Equation (3.3) numerically to determine the h"(x) at

discrete points. Even though the fundamental solution can be found - ensuring that only
boundary discretisation is necessary - this method is unlikely to prove efficient if the

fundamental solution has to be determined numerically, due to the need to repeatedly

evaluate the fundamental solution when applying the BEM.

In many physical problems the variation of the material parameters is not fully understood.

The specific values of the material parameters are instead only known at a number of
discrete sampling points. In this case the variable coefficients in the governing PDE will
not be known in a functional form. This makes it even more difficult to determine a

fundamental solution. Clements (1988) suggested that if this is the case a data-fitting

process can be used to fit a functional form of the form of Equation (3.4) to the sampling

data. This allows an analytic expression for the hr(x), and therefore the fundamental

solution, to be determined. Altematively the hn@) can be determined numerically by

using a finite difference scheme involving the sampling points to solve Equation (3.3).

Clements & Larsson (1993) used the method of Clements to find the fundamental solution

of the equation

15

* ["n,*] .* ['n,#] * p(x)ol2a : 0. (3.6)
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Using this fundamental solution they used the BEM to solve a number of elastostatic

problems where the shear modulus p and density p of the material varied with one spatial

coordinate. Again analytic expressions of the fundamental solution were limited to simple

forms of the coefficients g and p.

Abdullah, Clements & Ang (1993) used a similar approach to solve the two-dimensional

diffusion equation in a heterogeneous body. In a body where the specific heat c, density p

and thermal conductivity K vary with spatial coordinate x the goveming equation for heat

conduction will be

(3.7)

They sought a solution to Equation (3.7) in the Laplace transform space. This approach

requires knowledge of the fundamental solution of

: p(x)c(x)},.U

t6

* l'.n,#] .* l',,r#] 
: p(x)c(x)$

*['.u,#] .*['.*,#]

* 1.n,,,*] .$ 
['.c','rff] 

:o

(3.8)

where U is the Laplace transform of n and l, is the Laplace transform parameter. This

fundamental solution was determined using Bergman operator theory as demonstrated by

Clements (1980). This method was found to produce accurate results when tested for a
problem with known analytic solution.

Recently Ang, Kusuma & Clements (1995) have extended this approach to find the funda-

mental solution of a two-dimensional equation where the coefficients vary in both spatial

directions. They considered the equation

(3.e)

for the special case where r is of the form r: X(x)Y(y). For this separable form of x
the method of Clements (1980) can be used in each coordinate direction to express the

fundamental solution of Equation (3.9) as a double series.

These studies have used the work of Clements (1980) to determine the fundamental so-

lutions necessary for applying the BEM to a number of variable coefficient PDEs. These

approaches have been successful for specific equations with specific forms of the material

parameters. Extending the approach of Clements to treat general equations with general

coefficient forms is problematic and appears unlikely to be successful.
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Even if a fundamental solution can be found it may prove to be impractical. The funda-

mental solution and its derivative are included in the kernel of the influence coefficient

integrals. These integrals are usually calculated numerically using Gaussian quadrature

procedures. This means that the fundamental solution has to be evaluated many times in

computing a BEM solution. If the fundamental solution is not known in a form that can

be readily evaluated the numerical efficiency of the BEM will be severely hampered.

Even for fairly simple variable coefficient PDEs the mathematical procedure required

to determine a fundamental solution is rather complex. [n practice the BEM is used by

engineers who are unlikely to have the mathematical background necessary to analytically

find a fundamental solution in this manner.

3.2 Variable T[ansformation Methods

In some cases it may be possible to transform a variable coefficient PDE to another PDE

for which the fundamental solution is known. If this can be achieved two approaches are

possible. The problern can be solved directly in the transformed space and then inverse

transforms can be used to determine the solution to the original problem. Alternatively

the inverse transform can be used to determine an expression for the fundamental solution

to the original problem. The fundamental solution used in the first approach is likely to be

of a simpler form but the first approach will also require transformation of the boundary

conditions which may lead to complications.

Cheng ( 1984) investigated Darcy's flow with variable permeability. This physical problem

is governed by the generalised Laplace equation

V. (rVH) : o (3.10)

where H is the piezometric head. For variable permeability, the hydraulic conductivity

r will be a function of position. Cheng aimed to find a fundamental solution to Equa-

tion (3.l0) of a form defined by

17

V.(rVo) : -zn6(E) (3.r l)
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where 6 is the Dirac delta function with source point [. For a variable Q defined as

Q: rlco, the following identity can be derived,

V2O - *-*v . (rVro) + coV2rl.
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If Yzr*: 0 this identity can be used to relate the fundamental solution defined by Equa-

tion (3.11) to the known fundamental solution to Laplace's equation - giving

co(x, €) : r-i (x)r-i (€)ar- (x, 6)

(3.r2)

(3.13)

where ro* is the fundamental solution to Laplace's equation. Cheng also employed this

technique to find a fundamental solution based on the known fundamental solutions to the

Helmholtz and modified Helmholtz equations.

Cheng (1984) showed that the condition y26* : 0 is satisfied for many practical ground-

water flow problems. Using this method he generated accurate results for a number of
one and two-dimensional Darcy's flow problems. Cheng (1987) listed several two and

three-dimensional functions conducive to data-fitting which satisfy Yzrl. :0. For these

functions he was able to determine the corresponding fundamental solutions.

Ortiz & Gipson (1989) used the method of Cheng to model galvanic corrosion in het-

erogeneous electrolytes. This physical process is governed by the generalised Laplace

equation where the conductivity of the medium r varies with position. Ortiz & Gipson

approximated actual conductivities using the general polynomial

r : (o * bx * cy * dz I exy * fxz+ Syz)z (3.r4)

where a - I are constants. Ortiz & Gipson found this function could be used to adequately

model measured conductivity data. This polynomial satisfies the requirement V2r* :0 so

using the method developed by Cheng they were able to construct a fundamental solution.

They found this solution method was computationally effrcient and produced accurate

results.

Clements & Rogers (1983) considered a second-order variable coefficient PDE of the

form

#-,(E)# +b(\)u:,H# G(E)*O V E) (3.15)
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for which they aimed to generate simple analytic solutions. They introduced simple trans-

formations which allow Equation (3.15) to be converted to either the wave equation (for

c(6) > 0) or Laplace's equation (for c(6) < 0) - although this is not stated by Clements &
Rogers, it appears that for this method to work c(O must have the same sign at all domain

points so only one transformation is needed for the entire domain. Knowing the analytic

solutions to these equations they could then use the inverse transformations to determine

an analytic solution to Equation (3.15).

This approach unfortunately does not work for arbitrary forms of a, b and c. They con-

sidered the specific case

Qa dzu
(3.16)

A2 h2

where A and O can be arbitrary functions. In terms of Equation (3.l5) this implies that

two of the three coefficients a, b and c can be arbitrary but the third is defined in terms of
the other two. For c(q) < 0 the transformations u* : Qu.,6* : - [ OzA-tdEand n* - rl
allow Equation (3.16) to be transformed to Laplace's equation,
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d2u ltaeldu adlAl(tA
W*lodaq*AElol&":

#.ffi:o (3.17)

(3.18)

If c(0 ) 0 similar transformations can be used to convert Equation (3.16) to a wave equa-

tion. Using this approach Clements & Rogers were able to generate analytic solutions to

a number of physical problems governed by Equation (3.16). Clements (1987) proposed

using this technique in conjunction with the boundary element method. This approach

will be restricted to situations where the variable coefficients in the governing equation

are of the form prescribed by Equation (3.16)

A similar approach was investigated by Shaw & Makris (1992) for the Helmholtz and

Laplace equations in heterogeneous media. They considered the equation

V . [rK(x)Va(*)] + N(x)r(x) : g(x)

where K and N are position-dependent material parameters. They showed that this equa'

tion can be reduced to a constant coefficient Helmholtz equation in cases where the ma-
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terial parameters satisfy the relationship

vzw - *\ +F'w : o (3. re)

where W : K2 and p is a (possibly imaginary) constant. Shaw & Makris discussed a

number of cases involving both continually varying and piecewise continuous material

parameters which satisfy this relationship. They found that, although it may seem restric-

tive, Equation (3.19) does allow some freedom and this approach can be successfully used

in a number of practical cases.

Shaw, Wrobel & Nowak (1993) suggested further cases where a variable coefficient equa-

tion of the form

V' [rK(x)Va(x)] : Q(x) (3.20)

can be reduced to a constant coefficient PDE. Again these transformations are restricted to

specific relationships between K and n. They discussed the physical relationships between

the material parameters implied by these relationships.

Bluman (1983) developed a procedure which can be used to determine if a given linear

PDE can be transformed into a constant coefficient PDE. Using Lie group analysis he

developed necessary and sufficient conditions for mapping elliptic PDEs into Laplace's

equation or the Helmholtz equation; parabolic PDEs into the diffusion equation; and hy-

perbolic PDEs into the the wave equation. Bluman also defined the transformation proce-

dure foreach class ofequation.

Transformation methods will allow a boundary-only formulation to be generated for a
wide range of variable coefficient PDEs. If a variable coefficient PDE can be transformed

to a constant coefficient PDE the BEM can be readily applied using the standard BEM

approach. Unfortunately a general theory cannot be developed along these lines as not all

variable coefficient PDEs can be mapped to a constant coefficient PDE. Secondly, even

if a transformation can be found for a specific PDE it may eventuate that the transform

or inverse transform is not of a practical form or that the boundary conditions cannot be

transformed.

Even if a transformation cannot be found which maps a given variable coeffrcient PDE

to a constant coefficient form this approach may still prove productive. As will be dis-
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cussed later several techniques have been proposed which approximate domain integrals

remaining in a BEM formulation. Even if transformations cannot be found which entirely

remove the domain integrals from a BEM formulation, these transformations may reduce

the complexiry of the remaining domain integrals. Improved solution :rccuracy may be

obtained by using a variable transform in conjunction with a domain integral approxima-

tion method.

3.3 Numerical Evaluation of a Fundamental Solution

In many cases an analytic expression cannot be found for the fundamental solution of a
given operator. If this is the case an alternative approach that could be considered is to

determine the fundamental solution numerically. This approach is particularly feasible

for constant coefficient PDEs, where the fundamental solution chieffy depends on the

distance between the field point and the source point. Therefore a tabular form of the

fundamental solution could be constructed numericallv.

However, it is unlikely an efftcient numerical approach could be developed to treat vari-

able coefficient PDEs. For variable coefficient PDEs the fundamental solution does not

simply depend on the distance between the field point and the source point. The loca-

tion of the source point is now also significant. This means that the numerical process

would have to be repeated for every point at which the fundamental solution is applied.

In applying the BEM the fundamental solution needs to be repeatedly evaluated. If the

computational expense of calculating the fundamental solution becomes significant the

computational efficiency of the BEM will be substantially reduced.

3.4 Piecewise Approximation of a Variable Coefficient

PDE

As noted previously fundamental solutions can be found for a wide range of constant

coefficient PDEs. In some cases these fundamental solutions can be used to construct an

approximate solution of variable coefficient PDEs.

2l
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In many physical situations the material parameters vary in a piecewise homogeneous

manner throughout the domain. Each homogeneous zone can be treated as a separate

subregion governed by a constant coefficient PDE. If the fundamental solution is known

for the constant coefficient form of the governing PDE the boundary element method can

be applied to each of these subregions and a complete global solution can be assembled.

Wardle & Crotty (1978) applied this technique to heterogeneous mining problems. They

considered problems involving regions of different rock types with different material pa-

rameters. Each region of rock can be treated as a distinct homogeneous region, in which

case a global solution can be obtained using the subregion approach. This approach was

also used successfully by Lafe, Ligget & Liu (1981) for groundwater flow problems in

heterogeneous aquifers where each soil layer can be treated as a distinct homogeneous

region.

Venturini (1989) extended this approach to problems where each subregion has heteroge-

neous material parameters of a particular form. Venturini considered a two-dimensional

problem where each subregion is governed by

r(x)V2a(x)+b(x) :s (3.2r\

where the flux coefficient r varies distinctly within each zone and b is a known source

distribution. The fundamental solution, (r,, to this simple variable coefficient PDE is

22

, e\ -lnr0(x, E) : ZTE*E)
(3.22)

where the fundamental solution is applied at source point [. This zoned variable coeffi-

cient PDE can be solved using the subregion approach.

The subregion approach allows the BEM to be used for physical problems where the ma-

terial parameters vary in a piecewise manner. This approach can also be used to construct

an approximate solution for problems where the material parameters vary continuously

throughout the domain of interest. This can be achieved by approximating the variable

coefficients in the governing equation by piecewise-constant functions. This approxima-

tion allows the problem to be divided into a number of constant coefficient subregions.

The coarsest application of this approach was considered by Rangogni & Occhi (1987)

where they approximated a variable coefficient by a global mean value. They considered
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the two-dimensional generalised Laplace equation

V.(r(.r,r)VV(x,y)) : s

which using the substitution V(x,y) : r-i u@,y) can be recast as

(3.23)

Y2u* f (x,y)u:0 (3.24)

where / is a known function. For cases where the variation of / within the domain is

slight they treated Equation (3.24) as a constant coefficient PDE where f (r,y) is approxi-

mated by some mean value. This recasts the generalised Laplace equation as a Helmholtz

equation for which the fundamental solution is known. Rangogni & Occhi found this ap-

proach provided fairly accurate results as long as / did not significantly vary within the

problem domain. They measured the variation of / using a parameter R defined as

(3.2s)

Their examples suggest that this method is satisfactory for problems where R < 10. For

more extreme variation of / they found the solution accuracy rapidly deteriorated. Ran-

gogni & Occhi showed that for problems where R > 10 the solution accuracy can be

improved by discretising the problem domain into a number of regions, within each of
which the variation of / is such that R < 10.

This idea of approximating a continually varying material parameter by a piecewise-

constant function was considered by Liggett & Liu (1983) for groundwater flow problems.

ln many practical cases the permeability varies with position, but often this variation is

not fully understood. They argued that in many cases it is unreasonable to construct a

functional form for the permeability from data measured at a small number of discrete

data points. Instead, they argued, the permeability should be treated as constant over re-

gions. Under this assumption the problem can be treated as a piecewise-homogeneous

problem and can be solved using a zoning procedure. They showed that this method can

be used to give accurate solutions for a number of practical groundwater flow problems.

If the material parameters have significant continual variation throughout the problem

domain a large number of subregions will be necessary to approximate the continually

varying material parameters as piecewise-constant functions. The effort to construct these

zones is likely to make this method little more efficient than using the BEM with domain

R:l*T{1.
;mm/l
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discretisation or using a domain-based method such as the finite element method.

In many cases a physical problem in a given domain can be subdivided into regions in

which the variation of the material parameters is significant and regions where it is not.

In the areas of insignificance it may be possible to treat the material parameters as homo-

geneous. In these areas the physical problem will be governed by a constant coefficient

PDE for which it may be feasible to apply the standard BEM. In the regions of significant

variation the goveming variable coefficient PDE may be solved using the BEM with do-

main discretisation. Although some domain integration will still be necessary the overall

computational efficiency of the solution procedure will be improved.

A similar approach can be employed where the BEM is employed in the homogeneous

region but another numerical technique is used in the heterogeneous region. Shaw (1978)

considered a problem involving a finite region, in which heterogeneous effects were sig-

nificeurt, surrounded by an infinite domain where heterogenities were not considered sig-

nificant. He proposed generating a solution by applying the finite element method to

construct a solution in the finite heterogeneous region and using the BEM in the exterior

region. Rudolphi (1985) employed a similar coupled finite element-boundary element

method to solve heterogeneous potential and elasticity problems. Rudolphi generated

accurate results for a number of practical problems.

Using constant coefficient approximations to a variable coefficient PDE will only be ap-

propriate for physical problems where the material parameters have only slight variation

within the problem domain or vary significantly only within an isolated region. If the

material parameters vary significantly throughout the problem domain it is unlikely that

these approximate methods will provide accurate and efficient results.

3.5 Applying the BEM with Domain Integration

It appears unlikely that either a general analytic or numerical approach can be devel-

oped for efficiently determining the fundamental solution of a general variable coefficient

PDE. When applying the BEM to a variable coefficient PDE with unknown fundamental

solution a boundary integral formulation can be generated by basing the formulation on

a related PDE with known fundamental solution. Applying the BEM using this chosen

fundamental solution will leave domain integrals remaining in the BEM fonnulation.

u
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Wu (1985) argued that the BEM has several advantages over other numerical methods

which justify its use for many practical problems - even in cases where domain inte-

gration is required. He argued that for problems such as flow problems a wide range of
phenomena are described by the same governing equations. What distinguishes these phe-

nomena is the boundary conditions of the problem. For this reason accurate description

of the boundary conditions is vital for solution accuracy. The BEM generates a formu-

lation involving both the dependent variable a and the flux q. This allows flux boundary

conditions to be applied directly which cannot be achieved in either the finite element or

finite difference methods.

Another advantage of the BEM over other numerical methods is that it allows an explicit

expression for the solution at an internal point. This allows a problem to be subdivided

into a number of zones for which the BEM can be applied individually. This zoning

approach is suited to problems with significantly different length scales or different prop-

erties in different areas.

Domain integrals can arise in a BEM formulation in two ways. A domain integral can

arise in the BEM formulation due to an inhomogeneous source term or due to the funda-

mental solution not entirely removing the dependent variable from the domain integrals.

The first type of integral does not involve any problem unknowns whereas the second case

produces domain integrals involving the dependent variable. tn this section techniques for
treating these two types of domain integrals will be discussed in turn.

Domain Integrals Involving an Inhomogeneous Source Term

Inhomogeneous PDEs occur for a large number of physical problems. An inhomogeneous

term may arise due to a number of factors including a source term, a body force term, or

due to initial conditions in time-dependent problems. An inhomogeneous linear PDE can

be expressed in operator form as Lu - y where y is a known function of position or a
non-zero constant. If the fundamental solution is known for the operator L, the resulting

BEM formulation will be

25

(3.26)

The domain integral in this formulation does not involve any unknowns so domain inte-

gration can be used directly to solve this equation. This requires discretising the domain

tal {"} - Icl {q} : - lntc,frT.
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into internal cells in much the same way as for the finite element method. As the domain

integral does not involve any unknown values, accurate results can generally be achieved

using a fairly coarse mesh. This method is simple and has been shown to produce accurate

results (Brebbia et al. 1984). This approach, however, requires a domain discretisation and

a numerical domain integration procedure which reduces the attraction of the BEM over

domain-based numerical methods.

Takhteyev & Brebbia (1990) proposed a method which transforms domain integrals over

cells to the cell boundary. These integrals over the cell boundary can be determined

analytically which makes the method accurate and efficient. Although this method does

not require domain integration it, in general, still requires domain discretisation.

Gipson (1987) proposed a method which allows domain integrals to be evaluated without

requiring domain discretisation. His method uses the Monte Carlo method of integration

which approximates a domain integral by a summation over a random number of inte-

gration points. This method has the secondary advantage of allowing a simple geometry

enclosing the problem domain to be used in the domain integration process. Gipson has

successfully applied this method to a number of Poisson-type problems. Unfortunately

this method often proves to be computationally expensive as a large number of integration

points are needed for accurate domain integration. Gipson argues however that, as this

method removes the burden of preparing a domain mesh, the extra computational expense

is justified.

Domain Integrals Involving the Dependent Variable

Consider the linear homogeneous PDE Lu: O. As has been observed in this chapter,

the fundamental solution to the operator L may be unobtainable or may be in an unusable

form. This is especially likely if L involves variable coefficients for which case it has been

shown that it is particularly difficult to find a fundamental solution. Instead, a BEM for-

mulation can be derived based on a related operator i wittr known fundamental solution.

A BEM formulation for Lu: 0 based on the operator i will be of the form

26

tal {,} - tcl {q} : - InG- L)uona (3,27)
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where co is the fundamental solution corresponding to the operator i. This integral equa-

tion is similar to Equation (3.26). However, in this case the domain integral term involves

the dependent variable r.

Butterfield (1978) proposed a method which applies the BEM to a general variable coeffr-

cient PDE (operator Z) by utilising the fundamental solution to a corresponding constant

coefficient equation (operator i). fnis leaves a domain integral / of the form

n

(3.28)

in the BEM formulation. Butterfield proposed an iterative scheme for determining /.
Initially a boundary solution is constructed with / - 0. Using this boundary solution a

solution at a number of internal points can be constructed. Domain integration can then

be used to determine an updated estimate to /. Using this estimate of / a new solution

can be determined, from which the estimate of l can be updated. This process is repeated

until the estimate of l converges. At each iteration / is treated as a known forcing function.

This means the domain integral contains no problem unknowns, so a fairly coarse domain

mesh will generally be sufficient to accurately evaluate the domain integral.

This iterative approach has been applied to thermoelastic deformation in heterogeneous

media by Ghosh & Mukherjee (1984). For this problem heterogenities arise as the ma-

terial parameters are temperature dependent. They tested the method for two practical

problems. They found that accurate results were achieved after four or five iterations.

This iterative method has also been applied to nonlinear problems (Banerjee 1979).

It is unlikely that this iterative scheme would prove computationally efficient for a general

variable coefficient problem. Ghosh & Mukherjee compared the efficiency of this method

with the finite element method. They found that the finite element method produced

results of similar accuracy in considerably less time. Their BEM code, however, was not

fully optimised.

Alternatively, the dependent variable can be treated as a formal problem unknown and

the domain integral / can be evaluated numerically in a similar manner to that used in the

finite element method. This involves the construction of a domain mesh and interpolating

functions need to be used to model these domain elements. As the intemal nodes are

now solution variables the resulting matrix system may be considerably larger than for

the iterative approach. This extra cost is likely to be justified by avoiding the need for

I--l*rt-L)ur*a
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iteration. The domain integration method has been applied by Skerget & Brebbia (1983)

to solve transport problems governed by the convection-diffusion equation. In this case a

domain integral arose due to convective terms which were not included in the fundamental

solution.

3.6 Converting Domain Integrals to Boundary Integrals

Domain integration can be simply and accurately performed in the BEM and, as noted ear-

lier (Page 24),the BEM does have inherent advantages overalternative numerical methods

which may justify its use for a problem even if domain integration is required. However,

the presence of domain integrals in the integral formulation does negate one of the princi-

pal advantages of the method in that the problem dimension is no longer reduced by one.

Therefore it would still be preferable to be able to avoid domain integration when using

the BEM.

Several methods have been developed which allow domain integrals to be expressed as

equivalent boundary integrals. The use of these methods therefore allows domain integra-

tion to be avoided. ln this section these methods will be discussed.

3.6.1 Removing Domain Integrals due to Inhomogeneous Terms

The Galerkin Vector Technique

As discussed previously, applying the BEM to the inhomogeneous linear PDE Lu: \
gives

(3.2e)

For some particular forms of the inhomogeneous function y the domain integral can be

transformed directly into boundary integrals.

Consider the Poisson equation Y2u:y. Applying the BEM gives an equation of the form

Wl{"}-tcl{q}:-lnqn.
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of Equation (3.29). Using Green's second identity,

ln{rr', -,vzy) dd) : I, QY*-'#) r. (3.30)

domain integration can be avoided for certain forms of y. If a Galerkin vector y can be

found which satisfies Y2v: {D, where ro is the fundamental solution of Laplace's equation,

then for the specific case of ybeing harmonic (Y2T:0) Green's second identity can be

reduced to

ln *n: l,(r#-'#,)o'' (3.31)

Therefore if a Galerkin vector can be found and T is harmonic the domain integral in

Equation (3.29) can be expressed as equivalent boundary integrals.

Fairweather, Rizzo, Shippy & Wu (1979) determined the Galerkin vector for the two-

dimensional Poisson equation and Monaco & Rangogni (1982) determined the Galerkin

vector for the three-dimensional Poisson equation. Danson (1981) showed how this

method can be applied successfully for a number of physical problems involving linear

isotropic problems with body forces. He considered the practical cases where the body

force term arose due to either a constant gravitational load, rotation about a fixed axis or

steady-state thermal loading. In each of these cases the domain integral can be expressed

as equivalent boundary integrals.

This Galerkin vector approach provides a simple method of expressing domain integrals

as equivalent boundary integrals. Unfortunately, it only applies to specific forms of the

inhomogeneous term T (i.e. y is required to be harmonic).

Complementary Function-Particular Integral Method

A more general approach can be developed using particular solutions. Consider the linear

problem Lu: "1. a can be considered as the sum of the complementary function n", which

is a solution of the homogeneous equation Lu, :0, and a particular solution an which

satisfies Lur: y but is not required to satisfy the boundary conditions of the problem.

Applying the BEM to the governing equation using the expansion r: u"* up gives

lnl{u} - [c]{q} :lH){"r} -lcl{qp}. (3.32)
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If a particular solution up canbe found, all values on the right-hand-side of Equation (3.32)

are known, reducing the problem to

lnl{r} -tcl{q}: {dI (3.33)

where {d} is a vector of known values. This linear system can be solved by applying

boundary conditions.

This method has been applied successfully in a number of practical cases. Pape & Baner-

jee (1987) applied this method to solve two-dimensional elastostatic problems. They

determined the particular solutions for the cases where a domain integral arose due to

either gravitational loading or centrifugal loading. Henry & Banerjee (1988) applied this

method for thermoelasticity problems where a domain integral arose due to some speci-

fied simple temperature distributions.

This approach can be applied in a situation where an analytic expression for a particular

solution can be found. Unforn:nately particular solutions are generally only known for

simple operators and for simple forms of y. Alternatively an approximate particular solu-

tion could be calculated numerically. Zheng, Coleman & Phan-Thien (1991) proposed a

method where a particular solution is determined by approximating the inhomogeneous

source term using a global interpolation function. This approach is a special case of a
nore general method known as the dual reciprocity boundary element method.

3.6.2 The Dual Reciprocity Boundary Element Method

The dual reciprocity boundary element method (DR-BEM) was designed to avoid having

to explicitly know the fundamental solution of a PDE. Instead the BEM is applied using a

related operator for which the fundamental solution is known. The related operator most

frequently used for second-order PDEs is the Laplacian and the method will be outlined

for this choice.

Consider a second-order PDE of the form

Yzu: b (3.34)
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where b is a forcing function which can be a function of position, dependent variable
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and./or time. Using the DR-BEM the forcing function is approximated using a global

shape function

31

M

b: Zoifi
J:l

(3.35)

where fi arc the approximating functions used in the interpolation and cr; are unknown

coefficients. This global approximation uses M interpolation functions which give exact

solutions at M collocation points.

The approximating functions are chosen so that corresponding particular solutions 0; can

be determined,

Y2frr: 7r. (3.36)

Substituting the global approximation of the forcing function into Equation (3.34) gives

M
y2u: luyzq. (3.37)

j=l

Applying the standard BEM approach to this equation gives

'(€),(6) .I(#,-'ff)r'
:f o,f"rero,rer . I,(#r,-'#)-] (3 3s)

j=l

Equation (3.38) involves only boundary integrals so a solution can be generated requiring

only boundary discretisation. The DR-BEM essentially avoids domain integration by

approximating the forcing function b using a series of localised particular solutions.

The specific numerical approach to be taken for a given problem depends on the form of b.

The DR-BEM was first proposed for elastodynamic problems (Nardini & Brebbia 1982)

but it has since been extended to a wide range of physical problems. Accurate results

have been produced for elliptic, parabolic and hyperbolic problems. The method has also

been extended to nonlinear problems with some success. A comprehensive overview of
the DR-BEM is provided by Partridge, Brebbia & Wrobel (1992).

Although the method has primarily been applied for constant coefficient PDEs it has also
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been shown to generate accurate solutions for some variable coefficient PDEs (Wrobel &
Figueriredo 1991, Harrouni, Ouazar, Wrobel & Brebbia 1992\. One particular advantage

of the DR-BEM for practical problems governed by variable coefficient PDEs is that it is

not necessary to express the material parameters as continuous functions. In many phys-

ical situations it may only be possible to determine the material parameters at a number

of discrete points. As long as the material parameters are known at the collocation points

the DR-BEM can be applied.

The DR-BEM has many attractive features. Principal among these is the method's gen-

erality. Using this method a boundary-only formulation can be generated for almost any

second-order PDE without requiring knowledge of the fundamental solution (the DR-

BEM can also be applied to higher-order PDEs). The major requirement in producing

accurate results hinges on the use of appropriate approximating functions.

3.6.3 The Particular Integral Method

The method of expressing the solution to a PDE as the sum of a complementary function

and a particular solution has been discussed previously (Section 3.6.1) for cases where a

particular solution can be found analytically. Unfortunately it is difficult to find a partic-

ular solution except for particularly simple cases. The particular integral method can be

extended, however, by using numerical methods to determine an approximate particular

integral.

Consider the Poisson equation

Y2u: b, (3.3e)

To solve this problem using the particular integral method requires a particular solution

u, of Yzu, : b. To construct a particular solution numerically Zheng et al. (1991) ap-

proximated the source term b as

(3.40)

This global approximation is the same as that used in the DR-BEM and the methods

produce the same boundary integral formulation. Zhenget al. did not use the same method

32

M
u: Zaifi'

j=l
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for determining the unknown coefficients cf as is typically used for the DR-BEM. Their

suggested method, however, is appropriate only for inhomogeneous equations (where the

forcing term is a function of position only).

The particular integral method can be extended to problems where the forcing function

involves the dependent variable. Ahmad & Bangeree (1986) considered the Helmholtz

equation

Y2u*)uu:O. (3.4r)

A solution to this equation can be constructed as the sum of a complementary function a"

satisfying

Yzu" - 0 (3.42)

and a 'particular' solution zn of

Yzurlluu:0. (3.43)

Polyzos, Dassios & Beskos (1994) note that a, is not a particular solution in the strict

mathematical sense. However for practical purposes it can be treated as such.

It is not practically feasible to analytically determine the'particular' solution as the un-

known solution a is included in Equation (3.43). Ahmad & Bangeree (1986) used a global

shape function to approximate the dependent variable,

u: !c,1yi. Q.44)
j:l

This global shape function is similar to that used in the DR-BEM. Applying the DR-BEM

to Equation (3.41) would use a global approximation of

b: -Lvu: f o,r,. (3.45\
j:l

As l, is a constant these two methods will produce the same boundary integral formulation

and will require identical numerical operations.

Although presented differently, the particular integral and dual reciprocity methods are
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essentially equivalent. Polyzos et al. (1994) showed the two methods to be equivalent

for the case of elastodynamics. Unfortunately the equivalence of these methods does not

seem to be realised by some practitioners of the particular integral method - Ahmad &
Bangeree (1986) have written a paper comparing the two methods - and this has lead to

some confusion.

3.6.4 The Secondary Reduction Method

Aral & Tang (1988a) proposed a similar technique to the DR-BEM which they termed the

secondary reduction method (SRM). They considered a time-dependent diffr.rsion problem

of the form

YZu- cu: du

E. (3.46)

Similarly to the DR-BEM the method is based on a related operator for which the fun-

damental solution is known. Aral & Tang based their solution to Equation (3.46) on the

modified Helmholtz operator for which the fundamental solution is known. Applying the

standard BEM approach gives

lal{u}-tcl{q} :- [ ,a!^on.(rr Jn dt

A global approximation of the form

M

I cr;(r)/r(x)
;-l

du

dr

(3.47)

(3.48)

is used for the SRM as it is for the DR-BEM. For the DR-BEM the approximating func-

tions /, are chosen to be particular solutions of the related operator so that a boundary-

only formulation is achieved. For the SRM the approximating functions fi are instead

chosen to be any member from the set of smooth integrable functions. The SRM there-

fore does not necessarily remove domain integrals from the problem formulation. Aral &
Tang used domain discretisation to evaluate the domain integrals. The domain integrals

no longer explicitly involve the dependent variable u so accurate domain integration can

generally be performed using a fairly coarse domain mesh.

Aral & Tang (1989a) have also applied this approach to transient diffusion problems with
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or without a first-order chemical reaction term. Although the SRM has so far only been

applied to parabolic problems the approach is similar to the DR-BEM and it seems likely

that this method could be extended to elliptic and hyperbolic equations using similar ap-

proaches as have been employed for the DR-BEM. The method has only been tested for

constant coefficient equations. However, it seems likely that the extension of the sec-

ondary reduction method to variable coefficient PDEs would not be problematic.

If the same approximate functions are used in the dual reciprocity and secondary reduc-

tion methods the results will be of the same order of accuracy. However, as the condi-

tions on the choice of approximate function are less restrictive for the SRM it potentially

should produce more accurate results. Aral & Tang (1988b) suggested that in some cases

improved accuracy can be achieved using the SRM with exponential functions. The DR-

BEM, however, has been shown to be sufficiently accurate for a wide range of practical

problems. Any slight improvement in accuracy the SRM may provide comes at the ex-

pense of requiring the preparation of a domain mesh.

3.6.5 The Perturbation Boundarv Element Method

Rangogni (1986) proposed solving variable coefficient PDEs by coupling the boundary

element method with a perturbation method. He considered the two-dimensional gener-

ali sed Laplace equation

V.(r(x,y)VV(x,y)) : g. (3.4e)

Using the substitution V(x,y) : r-* u@,y) Equation (3.4g)can be recast as a heteroge-

neous Helmholtz equation
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Y2u+ f (x,l)rz:0

where / is a known function of position.

(3.s0)

Rangogni treated this equation as a perturbation about Laplace's equation. He considered

the class of equations

Y2u+ ef (x,y)u: O where0(e< I (3.s 1)
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for which he sought a solution of the form

4n: uo* en1 * E"ug{ ...:

Substituting Equation (3.52) into Equation (3.51) and grouping powers of e gives

Y2us+e(Y'u,t + f uo) +e2 (Yzu2+ f ut) *...:0.

Zui"j.
,t=0

(3.s2)

(3.s3)

A solution will only exist for all values of e if the terms at each power of e equal zero. This

allows Equation (3.53) to be treated as an infinite series of distinct problems which can be

solved using the boundary element method, as con be found by solving Yzuo- 0 which

Rangogni assumes will satisfy the boundary conditions of the original problem. Each

successive ui carrr then be found by solving a Poisson equation, Y'uj - -fuj-t, with

homogeneous boundary conditions as uj-1 has been previously determined. Rangogni

used a domain discretisation to solve these Poisson problems.

Equation (3.50) is a particular member of this faguty of equations for which e : l. The

solution to Equation (3.50) is therefore given UV I uj. Rangogni reported that in practice
j:o

this series converged rapidly and in his numerical examples he achieved accurate results

using only as and a1.

Rangogni (1987) applied this coupled perturbation-boundary element method to Darcy's

flow problems with variable permeability - which are governed by the generalised Laplace

equation. The BEM had been previously applied to this class of problems by Cheng

(1984) but his solution scheme was limited to cases where Yzri :0. Rangogni showed

that the coupled perturbation-boundary element method produces accurate results for

practical problems and, unlike Cheng's method, it allows the use of a general perme-

ability function.

Rangogni (1991) extended this coupled perturbation - boundary element method to the

general second-order variable coefifrcient PDE

Yzu* f (r,,y)** rrr,r)* : h@,y). (3.s4)
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He considered the family of equations

- h(x,Y) (0!e!1). (3.ss)

Applying the perturbation method to this family of equations allows Equation (3.55) to be

expressed as an infinite series of distinct Poisson equations which can be solved using the

boundary element method. Again Rangogni used a domain mesh to solve these Poisson

equations. Rangogni found that in practice convergence was rapid and accurate results

were produced.

Gipson, Reible & Savant (1987) considered a class of hyperbolic and elliptic problems

which can be transformed into an inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation. They used the per-

turbation method to recast this as an infinite sequence of Poisson equations. They avoided

domain discretisation by using a Monte Carlo integration technique (Gipson 1987) to

evaluate the required domain integrals.

Lafe & Cheng ( 1987) used the perturbation method to solve steady-state groundwater flow

problems in heterogeneous aquifers. They showed the method produced accurate results

for simply varying hydraulic conductivities with convergence after two or three terms.

Lafe & Cheng investigated the convergence of the perturbation method. They found that

for rapidly varying hydraulic conductivity convergence is not guaranteed. From this in-

vestigation they concluded that accurate results can be obtained so long as the hydraulic

conductivity does not vary by more than one order of magnitude within the solution do-

main. If the hyfuaulic conductivity variation is more significant they recommend using

the perturbation method in conjunction with a subregion technique so that the variation

of conductivity within each subregion satisfies their requirements. This process could be-

come computationally expensive, particularly if convergence is not rapid, as the solution

of multiple subproblems will be required within each subregion.

3.6.6 The Multiple Reciprocity Method

The multiple reciprocity method (MRM) was initially proposed by Nowak (1987) for the

solution of transient heat conduction problems. Since then the method has been success-

fully applied to a wide range of problems. The MRM can be viewed as a generalisation

of the Galerkin vector approach. Instead of using one higher-order fundamental solution,

Yz u r, 
[f{",r) } * rf',rl ff]
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the Galerkin vector, to convert the remaining domain integrals to equivalent boundary

integrals a series of higher-order fundamental solutions is used.

Consider the Poisson equation

Y2u: bo (3.56)

where bo : bo(x) is a known function of position. Applying the BEM to this equation,

using the fundamental solution to the Laplace operator, gives

38

(3.57)

where ros is the known fundamental solution to Laplace's equation applied at point f,. To

avoid domain discretisation the domain integral in Equation (3.57) needs to be expressed

as equivalent boundary integrals. Using MRM this is achieved by defining a higher-order

fundamental solution ol such that

V2c,:, - roo. (3.58)

Using this higher-order fundamental solution the domain integral in Equation (3.57) can

be written as

'(6)a(€) 
* lr,#or+ lnuorxdd2: lr^!0,

lnuo,xaa: f;ovll,do

lnur,xao 
: I,(,*-'' #) dr + 

IaalYzbsddt.

In ,vzbsddt: fn ruraa.

or

(3.se)

(3.61)

(3.60)

This formulation has generated a new domain integral. D9 is a known function so we can

introduce a new function b1 which can be determined analytically from the relationship

h:Yzbo

giving

(3.62)

This process can be repeated by introducing a new higher-order fundamental solution co2
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such that

V2to' : ol'

and continuing until convergence is reached.

This procedure is based on the recurrence relationships

(3.63)

Q.e)
(3.65)

biat:Yzb1

V20;ar :(D7

for j:0,1,2,...
for j - 0,1,2,...

Using these recurrence relationships gives the boundary integral formulation

,?\ ,F\ . f / dq 0z\ € f (. dai+r Ebi\
c(E)r(E) */'- (,a|1 -,r'') dr * \Jr(\rr# -o;+r i 1 

ar : o

(3.66)

which is an exact formulation if the infinite series converges. Errors are only introduced

at the stage of boundary discretisation.

The MRM can be applied based on operators other than the Laplace operator. This ap-

proach relies on knowledge of the higher-order fundamental solutions necessary for ap-

plication of the method, These solutions have been determined and successfully used for

the Laplace operator in both two and three dimensions but the extension of the method to

other equation types needs further research. Itagaki & Brebbia (1993) have determined

the higher order fundamental solutions for the two-dimensional modified Helmholtz equa-

tion.

The MRM can be extended to other equations by, similarly to the DR-BEM, allowing the

forcing function bs to be a general function such that bo: bo(x,rz,r). The MRM will
be restricted to cases where the recurrence relationships - Equations (3.64) and (3.65) -

can be employed. Brebbia & Nowak (1989) have applied the MRM to the Helmholtz

equation Yzu**u:0 where bo: -*u and the recurrence relationship defined by

Equation (3.64) becomes simply

uj+r:Y'rj- -*ju. (3.67)

Nowak (1987) applied the MRM to transient heat conduction problems. For the diffilsion

equation Y2u: lS ttt" forcing function becomes Uo: L** and the recurence relation-
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ships

ui+l:Y'uj -

V2torlr :

for i : O,I,2,,...

for j - 0,,1,2,...

ldju
iat (3.68)

(3.6e)
I
-(D;
K

can be used.

Nowak & Partridge (1992) have compared the MRM to the DR-BEM for the Poisson

equation. Both methods gave accurate results for a number of test problems. If conver-

gence is achieved the MRM was found to give slightly more accurate results as it is an

exact formulation. The DR-BEM was, however, found to be a more computationally ef-

ficient method. In general the DR-BEM requires the use of internal collocation points

whereas the MRM does not.

The principal limitation of the MRM appears to be its lack of generality. ln particular it
does not appear that the MRM can be applied to a general variable coefficient PDE. Con-

sider the application of the BEM to a linear operator Lu: O with unknown fundamental

solution. Using the fundamental solution to a related operator i leaves a domain integral

of the form

(3.70)

in the integral formulation. For the general form of i it is difficult to apply the MRM
as higher-order fundamental solutions are required. This will particularly be the case if
i involves variable coefficients. lf L is chosen to be the Laplace operator the required

higher-order fundamental solutions are known and b j :YZu- Lu. Unfortunately it will
generally be impractical to apply the recurrence relationship def,ned by Equation (3.64).

The differentiability of the variable coefficients must be considered when evaluating V2D;

which will generally lead to unusable functional forms.

3.7 Summary

In this chapter a review of the various methods proposed for solving variable coefihcient

PDEs using the BEM has been undertaken. The application of the BEM to variable co-

I--l*rt-L)ur*a.
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efficient PDEs is hampered by the difficulty of finding a fundamental solution. Although

some success has been registered in the field of analytically determining a fundamental

solution for a variable coefficient PDE, this success has generally been limited to specific

forms of the coefficients or to particularly simple general forms. In some cases mapping

procedures can be used to transform a variable coefficient PDE to a PDE with known

fundamental solution. This approach will however be restricted to specific forms of the

coefficients.

Numerical methods could be used to determine the fundamental solution. Unfortunately,

in general this approach is likely to prove highly inefficient. The fundamental solution

needs to be repeatedly evaluated when employing the BEM as it appears in the kernel of
the influence coefficient integrals. If this process is expensive the computational efficiency

of the BEM will be severelv undermined.

If the fundamental solution cannot be found for a differential equation then domain in-

tegrals will remain in the boundary integral formulation. These domain integrals can be

accornmodated by using internal cells as are employed in the finite element method. This

process requires domain discretisation which reduces the attraction of the BEM. The ef-

ficiency and elegance of the BEM are diminished as domain integration is now required.

This also places the added burden on the user of having to prepare a domain mesh.

Several techniques have been suggested which allow domain integrals to be expressed as

equivalent boundary integrals. The multiple reciprocity method is a promising method

which can be applied to a wide range of constant coefficient PDEs. This method seems

unlikely to be applicable to a general variable coefficient PDE however. The perturbation

method can be successfully applied to a variable coefficient PDE. Unfortunately, the per-

turbation method represents the solution as an infinite summation and convergence is not

guaranteed. The secondary reduction method and dual reciprocity methods can both be

applied to a general variable coefficient PDE. The secondary reduction method has been

shown, in general, to require domain integration whereas the dual reciprocity method does

not.

From this review it is concluded that the most promising approach for formulating a

boundary integral equation for a general variable coefficient PDE is to utilise the dual

reciprocity boundary element method (DR-BEM). This method generates a boundary-

only formulation for a general variable coefficient PDE without requiring knowledge of

the fundamental solution. Functional forms of the material parameters are not required

4l
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for tlre application o-f the DR-BEN{ - having field measurements at a ntrmber of digcre-te

points is zufficieut to apply the method. The DR-BE[,I has been succassfirlly applied to

a wide range of problems including soqe involving heterogeneots media The DR-BEM

will be discussed in detail in the nert chapter.



Chapter 4

The DuaI Reciprocity Boundary

Element Method

4.1 EquationDerivation

The dual reciprocity boundary element method (DR-BEM) was developed to avoid the

need for domain integration in cases where the fundamental solution of the governing dif-

ferential equation is unknown or is impractical to apply. Instead the DR-BEM is applied

using an appropriate related operator with known fundamental solution. The most com-

mon choice is the Laplace operator (Partridge et al. 1992) and in this chapter the DR-BEM

will be illustrated for this choice.

Consider a second-order PDE which can be expressed in the form

V2u: b. (4.1)

The forcing function b can be completely general. lf b: D(x) then b is a known function

of position and the differential equation described is simply the Poisson equation. The

forcing function can also involve the dependent variable, b: b(x,,u), and/or can be a

function of time, b: b(x,u,r). Applying the BEM to Equation (4.1) will give

tal {,} - tcl{q} : - fnn,oaa
(4.2)
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where o is the known fundamental solution to Laplace's equation, The aim of the DR-

BEM is to express the domain integral due to the forcing function b as equivalent bound-

ary integrals.

The DR-BEM uses the idea of approximating b using interpolation functions. A global

approximation to b of the form

(4.3)

is proposed. u-i are unknown coefficients and f i are approximating functions used in

the interpolation and are generally chosen to be functions of the source point and the

field point of the fundamental solution. The approximating functions fi e applied at M
different collocation points - often called poles - generally most, but not all, of which are

located on the boundary of the problem domain.

As discussed in the previous chapter, the solution to a linear PDE Lu: I cill be con-

structed as the sum of a complimentary function u, (which satisfies the homogeneous

equation Lu":0) and a particular solution zo to the equation Lur: T. Instead of using

a single particular solution, which may be difficult to determine, the DR-BEM employs

a series of particular solutions ri; which are related to the approximating functions fi as

shown in Equation (4.4),

Yzfr,: 7, j : I,. .. ,M. (4.4)

By substituting Equations (4.3) and (4.4) into Equation (4.1) the forcing function b is

approximated by a weighted summation of particular solutions to the Poisson equation,

u

M
o: Zaifi

j--l

M
y2u: 

\a;V2A1.
j:l

(4.5)

The DR-BEM essentially constructs an approximate particular solution to the governing

PDE as a summation of localised particular solutions.

With the governing equation rewritten in the form of Equation (4.5) the standard boundary

element approach can be applied. Equation (4.5) is multiplied by a weighting function co

and integrated over the domain. Green's theorem is applied twice and the fundamental

solution of the Laplacian is used to remove the remaining domain integrals. The name
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dual reciprocify BEM is derived from the application of reciprocity relationships to both

sides of Equation (a.5). Applying these steps gives

(4.6)

where the fundamental solution is applied at point (. In implementing a numerical so-

lution of this equation similar steps are taken as for the standard BEM as discussed in

Section 2.2. The boundary is discretised into elements and interpolation functions are

introduced to approximate the dependent variable within each element.

The form of each r2; is known from Equation (4.4) once the approximating functions

f i have been defined. It is not necessary to use interpolation functions to approximate

each fii. However, by using the same interpolation functions to approximate r and fii the

numerical implementation will generate the same matrices Ff] *d [G] on both sides of
Equation (4.6). The error generated by approximating each r?; in this manner has been

found to be small and can be justified by the improved computational efficiency of the

method (Partridge et al. 1992).

The application of this method results in the system
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c(6)a(6) * l,(,#-,!)0,
: 

f_o, 
(,syo,(q + I,(r,# -'*) *)

lal{,} -tcl{q} --Y', (nl{ai\- tcl {aj})
j=l

(4,7\

where the M collocation points were chosen to be the N boundary nodes plus / inter-

nal points so that M - N * /. Although it is not generally necessary to include internal

collocation points it has been found that in general improved accuracy is achieved by do-

ing so (Nowak & Partridge 1992). It has been shown that for many problems (Paruidge

et al, 1992, Huang & Cruse 1993) using boundary points only in this procedure is in-

sufficient to define the problem. In general using internal points is likely to improve the

solution accuracy as it increases the number of degrees of freedom. No theory has been

developed of how many internal collocation points should be used for optimal accuracy,

or where these points should be positioned within the problem domain. Using internal

collocation points in this interpolation does not require domain discretisation - it is only

necessary to specify the coordinates of the internal collocation points. The internal points

can be chosen to be locations where the solution is of interest.
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ffre {Ay} and {4t} vectors can be treated as columns of the matrices [0] ana l0l *-
spectively. This allows Equation (4.7) to be rewritten as

Wl{"} -Wl{q}: ([H] ttl - tcl [0]) {cr} (4.8)

where {o} is a vector containing the nodal values of cr. To solve this system it is necessary

to evaluate {a}. {u} is defined by Equation (4.3) which, for the nodal values, can be

expressed in matrix form as {b} : [f] {a}. If the [F] matrix is nonsingular this expression

can be reananged to give

{a} : [F]-'{r} (4.e)

which provides an explicit expression for {cr}. Including this explicit expression for {cr}
in Equation (4.8) gives
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tnl{"} -lcl{q}: ([a]{t} - tcl{0}) [r]-'{b}.

The approach taken to solve this equation will depend on the form of b.

(4.10)

4.2 The Approximating Function /

4.2.1 Radial Basis Functions

The accuracy of the DR-BEM hinges on the accuracy of the global approximation to

the forcing function b (defined by Equation (a.3)). Therefore the choice of the approx-

imating functions fi is a key consideration when implementing the DR-BEM. The only

requirement so far prescribed on the form of the approximating functions fi is that the [F]
matrix generated should be nonsingular and that the related particular solutions fiy can be

determined and can be expressed in a practical closed form. Some work has been con-

ducted into investigating what form of fi should be used in a given situation to provide

the highest accuracy and computational efficiency.

Usually a form of fi is defined and this can be used, applying Equation (4,4), to specify

fr and Q. The fundamental solution of Laplace's equation is co(x, q : -+1nr in two-

dimensional space and co(x, E) - # in three-dimensional space - where r is the Euclidean
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distance between the field point x and the source point ( of the fundamental solution. Due

to the dependence of this fundamental solution only on r, the approximating function

is generally chosen to be some radial function i.e. fi : fiU). Several other options

for fi have been tried (Partridge et al. 1992) but it has been found that in general the

most accurate results were generated using some radial function. For both two and three-

dimensional problems Wrobel, Brebbia & Nardini (1986) recommended choosing fi from

the series

fj:r*11*fi+...+ry
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(4.1l)

where r; is the distance between the field point (node l) and the DR-BEM collocation

point (node l). They showed that accurate results can be achieved using some combination

of terms from this series. Generally the same approximating function fi is used at all the

collocation points so in this thesis, for simplicity, the form of approximating functions fi
will be referred to by a single /.

Choosing / to be a function of only one variable simplifies the process of determining fi

and A. For two-dimensional problems, if f : /(r) then the relationship

v2fr: f (r)

can be reduced to the ordinary differential equation

(4.r2)

(4,13)

(4.r4)

(4.15)

Using / defined by Equation (4.1 t) the corresponding forms of fi and Q,for two-dimensional

problems, can be shown to be

dzfr | dfrI-+arz-;E-r'

^ r2.f 1nr2u : 4+ g +...+ @W
a : ("#*',#) (1.;+ + r-,,-r)

where fx : xj-{ and ry : lj - !t.

Any combination of terms from Equation (4.11) can be used for speciffing f .It has been

found that in general including higher-order terns leads to little improvement in accuracy

(Partridge et al. 1992, Agnantiaris, Polyzos & Beskos 1995). The most commonly used
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form is f : | * r as this approximation will generally give accurate results with greater

computational efficiency than other choices.

Equation (4.1 1) was recommended as a basis for the approximating function / due to the

particular form of the fundamental solution of Laplace's equation and its dependence on r
only. If a different operator is used as the basis of the DR-BEM then it is likely a different

form of / will be more appropriate. The choice of / in this case will be discussed in

Section 4.8.

The performance of the DR-BEM hinges on the choice of the approximating function

/. The theory of how to determine the best approximating function is therefore a vital

component of the DR-BEM. Unfortunately the approximating function has generally been

chosen and used in a rather ad-hoc manner. Recently some more formal analysis of the

use of approximating functions has been undertaken.

Golberg & Chen (1994) argued that a formal analysis of the approximating function /
can be undertaken using the theory of radial basis functions. Radial basis functions are a

generalisation of cubic splines in multi-dimensions. Cubic splines are known to be opti-

mal for one-dimensional interpolation. Therefore, rather than being an arbitrary choice,

it seems that choosing / to be a radial function is a logical extension for two or three-

dimensional problems. Golberg & Chen showed that, for the Poisson equation, choosing

/ to be a radial basis function ensures convergence of the DR-BEM.

They also demonstrated that f : | * r is a specific member of the group of radial basis

functions. The theory of using radial basis functions for multi-dimensional approximation

is fairly advanced. It has been shown that f : , is optimal for three-dimensional prob-

lems which justifies the use of f : 1 + r when applying the DR-BEM to three-dimensional

problems - the constant is included to ensure a non-zero diagonal for [f]. However, for

two-dimensional problems it has been shown that optimal approximation is attained using

the thin plate spline f : Plogr. This observation lead Golberg & Chen to suggest that

choosing / to be a thin plate spline may improve the accuracy of the DR-BEM in two di-

mensions. Recently Golberg (1995) has published a review of the DR-BEM concentrating

on developments since 1990 concerning the numerical evaluation of particular solutions.
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4.2,2 The Fourier Expansion Method

Tang, Brebbia & Telles (1987) proposed a method which, instead of choosing I to be

some radial function, chooses fi to constitute a complete set. They chose triangular func-

tions for fi which allows the forcing function b to be approximated as a Fourier series.

They considered a numerical example where the Fourier coefficients can be determined

analytically. In practice, however, it is likely that the Fourier coefficients will have to be

determined numericallv.

This expansion method uses a complete set to approximate the source term. This sug-

gests that the method should generally provide highly accurate results. Tang & Brebbia

(1989) compared the performance of this Fourier expansion DR-BEM (FDR-BEM) with

the standard DR-BEM for the Poisson equation. This investigation indicated that both

methods produce accurate results for simple forms of b. They found however for more

complex forms of b the FDR-BEM tended to produce more accurate results.

Kassab & Norlund (1993) applied the FDR-BEM to nonlinear heat conduction problems.

They considered two-dimensional problems governed by the equation

V. [r(r)Vr] + zr(x,y) : 0 (4.16)

where the medium is generating heat at a rate us@,y) and K, the thermal conductivity, is

a function of temperature T. This nonlinear equation can be linearised using the Kirch-

hofftransform. In the transform space Equation (4.16) maps to the Poisson equation.

The BEM formulation of the Poisson equation includes a domain integral involving the

inhomogeneous function. Kassab & Norlund (1993) used the FDR-BEM to convert this

domain integral to equivalent boundary integrals. They improved the efficiency of the

FDR-BEM by determining the Fourier coeffrcients using a two-dimensional fast Fourier

transform algorithm. They found this method to be highly accurate.

The FDR-BEM has been found to produce accurate results for a number of problems.

The method does have some limitations however. The evaluation of the Fourier coeffi-

cients can be cumbersome and a slight increase in accuracy is achieved at a significantly

increased computational expense. It is unclear how this method could be implemented if
the DR-BEM is applied using a fundamental solution for an operator other than the Lapla-

cian. More significantly, the FDR-BEM has only been tested for Poisson-type problems

and it is unclear how this method can be extended to cater for cases where the forcing
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function b involves the dependent variable i.e. b - b(x,u).

4.3 Inhomogeneous Equations

If the forcing function b is a function of position only then the differential equation under

consideration is simply Poisson's equation. In this case it is not necessary to invert ttre [f]
matrix as {cr} can simply be calculated from {b} : tf]{a} using Gaussian elimination.

Equation (4.10) can be rewritten as

[4 {r} - [c]{q} : {d} where {d} : (tnl [t] -tcll}l) {c'}.
(4.r7)

By applying boundary conditions Equation (4.I7) can be reduced to a linear system

b]{r} : {t} which can be solved to determine the unknown nodal values of u and q.

Zheng et al. (1991) and Coleman, Tullock & Phan-Thien (1991) have proposed a method

which uses a global shape function to construct an approximate particular solution. As

discussed by Polyzos et al. (1994) this method is essentially equivalent to the DR-BEM.

However, Zheng et al. and Coleman et al. suggested several alternative ways of determin-

ing the unknown coefficients cr; for inhomogeneous equations. Zheng et al. (1991) used

a least-squares method where they minimised the sum of squaros

(4.18)

using singular value decomposition. For large systems they found the computational ef-

ficiency could be improved by employing the conjugate gradient method. Coleman et al.

(1991) successfully solved inhomogeneous potential and elasticity problems which are

governed by operators other than the Laplacian.

s: f (r,n", -L",r,r,a)
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4.4 Elliptic Problems

Dependent Variable Terms

If b is a function of the dependent variable then {c} will also be a function of the depen-

dent variable. Consider, for example, the linear second-order differential equation

Yzu* u:0.

In this case b - -u so {a} : [F]-r {-r}. Applying the DR-BEM to Equation (4.I9),

based on the fundamental solution to Laplace's equation, gives

(4.1e)

(4.20)lul{"} -lcl{q}: - ([a] ltl - tcl [0]) [r]-'{,}

which can be rearranged to give

([H]+ [s]) {,} : [c]{q} where tsl : (tal ttl - tc)l|l) tFl-'
(4.2r)

By applying boundary conditions Equation (4.2I) can be reduced to a linear system

ta] {r} : {t} which can be solved to determine the unknown nodal values.

Due to the presence of the fully-populated [F]-l matrix in Equation (4.21) it is not pos-

sible to solve the boundary problem and internal problem separately. lnstead the solution

must be treated as a coupled problem and the solutions at boundary and internal nodes are

generated simultaneously.

Derivative Terms

The DR-BEM can also be applied for elliptic problems where b involves derivatives of
the dependent variable (Partridge et al. 1992). Consider, for example, the differential

equation

Y2ut* : o.
ctx

(4.22)
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In this case applying the DR-BEM, using the Laplace fundamental solution, gives
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(4.23)

To solve this problem it is necessary to relate the nodal values of z to the nodal values of

S. fnis is achieved by using interpolation functions to approximate & in a similar manner

as was used to approximate b in Equation (4.3). A global approximation function of the

form

(4.24)
J:t

can be used to approximate z where 07 are the chosen interpolation functions and p; are

the unknown coefficients. In system form this can be expressed as

{u} : tol{B}. (4.2s)

Although it is not necessary, equating [O] to [F] improves the computational efficiency

of the method as only one matrix inversion procedure is required. Differentiating Equa-

tion (4.25) gives

{*a}: [S] tor (4.26)

Choosing [O] : [F] and inverting Equation (4.25) to give an explicit expression for {p}
allows Equation (4.26) to be rewritten as

(4.27)

Equation (4.10) can now be rewritten as

(i/'l + tnl) {,} : lc){q} where [R] : ([H] ttl - tcl lol) trl-' l#] t,-'(4.28)

By applying boundary conditions Equation (4.28) can be reduced to a linear system which

can be solved to give the unknown nodal values.

As mentioned earlier, the approximating function / is generally chosen to be /: I *
r. This can lead to numerical problems if derivative terms are included in the forcing

tnl{u} -tcl{qt: - ([H] ttl - tcl tOl) tnl-' {#}

M
u: Zo;(x)Fi

{#} : [#] rrr-'{'}
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function b. As shown in Equation (4.27), derivative terms require derivatives of / to be

evaluated. For example, evaluating the 
f Hl rnuot* requires calculation of #. Using the

approximating function f : I + r gives

df dr
(4.2e)

dr dx

This derivative function can become singular, so - as shown by Zha & Zhang (1994) -

significant numerical error may result. This will especially be the case in problems where

collocation points are located close together.

Two possibilities for avoiding this problem have been proposed. Zhu & Zhang (1994)

suggested using a mapping procedure to map the governing equation to an equation with-

out derivative terms. This method was shown to produce accurate results but is somewhat

cumbersome and can only be applied to linear problems. A simpler approach (7-hang &
7-hu 1994) is to choose an approximating function which does not lead to singularities for

derivative terms. Zhang&Zhurecommended use of either f : l*f or f : l+P +f .

These approximating functions produce accurate results and can be simply applied for

both linear and nonlinear problems. Zhang & Zhu recommended the adoption of these

approximating functions for all use of the DR-BEM.

The same idea of using Equation (4.25) to allow nodal values of a to be associated to its

derivatives can be applied to extend the DR-BEM to cases involving higher-order deriva-

tives or cross-derivatives of the dependent variable. Appropriate approximating functions

need to be chosen to avoid the problem of singularities.

Variable Coefficients

The DR-BEM can be readily extended to equations with variable coefficients. Consider

the variable coefficient Helmholtz equation

V2u*r(x)z:0 (4.30)

where r is a function of position - K - r(x,y) in two dimensions. If the DR-BEM is

applied using the known fundamental solution to the Laplace operator then the forcing

df ,'
-1 drr

af
3r
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function is b: -xa. Applying the DR-BEM gives

w){"} - tcl{q} : ([r/] ttl - tcl [0]) trl-'{a} (4.3r)

where {b} is a vector of the nodal values of the forcing function }. The relationship

b: -ru can be written in matrix form m {b} : - [f] {r} where [K] is a diagonal matrix

containing the nodal values of r(x,y) i.e.

lKl :
0

0

r(xu,Yu)

where M is the number of collocation points used in applying the DR-BEM.

Using this matrix expression for {b} Equation (4.31) can be rearranged to give

(ta] + tslt,Kl) {"} --lcl{q} where [s] : ([H] t0l - lcll|l) trl-'
(4.33)

which is a boundary-only expression for the variable coefficient Helmholu equation. This

method is general and can easily be extended to accommodate variable coefficient deriva-

tive terms and a sum of variable coefficient terms.

Formulating the DR-BEM for a General Elliptic Problem

In this section it has been shown how the DR-BEM can be applied for second-order el-

liptic problems with various forms of D. The DR-BEM can be applied in cases where D

involves a sum of terms due to the basic property

(4.32)

(4.34)
fff

Jn(u, 
+ b) da : 

J nbfiQ 
+ 

Jobzdo.

Consider a two-dimensional equation of the form

Yzu(x,y): k(x,y)u+ I(x,y)!*^6,ri* * n@,y). (4.3s)
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Applying the DR-BEM to this equation gives a matrix system of the form

(t4 - [n]){,} : [c] {q} + [s]{,}

where

Fl-'

+lMl

lsl : (igl ttl - tcl [0]) t

rnl : rsl [l"r* (r l#] t#l)r"r-'l

(4.36)

(4.37)

(4.38)

(4.3e)

[r(], [Z] -d [M] are diagonal matrices where the diagonals contain the nodal values of

k, I and rz respectively. {n} is a vector containing the nodal values of z. This notation

will be used throughout this thesis. [S] will be used specifically to express the relationship

defined by Equation (4.37). [R] will be used to represent the application of the DR-BEM

to a general forcing function D which may not necessarily include all the terms included

in Equation (4.38).

The DR-BEM has been successfully applied to a number of practical problems governed

by elliptic PDEs. Nardini & Brebbia (1982) applied this method for free vibration prob-

lems. Steady-state groundwater flow problems in heterogeneous media were examined

by Harrouni et al. (1992). Wrobel & Figueriredo (1991) used the DR-BEM to analyse

steady-state convection-diffusion problems with a variable velocity field.

4.5 TFansient Problems

The DR-BEM can also be applied to transient problems. Consider, for example, the

diffusion equation

-1 ldu
Y'lt: -=-Kdt

where the thermal diffusivity, K, is a constant. In this case the approximation of b given

by Equation (4.3) implies a separation of variables such that

du

dr

M

l4(x)cr;(r).
j--l

(4.40)
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Using Equation (4.40), Equation (4.10) becomes

tnt{u}- tcl{q} : } {t"t ltl - tctlol) [F]-'

where lcl : -* (tat ttl -Icllol) trl-'

{#} (4.4t)

or

o, {#} + tal {u} :tcl{q}
(4.42)

Equation (4.42\ can be solved using a standard direct time-integration method.

The DR-BEM was first used for the diffusion equation by Wrobel, Brebbia & Nardini

(1986) but has since been applied successfully for a number of physical problems gov-

erned by parabolic equations. Partridge & Brebbia (1990a) used this method for isotropic

and orthotropic diffusion problems. Axisymmetric diffusion problems were examined by

Wrobel, Telles & Brebbia (1986) and nonlinear diffusion problems were considered by

Brebbia & Wrobel (1987). The DR-BEM has also been successfully applied to transient

convection-diffusion problems by Partridge & Brebbia (1992). This latter study consid-

ered problems with both constant and variable velocity fields.

A similar approach can be used to apply the DR-BEM to hyperbolic problems. Partridge

et al. (1992) discussed the application of the DR-BEM to the wave equation. The DR-

BEM was applied by Loeffler & Mansur (1989) to analyse transient elastic wave propa-

gation in infinite domains. Hyperbolic elastodynamic problems were examined using the

DR-BEM by Brebbia & Nardini (1986).

4.6 Exterior Problems

The BEM has a significant computational advantage over other numerical methods for

exterior problems (problems in an infinite or semi-infinite domain). To apply a domain-

based method to an exterior problem it is necessary to apply a far-field boundary condition

at some arbitrary fictitious boundary - leading to solution inaccuracy. It is also necessary

to discretise the domain to this fictitious boundary which requires a substantial amount

of data preparation and computation. The BEM does not suffer from these limitations as

the fundamental solution implicitly satisfies the regularity conditions at infinity such that
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discretisation is only required of the internal boundary. To maintain this advantage some

work has been conducted on how to apply the DR-BEM to exterior problems.

Loeffler & Mansur (1989) proposed using an approximating function / which satisfies

the regularity conditions at infinity. Their choice of approximating function was shown

by Zhu &Zhang (1993) to be inaccurate in some cases. Zhu &Zhang (1993) proposed an

alternative method which uses a mapping procedure to recast an exterior problem as an

equivalent interior problem. Certain regularity conditions need to be satisfied at infinity to

allow this mapping procedure but in general these conditions are easily satisfied. The DR-

BEM can be used to solve the resulting interior problem. An inverse mapping procedure

can then be used to obtain a solution to the original exterior problem.

4.7 Nonlinear Problems

The DR-BEM can also be applied to nonlinear equations. This is achieved using an itera-

tive procedure or by using a transform, such as the Kirchhoff transform, which linearises

the governing equation.

Partridge et aI. (1992) discuss the application of the DR-BEM to the two-dimensional

equation

Yzu+ u!:o
dx

which is known as Burger's equation. If the DR-BEM is applied based on the Laplace

operator, the forcing function b becomes b: -u*or in matrix form

(4.43)

{b}: lrl-'{r} (4.44)

where [U] is a diagonal matrix with the nodal values of r on the diagonal. The result-

ing DR-BEM system can be solved iteratively with [U] being updated at each iteration.

This iterative method has also been applied to both steady-state and transient spontaneous

ignition problems (Partridge et al. 1992, Partridge & Brebbia 1990b). Zhu, Zhang &
Marchant (1995) used a similar approach to solve microwave heating problems.

In physical problems where the material parameters vary with the dependent variable the

-'"r [#]
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variable coefficients in the governing PDE will be functions of the dependent variable.

This is common in heat conduction problems where the conductivity often varies with

temperature. Consider the diffusion equation

(4.45)

where the conductivity r, density p and the specific heat c are functions of the temperature

a. Partridge et al. (1992) considered the steady-state form of this equation. In this spe-

cific case Equation (4.45) can be linearised using the Kirchhoff transform which allows

iteration to be avoided for some forms of boundary conditions. Wrobel & Brebbia (1987)

used the Kirchhoff transform to transform the general case of Equation (4.45) to

(4.46],

where the Kirchhoff transform maps u to U and t is a modified time variable. The mod-

ified time variable t is a function of position so this reduced equation is still nonlinear.

Wrobel & Brebbia solved this equation using a combination of the DR-BEM and the

Newton-Raphson method.

4.8 The DR-BEM Using Other Operators

The DR-BEM has been presented in this chapter based on the Laplace operator. However,

the DR-BEM can be be applied using essentially any operator of appropriate order with

known fundamental solution. If an appropriate operator can be found the complexity of
the forcing function b can be reduced. This should improve the accuracy of the method.

The chief problem with applying the DR-BEM based on another operator is in choosing

the approximating function /. A choice of f which produces accurate results is required

but it is also necessary to choose an / for which a particular solution r2 can be determined.

Zhu (1993) has determined the particular solutions necessary for applying the DR-BEM

based on the two-dimensional Helmholtz operator
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Y2u**r: b(x,y,u,t). (4.47)
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Radial functions have generally been used when applying the DR-BEM. Along the lines

of Wrobel, Brebbia & Nardini (1986), Zhu chose an approximating function of the form

f : /" where m is a positive integer. Determining the particular solution fi in this case

requires solving the ordinary differential equation

59

d2fr ldfr ., -
77+ 7 dr+t(u: r'"

which can be achieved using a variation of coefficients method.

DY2u-r,# -,r#-or:*

^o? ^ aa aaDV'A- vxi- - vni -kfr.: f .
ctx ' dv

(4.48)

Partridge etal. (1992) applied the DR-BEM to the transient convection-diffusion equation

(4.4e)

where the material parameters D, v", v_n and k are all assumed to be homogeneous. They

applied the DR-BEM based on the steady-state convection-diffrrsion operator

DY2u - r,YU- rruJ 
,* - 

ku: o (4.50)

which has a known fundamental solution.

This analysis requires the determination of a particular solution fi which satisfies

(4.51)

Instead of defining a form of the approximating function / and solving for 12 Partridge

et al. chose to define fi and use Equation (4.51) to determine the corresponding approxi-

mating function. Although somewhat ad-hoc this approach was found to produce accurate

results. Partridge et al. recommended the use of fi - I which by direct substitution into

Equation (4.51) gives

f : 9Dr - 3l frrv, + rrvrl - kf (4.s2)



Chapter 5

The DR-BEM for Elliptic PDEs

The DR-BEM has been successfully applied to a wide range of physical problems but little

research has been systematically undertaken into its use for variable coefficient PDEs. In

this chapter the ability of the DR-BEM to solve elliptic variable coefficient PDEs will be

investigated.

5.1 Applying the DR-BEM for Variable Coefficient

PDEs

Some research has been undertaken into the application of the DR-BEM to variable co-

efficient PDEs. Harrouni et al. (1992) applied the DR-BEM to solve steady-state Darcy's

flow in heterogeneous media. This physical problem is described in trvo-dimensional

space by the generalised Laplace equation

V' (r(.r'y)Vh(x,Y)) :o (5.1)

where r is the hydraulic conductivity and /r is the piezometric head. In heterogeneous

media the hydraulic conductivity will vary with position so K: r(x,y). Using the substi-

tution u(x,y) : r(x,y)*h(r,y) Equation (5.1) can be rewritten as

Yzu*ku:0 (s.2)
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where k: k(x,,y) is a known function of position. Harrouni et al. used the DR-BEM to

solve this variable coefficient PDE. They successfully applied this method for practical

problems with realistic variation of the hydraulic conductivity.

Wrobel & Figueriredo (1991) applied the DR-BEM to steady-state convection-diffusion

problems. In two dimensions this physical process is described by

6t

(5.3)

The diffusivity D and reaction coefficientk are assumed to be constant but the components

of the velocity vector y : (yr, ur) can vary with position. A boundary-only formulation

could have been constructed using the DR-BEM based on the Laplace operatorbut instead

Wrobel & Figueriredo chose to apply the DR-BEM based on the known fundamental

solution to the constant coefficient form of Equation (5.3).

To facilitate this the variable velocity components were expressed as a mean value plus a

perturbation i.e.

DY2u - r,*- ,,* - ku: o.dx ' cry

vr(x,y) : i.r* pr(x,y)

vy(x,y): Dy* py(x,y)

(5.4)

(5.5)

(s.6)

where the over-bar indicates a mean value and p is aperturbation. Using this decomposi-

tion and the known fundamental solution ro for the constant coefficient PDE

^-? -dol -0ro . .cDY"a*o,;*ryt-ftor*6:o

the DR-BEM can be applied to Equation (5.3), giving

(tHl - [n]) {r} : lcl{q} where lFl-t
(s.7)

where [P'] and [Pr] *" diagonal matrices containing the nodal values of pr(x,y) and

py(x,y) respectively, The approximating function / was chosen somewhat arbitrarily to

be f : 13. This method was tested for one- and two-dimensional problems. It was found

to produce good results for cases in which the velocity field was small in relation to the

diffusive term.

r*r :rsr (orl#] +rPyr l#])
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5.2 Test Problems

In this section the DR-BEM will be tested for a number of variable coef,frcient PDEs.

Tlvo error measurcs will be used to evaluate solution accuracy. The relative error E is

calculated as

E1.(Vo):
t* $ lt,-r', IM Eil xo, 

I

and the absolute error Eo is calculated as

(s.8)

(5.e)
"": ifw,-*,1

where x; is the numerical solution at node i, ro, is the analytic solution at node i and the

error is evaluated at M nodes. Generally separate enors will be presented for the boundary

and internal nodes. On the boundary.r; will depend on the applied boundary conditions

such that xi: ui at a Neumann node and xi: qi at a Dirichlet node.

Example 5.1

Rangogni (1986) considered a problem governed by the two-dimensional generalised

Laplace equation

I
vzv + lvv . va: o

a
(s.10)

where a(x,y): (r* l)(y+Z). The problem domain and applied boundary conditions are

shown in Figure 5.1. This problem has the analytic solution

y : * h(t +x). (s.l l)

Using the substitution z(x,y) : oiv (t,y) Equation (5.10) can be transformed to

yzu+k(x,y)a:0 where k(*,y): i [#.oh] (s.r2)
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Ftcunn 5.1: Problem definition for Example 5.1 (the mesh shown ftere uses 40linear
boundary elements and 16 intemal nodes).

where the boundary conditions can be determined from the transformation. Equation (5.12)

is in a form which can be solved using the DR-BEM. Rangogni (1986) solved Equa-

tion (5.12) using the perturbation boundary element method. His solution method re-

quired computation of a domain integral - which can be avoided using the DR-BEM.

Equation (5.12) was solved using the DR-BEM with the discretisation shown in Fig-

ure 5.1. The DR-BEM was applied based on the Laplace fundamental solution using the

approximating function f : | + P + 13. Using 40 linear elements and 16 internal nodes -

as shown in Figure 5.1 - gave the boundary errors Er :0.25Vo, Ea :0.0153 and internal

errors E, :0.O3Vo, Ea:0.0037. Even using very coiuse meshes the DR-BEM gave accu-

rate results - using 8 linear elements with no internal nodes the relative boundary elTor is

2.28 Vo and the absolute error is 0.123. The ability of the DR-BEM to gain fairly accurate

results for this problem without using any internal nodes is rather surprising. This can

be explained, however, by the fact that k(r,y) is small throughout the problem domain,

which means this problem can be viewed as only a slight perturbation about Laplace's

equation (for which no internal nodes are necessary).

Example 5.2

Consider the equation

2q? du_ Z*y duY2u:tffi("+y) - l**y2dx 1+fyzdy
(5.13)
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in the domain Q : (x,y) : 0 ( x 1 2,0<y ( 2 with Dirichlet boundary conditions z :
f +yt. This problem has analytic solution u: f +y3. Rangogni (1991) solved this

problem using the perturbation boundary element method but again computation of a

domain integral was required.

This problem was solved with the domain discretised using 40linear boundary elements

and 16 regularly spaced internal nodes as in Example 5.1. The DR-BEM was applied

based on the Laplace operator using the approximating function f : I + P + l. ttris
gave the boundary effors E, : 0.08Vo, Eo:0.0175 and internal erors Er :0.33Vo, Ea:
0.0030. These results are very satisfactory and suggest that the DR-BEM can be used to

solve elliptic problems with spatially-varying derivative terms.

Example 5.3

The DR-BEM was shown in Examples 5.1 and 5.2to work well for two specific variable

coefficient PDEs. It was expected, however, that the solution accuracy would deterio-

rate somewhat for problems where the variable coefficients and dependent variable have

more extreme variation within the problem domain. A more demanding testproblem was

therefore sought.

Consider the equation

ffi

Vzu(x,y): (l - +i)u*O-* (5.14)

which has particular solution u: sin!)8. This particular solution can be used as an

analytic solution if the boundary conditions are set to satisfy the particular solution. This

problem is a one-dimensional convection-diffusion problem with significant variation of

the dependent variable in the x direction. It was expected this problem would give a good

test of the ability of the DR-BEM to solve variable coefficient PDEs.

The DR-BEM was used to solve Equation (5.14) in a rectangular domain. The problem

geometry, applied boundary conditions and boundary discretisation are shown in Fig-

ure 5.2. Linear boundary elements were used and the DR-BEM was applied based on the

Laplace operator using f : I + r2 + 13.

This problem has significant dependent variable variation but little information about this
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FtcuRn 5.2: Problem definition for Example 5.3 (the mesh shown ftere uses 60 linear
boundary elements and 171 internal nodes).

# of Internal Points Erboundaty (Vo) Er internal (7o)

0
I

9 (3x3)
15 (5x3)

25 (5x5)
35 (7x5)
45 (9x5)
8l (9x9)

135 (15x9)
l7l (19x9)

322.27
204.26
r8.24
9.64
7.37
6.39
5.68
6.10
3.83
2.57

N/A
181.00
t8.22
6.15

3.01

2.40
2.3r
z.r5
r.46
0.85

Tnglg 5.1; So/ution effor for Example 5.i using 60 boundary elements and varying
number of intemal nodes (the internal nodes arc afianged regularly with the bracketed
numbers showing the number of nodes in the x and y coordinate directions respectively).

variation is provided by the boundary conditions. Therefore it was expected that accurate

DR-BEM solutions of this problem would require significant numbers of internal collo-

cation points. This predicted behaviour is observed in Table 5.1 which shows the mean

relative errors at the boundary nodes and internal nodes calculated using the DR-BEM

with varying numbers of internal nodes. Clearly the solution accuracy improves as the

number of internal nodes used increases.

This example indicates one limitation of the DR-BEM for solving variable coefficient el-

liptic PDEs. For some problems, particularly cases where the variable coeffrcients and

dependent variable vary significantly within the problem domain, a large number of inter-

nal nodes may be needed to achieve accurate results. Operations such as matrix inversion,
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system solution and matrix multiplication are of O(n3) where, for the DR-BEM, n is the

number of nodes. Clearly as n increases the computational efficiency of the DR-BEM

will deteriorate significantly.

5.3 Avoiding Matrix Inversion with the DR-BEM

The DR-BEM requires the calculation of [F]-l where [f] h* dimension of the number

of collocation points. It has been shown in the previous section that for some variable

coefficient problems a large number of internal collocation points may be required to at-

tain accurate solutions. This can make the calculation of a matrix inverse very expensive.

Also, if [f] ir ill-conditioned the matrix inversion process can lead to inaccurate results.

For these reasons avoiding matrix inversion in the DR-BEM would be preferable.

Ali, Rajakumar & Yunis (1991) investigated ways of avoiding matrix inversion when

using the DR-BEM for acoustic eigenvalue analysis. They considered the eigenproblem

Y2u+?,,u:0

where z is the acoustic pressure and the eigenvalues l, are related to the modes of vibra-

tion. Using the fundamental solution to Laplace's equation, the DR-BEM formulation for

this problem will be

Wl{"} - tcl{q} : r([G] l0l - tal ltl) [r]-'{u}. (5.16)

For acoustic problems the boundary conditions will be r: 0 for open surfaces or q - 0

for acoustically hard surfaces. If the entire boundary is acoustically hard (i.e. q:0 at all

boundary nodes) Equation (5.16) can be reduced to the generalised eigenvalue problem

tal {,} : r ([c] l0) - tHI [0]) trl-' t,] .

(5.15)

(s.17)

Ali et al. avoided matrix inversion by using the relationship {r} : [F]{ct} to rewrite

Equation (5.17) as

lal [r] {o} : I (tcl p) - tal [0]) {c'} . (5.18)
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This formulation will produce the same eigenvalues as Equation (5.17). The eigenvectors

{a} can be found by solving for {a} corresponding to a certain eigenvalue and then using

the relationship {a} : [F']{a} to determine the corresponding eigenvector.

Ali et al. also considered problems involving mixed boundary conditions (i.e. problems

involving both Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions applied over different bound-

ary regions). In this case matrix inversion cannot be completely avoided but only in the

case of pure Dirichlet problems (i.e. a : 0 on all boundaries) is it necessary to invert the

full [f'] matrix. This cannot occur for acoustic problems as this would require the entire

boundary to be open.

The approach of Ali et al. relies on homogeneous boundary conditions. This restriction

is fine for eigenvalue problems which require homogeneous boundary conditions. For

general physical problems, however, this restriction is severe and therefore this method of

avoiding matrix inversion will only be applicable to a small range of physical problems.

In this section some new ways of avoiding matrix inversion for more general problems

will be proposed.

A similar approach to that used by Ali et al. can be used for equations of the form

Lu: r(x)u

67

(s.1e)

where L is a linear operator with known fundamental solution. Applying the DR-BEM to

an equation of this form gives

lul{,} - [c] {q} : ([a] l0l - tcl [0]) {"} . (5.20)

In this case [F]{cr} : [f]{u} where [iK] is a diagonal matrix with the diagonal containing

the nodal values of r. This gives an explicit expression for {u} as {a} : [K]-l tf]{a}.
The inversion of [K] is trivial as [rK] is a diagonal matrix,

0

0

;

'.F;)

#ioo -#r

00

lKl-' : (5.21)
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Using this expression for {a} Equation (5.20) can be written as

[//] [K]-' trl {cr} - tcl {q} : ([a] ttl - tcl l0l) {"} . (5.22',)

This equation does not involve any formal matrix inversion as [K]-l can be determined

trivially.

In general the nodal values of s are unknown. Therefore Equation (5.22\ cannot in general

be reduced to a linear system. However, in the case of Neumann boundary conditions

applying boundary conditions to Equation (5.22) gives

lr/l[,K]-' trl{a} : ([I/] ltl - lc)lal) {a} + {a} (5.23)

where {d} : tC] {q} is a vector of known nodal values. This matrix system can be solved

for {o}. A solution for the original problem variable can then be simply determined using

the relationship {u} : [K]-r trl{s}.

For purely Dirichlet boundary conditions {o} can be determined from the relationship

{u}: [K]-t [F]{cr} using Gaussian elimination. For this approach to be successful it
will be necessary to know the complete {a} vector. Therefore, this method will only

be successful for problems involving only boundary nodes (as z is unknown at internal

nodes). Applying the known values of cr to Equation (5.22) gives the matrix system

lcl{q}: {d} (5.24)

where {dI:[tFt tAt -tc] tO])-tattKl-'trl] {a}isavecrorofknownnodalvalues.

The approach outlined above is restricted to equations of the form of Equation (5.19) with

either purely Neumann or purely Dirichlet boundary conditions. An alternative method

can be used to avoid matrix inversion for Equation (5.19) with general linear boundary

conditions. Applying DR-BEM to Equation (5.19), using the fundamental solution of the

operator L, gives

lnl{,} - [c]{q} - ([H] ttl - tcl [0]) {a} (s.25)

where

{b} : [r] {r} - [r']{ct}. (s.26)
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These two equations can be assembled into one large system

f ; ," 
-'o-;"u']{;}:{:} (s.27)

which involves 3(N+1) unknowns and 2(N+/) equations. This can be reduced to a

2(N + I) x 2(N+/) system [a]{r} : {t} by applying boundary conditions. This system

no longer requires matrix inversion but now requires the solution of a much larger system.

Computational efficiency could be improved by using a method to solve the linear system

which can exploit the presence of large zero-blocks in the matrix system.

This approach can be extended to avoid matrix inversion for elliptic equations involving

derivatives of the dependent variable. Consider the two-dimensional equation

Lu: r(x)u+ t(x) *. ^O#,. 
(s.28)

Applying the DR-BEM, using the fundamental solution of the operator l, gives

ln){"} - tcl{q} : ([H] ltl - tcl [0]) {"}. (s.2e)

To get an explicit expression for {cr} in terms of the dependent variable, {a} is approxi-

mated as

{u} : tFl{P}. (s.30)

Using these expressions gives

{b} :rrl{a} : 
[r*rrF]+ rrl [#] . r, lH]] tor (5.3r)

where [t] and lMl are diagonal matrices containing the nodal values of ], and p rcspec-

tively. These matrix relationships can be assembled into one large system

0
_F

KF +r{ + uf;t:
-G -(n0-G0)
00
0-F {t}{ t) (5.32)
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which involves 4(N+1) unknowns and 3(N+/) equations. This can be reduced to a

3(N+1) x 3(N+/) system [a]{r} : {t} by applying boundary conditions. This matrix

system involves Iarge zero-blocks which could be exploited by a system solver.

Using this approach of rewriting the DR-BEM formulation as a single large system al-

lows matrix inversion to be avoided for a wide range of elliptic equations with general

linear boundary conditions. The trade-off of this approach is that the solution of a much

larger system is now required. The presence of large zero-blocks could be exploited by

a system solver to reduce the computational expense of the solution procedure but even

so it is unlikely that this approach could be made less computationally expensive than the

standard approach using matrix inversion.

In problems where solution nodes are located closely together ttre [f] matrix can become

ill-conditioned. In this case matrix inversion can lead to significant solution error so the

approaches proposed in this section would produce superior results to the standard DR-

BEM.

5.4 Constructing an fnternal Solution

One practical advantage of the BEM is that it provides an explicit expression for the

solution at an internal node in terms of boundary integrals. Therefore, once a boundary

solution is determined the solution at any internal point can be determined using a simple

quadrature routine. Unfortunately this ability is lost when using the DR-BEM. tn this

section a method for constructing an internal solution from a known DR-BEM solution

will be proposed.

As shown by Partridge et al. (1992), when applying the DR-BEM to an elliptic problem,

the boundary and internal solutions can be assembled as shown in Figure 5.3. If the

forcing function b is a function of the dependent variable b: b(x,n) then {b} is unknown

and {cr} cannot be determined directly from the relationship [f]{a} : {b}. {a} can be

expressed explicitly as {cr}: [F]-r1a1 in which case the fully populated [F]-l maftix

will couple the boundary and internal solutions. This means that an explicitexpression for

an internal solution in terms of a known boundary solution can no longer be constructed.

Generally to construct an accurate boundary solution the DR-BEM requires the use of

70
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BS 0

IS I HEE

BS I BS+IS

FtcuRe 5.3: Coupled sysfem for boundary and intemal solution. BS indicates the matrix
zones involving only boundary nodes, IS indicates the matrix sections involving only
internal nodes, (BS+IS) indicates the matrix zones involving both boundary and intemal
nodes,I indicates the identity matrix and 0 indicates z,ero-blocks.

some internal collocation points. If a solution is then required at extra internal nodes this

can be achieved by reformulating the problem for the new internal collocation points. It is

only necessary to re-evaluate the parts of the matrices corresponding to the new internal

nodes - the matrix zones labelled IS or @S+IS) in Figure 5.3. Unfonunately the [F]
matrix has been changed so it will be necessary to calculate a complete new [F]-l matrix.

Once the IS regions are updated the matrix system can be reduced to

BS 0

IS I

BS BS+IS

BS+IS IS

GH UH

E 
where

BS BS+IS

BS+IS IS

uE
[]=!

(5.33)

OG

I ta-n)" (a-n)'z 
I

| (H-R)zr @-R)zz )
{,*
L uts ) 

: tottnt

where as5 and q are known from the previous solution. Only the IS section of the r
vector is unknown so the formulation for the new internal nodes can be reduced to an

over-determined system

I ta-n)',
| (H - R)zz ]r*'r

I 
, re{dt: [Gt {ar -f {a-n)"

I 
{as} : {d} where {d}: tcl{q} 

L (H _ R)zt
(5.34)
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which can be solved using a least-squares algorithm.

This procedure may seem unnecessary as all the internal points could simply be included

in the original DR-BEM formulation. In some cases, however, the ability to construct an

internal solution from a known boundary solution is useful, Two examples of this are for

zoned problems (discussed in Section 5.5) and, in particular, for solving time-dependent

problems using a time-stepping routine (discussed in Chapter 6).

In many cases a solution may be desired at a large number of internal points (an example

of this is when an engineer intends to present a solution as a contour profile). Applying

the DR-BEM including all the desired solution nodes will require the construction and

manipulation of large matrices - requiring significant computational expense and storage.

Instead the internal node solution can be constructed using several subproblems of the

type discussed above. Using this procedure, instead of solving one problem involving

very large matrices, several subproblems are solved involving smaller matrices. Matrix

inversion and system solution are O(n3) operations, where n is the matrix dimension.

Therefore, in many cases, inverting several small matrices will be less expensive than

inverting one large matrix. This approach should lead to improved overall computational

efficiencv.

5.5 Using Subregions with the DR-BEM

The BEM can be used to solve a problem where the domain is discretised into a number

of subregions. This approach can be readily extended to the DR-BEM. The DR-BEM for

elliptic equations gives a formulation

[a]{r} : [G]{q} where ltr] : tal- tRl (s.3s)

which is of the same form as the standard BEM expression. Thereforc, the standard sub-

region approach can be implemented for the DR-BEM with no additional complications.

Partridge et al. (1992) discusses the use of the DR-BEM to solve a problem governed by

the Poisson equation but in which the forcing term differs between subregions. In the lit-

erature the use of the DR-BEM in conjunction with the subregion approach has not been

discussed for a general problem. In this section this approach will be implemented for a

general elliptic problem and its success will be investigated.
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2
I1

Ftcune 5.4: A BEM discretisation for a domain divided into two subregions.

Consider the problem shown in Figure 5.4 where 1 indicates the interface between the two

subregions. Each subregion can be treated as a distinct BEM problem. Using the matrix

equations for each zone a solution system for the global problem can be constructed. On

the interface between subregions compatibility requires that a] : u?. Equilibrium requires

that ql - -q7 (the minus sign occurs as the outward normals of the two subregions are

in opposite directions on the interface). Using these compatibility conditions and the

boundary conditions the matrix formulation can be reduced to a linear system.

If the variable coefficients in an equation vary significantly throughout the problem do-

main the accuracy of the DR-BEM deteriorates. If the domain is subdivided into a number

of subregions in each of which the variation of the coefficients is less significant then the

solution accuracy should be improved.

This method should also have several computational advantages. The number of nodes

in each subproblem will be less than in the global problem. This should improve the

efficiency of the method as instead of inverting one large matrix several smaller matrix

inversions are required. The final solution matrix will also involve large zero-blocks. This

property has been exploited by many users to improve the efficiency of the system solver

(Kane 1994).

Ftcuns 5 .5: BEM discretisation for fhe cross-s ection of a channel with a flood-plain.
This figure gives an example of a case where a subregion approach can be used without
significantly increasing the number of solution nodes.

1 2

I2
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These advantages are balanced by the need to solve for the dependent variable and flux

along the subregion interfaces. This means that the size of the global system will be

increased. This limitation will be balanced by the increased efficiency of the solution pro-

cedure due to the ability to use a block solver. Also in practice many problem domains

allow subregions to be constructed without requiring a significant number of interface

nodes. An example of this is the channel shown in Figure 5.5. For problems with signifi-

cantly different length scales in different regions (such as Figure 5.5) the use of a zoning

technique is tikely to lead to improved solution accuracy.

Using the BEM an internal solution can be constructed by using a quadrature routine.

Normally for a zoned problem this can be done highly efficiently as the quadrature proce-

dure only needs to be performed over the boundary of the appropriate region. Using the

DR-BEM with subregions this advantage is lost. The internal points need to be included

in the overall formulation. However, as discussed in Section 5.4, an internal solution can

be constructed by formulating the internal solution as an over-determined system. This

can be done more efficiently using a zoning procedure as the over-determined system only

needs to be calculated for individual subregions which means the solution system will be

smaller.

Example 5.4

In this example the problem discussed in Example 5.3 in Section 5.2 is reconsidered. It

was found in Example 5.3 that, using the standard DR-BEM, a significant number of in-

ternal nodes were required to construct an accurate solution. This problem has significant

variation in the x direction so it is expected that the solution accuracy can be improved by

discretising the domain into a number of subregions in the x direction. Figure 5.6 shows

the problem discretisation where the domain has been discretised into four equally-sized

subregions.

For this particular problem the matrix system can be constructed very efficiently. The

matrices F1], [G] and [S] depend only on the nodal positions. All the regions are the same

shape so these matrices only need to calculated once. Table 5.2 shows the relative error

using different numbers of subregions. The solution accuracy improves as increasing

numbers of subregions are used.
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FlcuRu 5.6: Example 5.4 - A BEM discretisation with the domain divided into fow
subregions in the x direction. Each subregion uses 30 linear boundary elements and 36
internal nodes.

# of Regions E, boundary (7o) E, internal (Vo)

I
2

4

2.57
0.87

0.66

0.85
0.84
0.66

TesLE 5.2: Example 5.4 - Relative nodal enor using different numbens of subregions in
the x direction (the same global number of boundary and intemal nodes are used in each
case).

Example 5.5

In this example the equation

y2u: (z++*) u (5.36)

is considered in the same rectangular domain used in the previous example. This equation

has a particular solutio n u :y/. Uiri"ruet boundary conditions are applied on the verti-

cal domain edges and Neumann boundary conditions are applied on the horizontal edges

as defined by the particular solution. This problem is tested using the same discretisa-

tion discussed in Example 5.4. Again the principal variation in this problem is in the.r

direction so it is expected that improved accuracy can be achieved by subdividing the do-

main in the x direction. Figure 5.7 shows solution contour plots using different numbers

of subregions but with the same global numbers of boundary and internal nodes. Using

subregions leads to improved solution accuracy without requiring extra solution nodes.
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(a) 2lxl I regular mesh with one region

(b) 2lxl I regular mesh with two subregions

(c) 2l x I I regular mesh with four subregions

FlcuRe 5.7: Example5.5-Solutionconfours usingdifferingnumbersof subregions(the
DR-BEM confours are shown with a solid line and the analvtic contours arc shown with
a dashed line).
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5.6 Summarv

In this chapter the DR-BEM has been tested for elliptic variable coefficient PDEs. It

was found that the DR-BEM produces accurate results but in some cases, particularly for

problems with extreme dependent variable variation, a large number of internal nodes are

required. This can make the DR-BEM computationally expensive as the construction and

manipulation of very large matrices is necessary. Ways of improving the efficiency and

accuracy of the DR-BEM were investigated and in this chapter some new approaches have

been proposed.

One of the most expensive components of the DR-BEM process is the inversion of the

[F] matrix. Also, if ttre [f] matrix is ill-conditioned the inversion process can lead to

inaccurate results. For these reasons ways of avoiding matrix inversion in the DR-BEM

have been investigated. In this chapter the approach of Ali et al. (1991) has been extended

to equations of the form Lu: r(x)r. Unfortunately the proposed approach will only

be successful for problems with Neumann boundary conditions only or with Dirichlet

boundary conditions and no internal nodes.

A method for avoiding matrix inversion for problems with mixed boundary conditions

was also proposed. This involved rearanging the problem into one large system. This ap-

proach avoids inversion but requires the solution of a much larger system. The efficiency

of this approach could be improved by using a system solver that exploits the presence of
large zero-blocks in the system but it is unlikely that this approach could be made more

efficient than using matrix inversion.

A more successful alternative is to use a subregion approach. This approach has not

previously been used for the DR-BEM but was found to be easily applied. The use of

subregions has a number of advantages. The solution accuracy in highly heterogeneous

media can be improved by dividing the problem into a number of zones with less signifi-

cant variation. Because the variation in each zone is less significant fewer internal nodes

are required. Also, it is often more efficient to invert several small matrices than one large

matrix. The resulting system for a zoned problem features large zero-blocks which can

be exploited by using a specially designed system solver.
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Chapter 6

The DR-BEM for Parabolic PDBS

6.1 Boundary Element Methods for Parabolic Equations

Several approaches have been proposed for applying the BEM to parabolic problems.

These methods can be broadly classified into two main approaches. Either some form

of time-stepping procedure is used to advance the solution in time, or a semi-analytic

technique is used which can directly calculate a solution at a specified time. In this chapter

time-stepping procedures will be considered.

Time-stepping approaches discretise the time domain in some manner and use some form

of time-marching scheme to advance the solution from one discrete time to the next. The

two most commonly used time-stepping methods are the coupled finite difference - BEM

and the direct time-integration method. These two methods will be outlined in this section

for the diffusion equation

o2 t .\ lda(x,t)V-u(x,t): K a,
(6.1)

where the diffusivity r is a material pruameter which can be a constant or a function of
position.
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6.L.1 Coupled Finite Difference - Boundary Element Method

This approach discretises the time domain in a finite difference form. Consider the varia-

tion between a time t^ and a time p*t - /" + N.The most common approach (Brebbia

et al. 1984) is to assume that, for sufficiently small A/, the time derivative can be approx-

imated using a first-order fully implicit finite difference scheme
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Using this finite difference approximation the original parabolic equation has been re-

duced to an elliptic equation. Using the weighted residuals method an integral equation

can be generated from Equation (6.3),

\u(x,t^+t ) u(x, Yn+t) - u(x,t'n)
at:T

which allows the diffusion equation in this time-range to be approximated as

Yzu(x,t^+') - ;fu1*,t^tt)+ ;fr(x,r') : o.

,(E)r'n+t * lru^*'#r. : Ir{'*'(Mr+ ft l*,rrao

V2or(x, €) - *r(x,6) + 6(E) : 0

(6.2)

(6.3)

(6.s)

(6.6)

(6.4\

where umtt - u(x,,t*+t) and u^ : u(x,t^).The fundamental solution ro is a solution of

the modified Helmholtz equation

applied at some source point [. The fundamental solution of the modified Helmholtz

equation is known in both two and three dimensions. If an internal solution is required at a

specific time this can be determined explicitly from Equation (6.4) where the fundamental

solution is applied at internal point I and c([) : 1.

Unfortunately Equation (6.4) contains a domain integral. This integral is generally evalu-

ated by using a domain mesh (Brebbia et al. 1984). The domain integral does not include

any problem unknowns so a fairly coarse domain mesh will generally suffice. Applying

the BEM to Equation (6.4) gives

lnl{u'"*t } - tct {dn*t} :lB){d"}

where [B] is a matrix containing the influence coefficients due to the domain integral.
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Using Equation (6.6) the solution can be advanced in time. {a0} is known from the

initial conditions so a solution can be calculated at t : fo * Al. A solution at internal

nodes can then be calculated. The time-stepping procedure can be repeated using the

internal solution at t : to* N as pseudo-initial conditions for the next time-step.

If a constant time-step is used the matrices [H], [G] and [B] can be calculated once and

stored. The boundary conditions can be applied to form a solution system of the form

[A] {./o*t} - {r} where {tn+t } is the vector of unknown nodal values at time 1n*l -6
{t} is a vector constructed from the boundary conditions and known nodal values from

the previous time-step. For a problem with time-independent boundary conditions, at each

time-step it is only necessary to update {r} and solve the system for {"1+l }. f a problem

has time-dependent boundary conditions the solution system needs to be reformed at each

time-step.

This coupled finite difference - boundary element method (FD-BEM) was first proposed

by Brebbia & Walker (1980) for the diffusion equation. It was implemented and investi-

gated by Curran, Cross & Lewis (1980). They found that this method will only produce

accurate results if Equation (6.2) accurately approximates the time derivative. This will
generally require small time-steps to be adopted. Curran et al. investigated the use of
a higher-order approximation to the time derivative. They found that this improved the

accuracy of the method. Unfortunately it lead to a deterioration in convergence behaviour.

Tanaka, Matsimoto & Yang (1994) proposed a generalised version of this time-stepping

scheme. They approximated the time-variation within an interval as

u(x,t) - qu(x,r"'+r)+ (l -Q)a(x,r")
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(6.7)

where Q, termed the time-scheme parameter, is a constant in the range 0 < Q < l. Sub-

stituting this approximation and a first-order finite difference approximation of the time

derivative into the diffusion equation gives

QY2um+t + (1 - Q)Yzu^ :
6n*l _ um

(6.8)
KA'

If 0 : I this approximation of the diffusion equation is equivalent to the standard FD-

BEM discussed earlier. An integral equation can be derived from Equation (6.8). Tanaka

et al. implemented this method and found it gave accurate results for a range of diffirsion

problems. They tested the accuracy for a Crank-Nicolson scheme (O: |), a Galerkin
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scheme (O : 3) and a fully implicit scheme (0 : l). They found that the best results were

achieved using a Crank-Nicolson scheme.

6.1.2 Direct Time-Integration Method

Instead of converting the original parabolic equation to an elliptic equation the problem

can be treated directly in the time domain by directly integrating overboth time and space.

The weighted residual statement using this approach is

8r

ftr f l-" tdu(x,r)l ,e

J,, lnyo'u1*,t) - i-t=l ro(('x'rr 
't)ddMt 

: o' (6.e)

(6.1r)

Integrating in time once and in space twice gives

c(\)u*,tfl *" I:, 1,,!ora, : * I:' lpc,ilrat 
+ frug,to)do 

(6.r0)

where the fundamental solution trl satisfies

rVzo(|,x, tp,t) *4#"4 + S(€)S(rr) :0.

This time-dependent fundamental solution is known in two and three dimensions. Phys-

ically this fundamental solution represents the effect at a field point x at time r of a unit

point source applied at a source point I at time fp. If an internal solution is required at a

specific time this can be determined from Equation (6.10) with c(6) : 1.

The variation of a andq with time is unknown so it is still necessary to step in time. How-

ever, as the time dependence is included in the fundamental solution, accurate results can

be achieved using larger time-steps than with the FD-BEM. TWo different time-stepping

schemes can be used. Similarly to the FD-BEM, each time-step can be treated as a new

problem so that an internal solution is constructed at the end of each time-step to be used

as pseudo-initial conditions for the next time-step. Alternatively the time-integration pro-

cess can be restarted at 16 with increasing numbers of intermediate steps used. These two

time-stepping approaches are discussed in detail in Brebbia et al. (1984).

The first method requires a new domain integral to be calculated after each time-step due

to the updated pseudo-initial conditions. The second time-stepping procedure involves
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only a domain integral &t /s so, ideally, a domain integral only needs to be calculated

once. This however will still require the user to create a domain mesh. As mentioned by

Brebbia et al. (1984), in many practical cases the domain integral can be avoided. If the

initial conditions Ne us: 0 throughout the body the domain integral equals zero. If the

initial conditions satis$ Laplace's equation Y2ug:0 then a Galerkin vector can be found

and the domain integral can be expressed as equivalent boundary integrals. This includes

many practical cases such as constant initial temperature or an initial linear temperature

profile.

Unfortunately, in practice it is not always feasible to restart the integration process ot /g.

At each time-step new []1] and [G] matrices are required so if many time-steps are required

the storage capacity of the computer is likely to be exceeded. This requires the procedure

to be restarted at some time where an internal solution is constructed and used as pseudo-

initial conditions to repeat the process. Therefore, in practice, both time-stepping methods

are likely to require domain integration.

6.1.3 Coupling these Methods with the DR-BEM

The FD-BEM and direct time-integration method both allow a time-stepping procedure

to be applied to the diffusion equation. These methods can be extended to other parabolic

equations if an appropriate fundamental solution is known - the direct time-integration

method requires knowledge of the fundamental solution to the parabolic equation while

the FD-BEM requires knowledge of the fundamental solution to a corresponding elliptic

equation. For many equations an appropriate fundamental solution may be difficult to find

- particularly for variable coefficient PDEs.

It is envisioned that by using these methods in combination with the DR-BEM their range

of application can be extended by avoiding the need for a specific fundamental solution.

This new approach will be investigated in this chapter and its success will be assessed.

Using the DR-BEM in conjunction with these methods will have a secondary advantage.

Both methods require the evaluation of a domain integral involving the initial conditions.

Employing the DR-BEM this domain integral can be converted to equivalent boundary

integrals. Therefore it is envisioned this approach could be used to solve a wide range of
parabolic problems without requiring domain discretisation.
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(6.t2)Y,u:i#. bg,u)

without requiring domain discretisation. Consider applying the DR-BEM based on the

diffusion operator L:Y2 - +* The fundamental solution coresponding to this operator

is known in two and three dimensions. Unfortunately, the DR-BEM approximation

is problematic in this case. As discussed in Chapter 4 the approximating functions are

normally associated with particular solutions of the DR-BEM operator such that Lfri : fi.
In this case this requires that

(6.14)

Of the two methods discussed above the direct time-integration method appears to be the

more attractive as it has been shown to provide greater accuracy while allowing larger

time-steps than the FD-BEM. The DR-BEM could be used to extend the direct time-

integration method to more general equations of the form

6.2 A Coupr-so DrRecr Trrae-INrscRATroN DR-BE Mnrson E3

M
6: I f9i

j=l

v2fii -14:,' Rdt

(6.13)

-L_ 
J J'

This relationship implies a time dependence of the approximating functions t. If this was

the case a new [F]-l matrix would need to be calculated at each time-step. This would

make the DR-BEM excessively expensive.

Alternatively the [F] matrix could be chosen to be time-independent. In this case the

relationship for the particular solutions reduces to

vzq: 7,. (6.15)

As has been demonstrated previously, particular solutions to the Laplace operator can be

readily found. Unfortunately, it is unlikely that this approach would prove sufficient for

a general parabolic equation as a time-independent particular solution is unlikely to be

accurate. Due to these difficulties this coupled direct time-integration DR-BEM approach

was not pursued.
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6.3 A Coupled Finite Difference DR-BE Method

Combining the DR-BEM with the direct time-integration method has significant draw-

backs. This is due to the time dependence of the operator used for the DR-BEM basis.

The coupled finite difference-BEM should be more conducive to combination with the

DR-BEM. The finite difference approximation reduces the problem to be solved at each

time-step to an elliptic equation. The DR-BEM has already been shown in Chapter 5 to

produce accurate results for a wide range of elliptic problems.

lngber & Phan-Thien (1992) used particular solutions to avoid domain integration for the

diffrrsion equation. The required particular solution was approximated as a weighted sum

of radial basis functions. This approach leads to a formulation similar to the DR-BEM.

lngber & Phan-Thien (1992) showed that their method could be successfully used for a

number of diffusion problems. Their solution method, particularly using the modified

Helmholtz operator, would be difficult to extend to general parabolic equations. Also,

they used a fully implicit finite difference approximation to the diffusion equation. Tanaka

et al. ( 1994) found that improved results for the diffusion equation could be achieved using

a generalised finite difference scheme. In this thesis this generalised finite difference

scheme is combined with the DR-BEM to allow the treatment of a general parabolic

equation without requiring domain integration.

Consider the general parabolic equation

Within the time-range between a time fn and a time p*t - t^ + N a first-order finite

difference approximation to the time derivative is used. The variation of the dependent

variable is approximated using a time-scheme parameter Q with a value in the range (0,11,

v2u:i#. b(x,u).

u(x,t) - Qa(x,r''+')+ (t -Q)n(x,r').

Introducing these approximations into Equation (6.16) gives

gYz um+t+ ( I - O)Y'u'n : t+{ * b(x,u*+t,u*).

(6.16)

(6.r7)

(6. r8)

The DR-BEM can be applied to this equation based on either the Laplace operatorZ: V2
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or the modified Helmholtz operator L:Y2 - # In this thesis the method will initially

be presented for the Laplace operator.

6.3.1. The FD-DRM Using the Laplace Operator

Equation (6.18) is an elliptic equation, Using the weighted residuals method an integral

expression of this equation can be determined,

,(E)u^+t * Ir(n.' # - ro4"*') ar

=-t 0lr&\,P+ [ (r**-ta")arl
A 1." Jr\ dn / I (u.rn)I r /u^+':il)(MCl+ I I u6,u^tt,u*)c,*ltl*ot/"[-* / qr*

where co is the fundamental solution to Laplace's equation. Applying the DR-BEM to

Equation (6.19) gives

lnl{,'*'} - tct {{*'} : # tsltKl {u^*' - u'n}

*f trt tb\-f rr"r {r}-lcl{{}) 6.20)

where [K] is a diagonal matrix containing the nodal values of r and [S] is a DR-BEM

matrix as defined in Section 4.4. The forcing function b is assumed to be of the fonn

b : b(x,a). As discussed in Section 4,4 the application of the DR-BEM in this case can

be expressed as

tsl {D} : 0[R] {u'n+t} + (t - A) tRl {u'"} + {d} (6.2r)

where [R] is a matrix generated by applying the DR-BEM to a forcing function b involving

the dependent variable and its derivatives and {d} is a vector generated by applying the

DR-BEM to an inhomogeneous source term. Equation (6.20) can now be reassembled

into the form

fr'l
ftat - tRl - a^, 

tsltKll {um+t } : [c] W*']

t# tsrt,Kr- T (F/r - tnr] t,'r. T pt{{I* f,trt G.zz)
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which expresses the solution at time prrt in terms of known values from the previous

solution time (time rn). This method is general and can be applied for heterogeneous

diffusivity or heterogeneous forcing function. The accuracy of this approach will be in-

vestigated in Section 6.5 for a range of parabolic problems

One particular advantage of the boundary element method is that it provides an explicit

expression for the solution at an internal point in terms of a known boundary solution.

This advantage is particularly significant for time-dependent equations. If at a specific

time an internal solution is required this can be constructed from the known boundary

solution at that time. This avoids the need to construct a solution at the desired internal

points at every time-step. If the solution is required at a large time a very large number of

time-steps are going to be needed so any extra computation at each time-step will become

significant. Instead a time-stepping procedure can be used which uses only a few internal

nodes to maintain solution accuracv.

One limitation of the DR-BEM is that it does not in general allow an explicit expression

for the solution at an internal node in terms of a known boundary solution. This limitation

arises due to the fully-populated [F]-l matrix which couples the internal and boundary

solutions for cases where b: b(x,u). The FD-BEM allowed an internal solution to be

constructed directty from a known boundary solution. Due to the coupling nature of the

DR-BEM this advantage will be lost when the FD-BEM is used in conjunction with the

DR-BEM to increase the range of application of the method. lncluding all the internal

nodes in the time-stepping procedure is likely to be excessively expensive. For the FD-

DRM to be an attractive method for solving parabolic PDEs it is necessary to devise

a means of constructing an internal solution at a specific time from a known boundary

solution.

This difficultly is further complicated by the use of the generalised time-scheme parameter

in the approximation of the time-variation of the dependent variable. This approximation

links the solution at one time to the solution at the previous time-step. However, using

a fully implicit scheme partially removes the coupling between the present and previous

time-steps. For a fully implicit scheme 0: I which allows Equation (6.22) to be simpli-

fied to

fo, - * 
prtrl- tRl] {u^*'} : [c] {d"*'} - * tsltr(l {d"} + {d} .

(6.23)
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For the time-stepping procedure applying the FD-DRM gives the matrix system

Wl{,r*t}r, - lc)rr{d"*'}rr: -} trtr, lKlrr{u*}+ {d} (6.24')

where TS indicates that the matrices involve the nodes used in the time-stepping procedure

and [f1] : [[A] - * tSt tK] - tR]] . Usunlly in the time-stepping procedure a small number

of internal collocation points will be necessary to ensure solution accuracy. If an internal

solution is required this can be constructed from

lFrl{u**'},r- [Ghs {q'n*'},s: -} ttt^ [K],r{f}rs+{d} . (6.2s)

Unfortunately {z''}r, is not completely known as the nodal values at time t' are only

known at the nodes used in the time-stepping procedure. Therefore an internal solution at

time t'*l cannot be constructed directly from Equation (6.25).

To construct an internal solution it will be necessary to adapt Equation (6.25) so that

the initial condition domain integral is treated using only the collocation nodes for the

time-stepping solution. The initial conditions integral involves no problem unknowns.

Therefore a discrete treatment can be used. Consider the equation Y2u:6 where the

forcing function D is the sum of two functions 6 : b1 * b2. Applying the BEM to this

equation gives
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(6.26)

The DR-BEM can be applied distinctly to the two forcing function integrals. It is not nec-

essary to use the same collocation points or approximating functions for the two integrals.

This discretisation of the forcing function can be used for the FD-DRM, in which case

lnvz urua : 
ln{u, + b2) tNte : Inrr*a+ lnuzota.

b:+++*b(x,u).KA' KA/
(6.27)

ft5 internal nodes are used in the time-stepping procedure and an internal solution is

required at f5 internal nodes. The matrix system for the solution at an internal node is

[,4;, 
, a,] 

{ ;,; } -tcl{q",*,} : -* [s.][K] {u'n}rs+ {d} 
(6.2s)
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B IS

IS IS

B TS

IS
TS
+
N

TS

,s* =

N*{5
H
xN t lrs N+

[Ers]{"rs} : {r}

where {t} : -* [s.] [K] {u"'}rs + [c] {a"'+'} - [Hur] {urs} + {d}.

0
xil NxN*/rs

G
* Irs

U
f5 x N*ft5

p-I
N*/rs x N*Irs

(6.2e)

FrcuRg 6.1: Structure of the [S.] marrix (B indicates mafrix regions involving only
boundary nodes, IS indicates matix regions involving the internal nodes in the intemal so-

Iution and TS indicates matrix regions involving intemalnodes used in the time-stepping
procedure).

where the matrix structure of [S-] is shown in Figure 6.1. {z6s}, {q} *d {ro} utt known

from the time-stepping procedures at all solution times. If an internal solution is required

at a specific time this can be determined by solving the over-determined system

Tanaka et al. (1994) investigated the choice of the time-scheme parameter Q and con-

cluded that the best results for the diffusion equation are achieved using a Crank-Nicolson

scheme (0, : 0.5). To ensure accurate results while allowing the construction of an in-

ternal solution at a specified time a combined time-stepping approach can be used. A

Crank-Nicolson scheme can be used in general. If an internal solution is required at a

particular time the fully implicit method can be used to construct an over-determined sys-

tem of the form of Equation (6.29) where the nodal values of r and q are known at all

boundary nodes,

It is important to note that the Laplace-based FD-DRM (LFD-DRM) is a special case of a

more general approach derived by directly applying the DR-BEM to a parabolic problem.

This general DR-BEM approach will be discussed in Section 6.4.

B TS
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6.3.2 The FD-DRM Using the Moffied Helmholtz Operator

The FD-DRM can also be applied based on the modified Helmholtz fundamental solution.

To facilitate this approach Equation (6.18) can be rewritten as

yzr**t - -J-.u,,*r - - 
(l - 0) lrrr,n - ,l:u,,,f - Lu,o+ ]a1*, ,/n*t ,,{).Qrdt 0 L QrcAtl QzKAt O 

(6.30)

Using the weighted residuals method an integral expression of this equation can be at-

tained.

,(E)u^+t * Ir(n.'# - ord'*') ar

: -T l',,,''" 
. Ir(n# - *) t4

- # lnu'x*a+[ lrur*,u^tt,r)sfrcz

where ol is the fundamental solution to the modified Helmholtz equation

v2co(x, E) - #r(*,6) + s(€) : o.

Applying the DR-BEM to Equation (6.31) gives

(6.31)

(6.32)

ln){u^*t } - tct {d"*t} :
' 1-l lrttrl - + IH{u^} -lcl{d"}l (6.33)-@Nlsll'Kl {u'nl- q--,- a

which, using Equation (6.2I), can be reassembled into the form

ttrl- [n]l {u'*'} : [c] {q'n*t}

- f+Islt,Kl* 1_](tal - tnt)l {,'}*# rr;l{{t+ Itat . G.34)
L0tlrr'"ir.'^J' q \r". I v I

This method has assumed that the diffr.rsivity r is constantthroughout the problem domain

and has a positive value. A heterogeneous diffusivity can be catered for by treating the

diffrrsivity as a homogeneous term plus a perturbation. The extra domain integrals due to

the perturbation term can be expressed as equivalent domain integrals using the DR-BEM.

A negative diffusivity could be treated using the same approach based on the fundamental

solution to the Helmholtz equation.
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Applying the DR-BEM using the modified Helmholtz operator requires a particular solu-

tion to be found for

vzfr- kza: f (6.3s)

where 1r2: 6#. An expression for the particular solution in two dimensions was derived

by lngber & Phan-Thien ( 1992). Restricting l' to be a radial basis function and introducing

the change of variables z: kr allows this equation to be simplified to a modified Bessel's

equation

90

(6.36)

Using the variation of parameters technique a particular solution to this equation can be

shown to be

fi'(z) : c1 (e)Is(z) + cz(z)Kok) (6.37)

where /6 and Ks are the modified Bessel's functions of zero order and C1 and Cz are

constants defined as

c1e):il#nfir,
tf lof ,c2e):el6ftgd,

Evaluating these constants is an expensive procedure. Ingber & Phan-Thien (1992) rec-

ommended precalculating C1 andC2 and using a table look-up function.

For problems with negative diffusivity the DR-BEM should instead be applied using the

fundamental solution to the Helmholtz operator. Zhu (1993) has determined the particular

solutions necessary for applying the DR-BEM based on the Helmholtz operator. He chose

an approximating function of the form / : /tr where m is a positive integer. Determining

the particular solution fi requires solving the ordinary differential equation

,dzfr dfr )^ z2f
z-AF * rE- z-u -- 1rz 

.

4*!**k2u:{dr" r dr
(6.38)

which can be achieved using a variation of coefficients method. Zhu (1993) showed that

the integrals in his solution can be expressed as equivalent summations which improves
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the computational effi ciency.

For the diffusion equation Ingber & Phan-Thien (1992) found that the difficultly in cal-

culating the particular solutions makes the modified Helmholtz-based FD-DRM (MHFD-

DRM) less effrcient than the LFD-DRM. In this study a simpler approach is used to im-

prove efficiency. Instead of calculating a particular solution for a given approximation

function a particular solution is chosen and used to determine the corresponding approx-

imation function. The Laplace-based DR-BEM is usually applied using a radial basis

function of the form /: I with the most cofirmon choice being f : | + r. In this case the

corresponding particular solution is ri : * * *. For the MHFD-DRM the same particular

solution will be used. By differentiation the corresponding MHFD-DRM approximating

function can easily be shown to be

9l

f :l+t-# /r2 l\
la*o/ (6.3e)

This procedure is rather ad-hoc but produces functions which can be easily evaluated and

applied. As discussed in Section 4.2 the use of f : I is not formally justified in itself.

The approximating function given by Equation (6.39) is still a member of the set of radial

basis functions and is shown in Section 6.5 to produce accurate results for a range of
parabolic problems.

Zhang & Zhu (1994) showed that for equations involving derivative terms the approxi-

mating function f : | * r becomes singular which leads to computational error. Instead

forproblems involving derivativeterms Zhang&Zhu suggested using f : I+P+f .

The same problem will arise using / : I * , - #fr for the MHFD-DRM. Instead the

approximating function f : | + P + f - ffiA can be used which will give the same

particular solutions as for the LFD-DRM.

Using the MHFD-DRM is attractive for the diffusion equation as matrix inversion can

be avoided. In this case the required DR-BEM approximation is simply {uo} : [f]{a}
where {aq} is a known vector of initial conditions. {a} can be determined using Gaussian

elimination so the calculation of [F]-l is not required. Ingber & Phan-Thien (1992) used

a least-squares method to avoid having to use collocation at every solution node. They

found using as few as a quarter of the solution nodes was sufficient to give good results.

These computational advantages are lost for a general problem as the forcing function

will involve rhe dependent variable. In Section 6.5 the MHFD-DRM will be tested for a
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series of parabolic problems.

6.4 The DR-BEM for Parabolic Equations

As shown in Chapter 4, the DR-BEM can be applied directly to a general parabolic prob-

lem. Consider the equation

yzu:ldu " \

;; * b(x,u). (6.40)

Applying the DR-BEM directly to this equation gives

,^., I d,, )
lcl { + I +([a] -tnl){u} : [c]iq] where [c] : -[s]tKl. (6.41)" tdr ) "

This equation can be solved using a time-integration routine.

Partridge & Brebbia (1990a) recommended using a first-order finite difference approxi-

mation to the time derivative

du ,1n*t - 6n

dt: N

and linear approximations to u and 4 within a time-step,

(6.42)

u: (l -Qr)u"'*Qutln*l
q: (r - Q){ *Qqq^+l

(6.43)

(6.44)

where Qu and 0a are weighting parameters with values in the range (0,1] and the time-

step is between times t'n and gmtt - fn +N. Substituting these approximations into

Equation (6.41) an expression at tn*l can be derived in terms of values at ru,

l'l'.] 'l 
.

l* +0, ([H] - tRl)l {u'*' } - On lcl{d"*')LA' J -

I l'r-l 1: 
L; - 

(r - Q,) ([H] - tnl)j {'{} + (r - 0q) lcl{q^}. (6.45)

The values of a0 and q0 are known from the initial conditions so a time-stepping procedure

can be used. If a constant time-step is used the matricer [C], [H] and [G] only need to be
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constructed once.

This two-level finite difference scheme gives a formulation very similar to the FD-DRM

discussed earlier. If the FD-DRM and DR-BEM are both applied based on the fundamen-

tal solution to Laplace's equation with Qu - 0a then the two methods are equivalent. Singh

& Kalra (1991) investigated both the flux and dependent variable accuracy using the DR-

BEM to solve diffusion problems using a single time-stepping parameter $ - 0u :0c.
They concluded that the fully implicit scheme was unconditionally stable. However they

found that the Galerkin and, in particular, the Crank-Nicholson schemes gave solution

oscillation in some cases. They concluded that the best choice of method appeared to be

problem-dependent.

The attraction of the DR-BEM over the LFD-DRM is that it allows the use of alternative

time-integration schemes. Lahrmann & Haberland (1991) - as discussed in Partridge et al.

(1992) - proposed a weighted time-step procedure which uses optimal values of Q, and

Qn. They used a variable coefficient 0 (: 0u :0s) which is determined by the formula

Q;:
Foi-I+e-Foi

(6.46)
Fo1(l - e-Fot)

Lahrmann & Haberland tested this time-integration scheme and found it to be accurate

and unconditionally stable.

Singh & Kalra (1991) proposed a time-stepping procedure based on a least-squares for-

mulation, Over a time-step they aimed to minimise the integral of the square of the error

over the time element i.e. minimise a functional fI where

,: 
Io'

(6.47)

and ( :,#, ln 1 t < yt.+r, tm : mN *6 1n*l : (m*l)Ar. Minimising fI with re-

spect to the vector of unknown nodal values {,r} gives a set of equations depending on

the type of boundary unknown. Singh & Kalra tested the stability and accuracy of this

method. They found it produced more accurate results than the twolevel finite difference

scheme and had quadratic convergence. This improved accuracy is achieved at increased

computational expense.

As discussed in Section 6.3, when applying the BEM to a parabolic PDE it is advanta-

93

KAf
where Fo;: - ^.'Lt

fr* * a,- cqf' lr* tHu- cqf aq
Ldr 'l Ldt 'J
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geous to be able to construct a solution at any time from a known boundary solution at

this time. In Section 6.3 an approach for achieving this was demonstrated for the FD-

DRM. Specifying 0, :0q : I allows the same approach to be used for the DR-BEM if a

two-level time-integration scheme is used. It is unclear how an internal solution could be

constructed for alternative time-integration schemes.

6.5 Test Problems

Example 6.1 - A Thermal Shock Problem

In this example the FD-DRM is tested for a thermal shock problem. The temperature

change for this physical problem is governed by the diffusion equation. AZm x lm plate

is considered with thermal diffusivity x:0.5. The plate is initially at 30oC. At t : 0 a

thermal shock is applied (u:OoC on all walls). The analytic solution for this problem

(given by Bruch & Zyvoloski (1974)) is

94

where

u(x,y,r) : i. i.on,,nr^ (ryisin (nry) r-{#+"'"2\o
m:l n:l

an,m : #[(-l)' - l] t(-l)' - rl.

This problem was solved using the FD-DRM with the discretisation shown in Figure 6.2.

Linear elements were used forboundary discretisation. The Laplace-based FD-DRM was

applied with approximating function f : | * r while the modified Helmholtz-based FD-

DRM was applied with approximating functio n f : 1 + r - # (+ * +)

Figure 6.3 compares the relative error in the temperature calculated at the plate centre

(Node A in Figure 6.2) using the FD-DRM with At :0.01. The effect of varying the time-

scheme parameter Q is considered. Three choices are investigated: Q: | {Crank-Nicolson

scheme),0: ? (Galerkin scheme) and O: I (implicit scheme). Using the LF'D-DRM the

Galerkin and Crank-Nicolson schemes are more accurate than the implicit solution. This

behaviour contrasts with the MHFD-DRM where the best results are achieved using the

fully implicit scheme. At small times the MHFD-DRM gives more accurate results than

(6.48)

(6.4e)
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time- integration schemes.

the LFD-DRM but at larger times the Galerkin and Crank-Nicolson solution accuracy

begins to diverge. The erors in the large-time solutions are somewhat misleading. The

relative error calculation involves dividing by the analytic solution. The analytic solution

at Node A is tending to zero and this leads to the relative errorbecoming magnified at large

times. Figure 6.4 plots the absolute temperature error at Node A. This plot suggests that,

even though the MHFD-DRM results may not converge to the correct large-time solution,

it tends to give more accurate temperature values than the LFD-DRM - particularly at

small times.

Figure 6.5 plots the relative error in the flux calculated at Node B (shown in Figure 6.2)

against time. To allow oscillatory solutions to be observed the relative flux error at node f

has been redefined as

E,(Vo): 100 (6.s0)

so that negative flux errors can occur (q; is the numerical flux solution at node i and qo,

is the corresponding analytic solution). The fully implicit scheme gives accurate results

at all times. The Galerkin solution oscillates at small times but settles down to fairly

accurate results. Very poor results are achieved using the Crank-Nicolson scheme. The

flux oscillates between large positive and negative values from time-step to time-step

(and is therefore not shown in Figure 6.5). It is surprising, considering how poor the

flux solutions for the Galerkin and Crank-Nicolson schemes are, that the temperature

solutions shown in Figure 6.4 were still satisfactory. It appea$ that the temperature and

flux solutions are essentially independent and have little effect on each other.

Qi- Qai

lq"J
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It is suspected that these erroneous results for the flux values occur due to the large dis-

continuity between the initial conditions and the boundary conditions. Therefore, it was

expected that the error could be improved by using a smoothing algorithm to reduce the

discontinuity between the initial and boundary conditions. This approach has been suc-

cessfully implemented for the finite element method (Zienkiewicz &Taylor 1991, Bet-

tencourt, Zienkiewicz & Cantin l98l). Singh & Kalra (1991) used this method for the

DR-BEM and found that it lead to an improvement in accuracy but did not completely

remove oscillations from either the Galerkin or Crank-Nicolson solution.

Figure 6.6 shows the flux solution along the y : I plate edge calculated using the LFD-

DRM with a fully implicit scheme. The accuracy is satisfactory even at small times. In

this thesis a combined method is proposed where the fully implicit scheme is used at small

times and then at a specified time the scheme is changed to either a Galerkin scheme or a

Crank-Nicolson scheme. Figure 6.7 shows the relative error in the temperature at Node A
calculated using the various time-stepping schemes where, using a time-step of Af :0.01,
an implicit scheme was used until r : 0.05. Figure 6.8 shows the relative flux error at

Node B using the same approach.

Comparing Figure 6.7 with Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.8 with Figure 6.5, the accuracy of

both temperature and flux calculations for the LFD-DRM has been improvedby using the

combined scheme approach. Using this combined scheme both the Galerkin and Crank-

Nicolson approaches give stable, non-oscillatory results. The combined methods give

superior results than using a fully implicit scheme at all times. The combined Galerkin and
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Frcunn 6.8: Example 6.1 - Plot of relative flux error af Node B against tims using an

implicit scheme at small times.

Crank-Nicolson schemes give comparable improvements in accuracy. It appears however

that the Galerkin scheme gives slightly better large time-solutions.

The combined scheme has also substantially improved the flux solution calculated us-

ing the MHFD-DRM with a Crank-Nicolson scheme, The solution is now stable and

non-oscillatory, but unfortunately is still not particularly accurate. Using the combined

scheme the accuracy of the temperatures calculated using the MHFD-DRM has slightly

deteriorated. For the MHFD-DRM the best accuracy for this problem is still achieved by

using the fully implicit scheme at all times.

Using the DR-BEM with a two-level time-integration scheme Partridge & Brebbia (l990a)

recommended the use of the time-scheme parameters 0u :0.5,0q: l.O. They found that
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FlcuRe 6.9: Example 6.1 - PIot of relative solution enor againsf fime using vadous

ti me - step p in g methods.

this scheme gave accurate results. However, they only investigated the accuracy of the

dependent variable. This scheme has been implemented and the results for the thermal

shock problem iue shown in Figure 6.9 with a time-step of A/ : 0.01. The accuracy

is compared with the results using the the fully implicit LFD-DRM scheme, the Crank-

Nicolson LFD-DRM and DR-BEM using an implicit scheme at small times.

The DR-BEM solutions are satisfactory and are stable at all times. The DR-BEM clearly

gives superior accuracy to the LFD-DRM if neither method uses an implicit scheme at

small times. It appears that a slight improvement in the DR-BEM accuracy is achieved by

using an implicit scheme at small times. The Crank-Nicolson LFD-DRM and DR-BEM

both use 0a :0.5 and give practically identical temperature solutions (their temperature

plots cannot be distinguished in Figure 6.9). However, they differ in the choice of Qq

and give different flux solutions. This endorses the suggestion made earlier that the tem-

perature and flux solution accuracies are essentially independent. Using 0q:0.5 gives

slightly superior accuracy than Sq : 1,0 but only if an implicit scheme is used at small

times.

In Chapter 5 it was observed that the accuracy of the DR-BEM solution can be improved

by using an increased number of internal nodes. Table 6.I shows the solution accuracy at

t -- O.4 using a varying number of internal nodes for the different time-stepping schemes.

The LFD-DRM was implemented using a combined implicit/Crank-Nicolson scheme and

the MHFD-DRM was implemented using a fully implicit scheme. These choices have

been observed to give the best results for this thermal shock problem. The DR-BEM was

implemented using a implicit/Crank-Nicolson scheme with Qu : 0.5 zurd Qq: 1.0. All
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# Internal
Nodes

E, (Vo) in a at Node A E, (7o) in ff at Node B
LFD MFIFD DR-tsHM LFD MHFD DR-BEM

t
5 (2x2)
19 (6x3)
37 (9x4)

72 (12x6)
171 (19x9)

70.34
23.56
4.52
t.4I
o.44
0.63

88.77
46.94
7.98
3.25
0.94
2.38

70.34
23.56
4.52
t.4l
0.M
0.63

72.54
26.34
6.01

2.29
0.40
0.56

90.31
51.18
I1.78
s.73
r.90
1.88

71.08
23.62
2.92
-0.85
-2.76
-3.73

Tnsle 6.1: Example6.l - SoJurion accuracy att:0.4 usingvilyingnumbersof intemal
nodes.

methods used a time-step of At:0.01 with the implicit scheme used until r:0.05.

It was noted by Partridge et al. (1992) that the use of internal nodes is vital for a thermal

shock problem to provide a sufficient number of degrees of freedom to avoid the problem

of 'thermal locking' i.e. as the temperature is u:0 at all boundary nodes at all times the

use of internal nodes is necessary to allow temperature to change. Table 6.1 clearly shows

that the use of internal nodes leads to improved solution accuracy. The LFD-DRM gives

superior results to the MHFD-DRM in all cases. As discussed earlier the LFD-DRM

and DR-BEM give the same temperature eror in all cases. Both the LFD-DRM and

MHFD-DRM converge to more accurate flux solutions than the DR-BEM. This endorses

the suspicion, that, as long as an implicit scheme is used at small times, that $o :0.5
gives superior flux accuracy to Qo : 1.9.

Example 6.2 - A Heat Conduction Problem

In this example a two-dimensional heat conduction problem with nonhomogeneous bound-

ary conditions is considered, The plate defined in Figure 6.2 is again used. The plate is

initially at l0oC. At r :0 the x:0 wall is heated to 40oC while the x: 2 wall is held

at l0"C and the horizontal walls are insulated i.e. q:0. An analytic solution to this

problem (calculated using separation of variables) is

u(x,y,t) : 40- l5x* 
|r"^t^ (ry) r-#o (6.sr)
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FtcuRe 6. I l; Example 6.2 - PIot of relative flux enor at Node C against time.

where

o^: #,[r + z(- l)'*'] . (6.52)

Figure 6.10 compares the relative temperature error at node A generated using the FD-

DRM with different time-integration schemes with Ar : 0.1. Figure 6.1I compares the

flux solutions at Node C. All three methods accurately calculate the temperature value

at the plate centre (Node A). The fully implicit and Galerkin schemes give stable and

accurate flux solutions after an initial settling down period. The Crank-Nicolson method

gives an oscillatory flux solution but this is still fairly accurate.

These solutions are far superior to the solutions calculated for the thermal shock prob-

lem considered in Example 6.1. This supports the suspicion that the errors in the therrral
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FtcuRe 6.12: Example 6.2 - PIot of relative temperature error at Node A against time
using an implicit scheme at small fimes.

shock problem (particularly for the Crank-Nicolson scheme) were chiefly due to the large

discontinuity between the initial and boundary conditions. For this heat conduction prob-

lem only the x:0 wall has a significant discontinuity between the initial and boundary

conditions.

For Example 6.1 it was observed that the use of an implicit scheme at small times lead to

stable and non-oscillatory solutions for the Galerkin and Crank-Nicolson methods. Fig-

ure 6.12 and Figure 6.13 show the solution generated using the implicit scheme until

r : 0.5 with a time-step of A.r : 0.1. Clearly the combined scheme leads to an improve-

ment in solution accuracy, particularly for the flux solution. Using this combined scheme

the most accurate results are achieved using the impliciUCrank-Nicolson method for both

the LFD-DRM and the MHFD-DRM. This behaviour is the same as for Example 6.1 for

the LFD-DRM. However, for Example 6.1, using the implicit/Crank-Nicolson method

with the MHFD-DRM lead to divergent solutions. It appears that for this problem the

less significant initial discontinuity results in better behaviour of the MHFD-DRM. Com-

paring the LFD-DRM and the MHFD-DRM the solution accuracies for all time-stepping

schemes are practically indistinguishable with the LFD-DRM giving very slightly supe-

rior accuracy for all schemes.

Table 6.2 shows the solution accuracy at t : 1.5 using varying numbers of intemal nodes.

The LFD-DRM and MHFD-DRM results have been constructed using an implicit/Crank-

Nicolson scheme with Ar :0.1. The DR-BEM results use Q, :0.5 and 0q: 1.0. Unlike

Example 6.1, 'thermal locking' is not a problem in this case because there are sufficient

boundary degrees of freedom to propagate the temperature variation. Using very few in-

0.8 I t.2 r.4 1.6 1.8 2
Time

0.2t.40.60.2
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FrcuRs 6.13: Example 6.2 - Plot of relative flux enor af Node C against time using an

implicit scheme at small times.

ternal collocation points is sufficient to achieve accurate solutions. The LFD-DRM gives

more accurate results than the MHFD-DRM in almost all cases, but both methods con-

verge to solutions of similar accuracy. The LFD-DRM and DR-BEM again give identical

temperature solutions but dffierent flux solutions. The MHFD-DRM gives inaccurate

flux results for small numbers of internal collocation points. Both the LFD-DRM and

MHFD-DRM solutions converge to more accurate flux results than the DR-BEM. Again

this suggests that, using an implicit scheme at small times, the DR-BEM with Qq : O.5

gives superior flux accuracy to Qn : 1.9.

# Internal
Nodes

Er (Vo) in z at Node A Er (Vo) in ff at Node C
LFD MHFD DR-BEM LFD MHFD DR-BEM

I
s (2x2)
le (6x3)
37 (eX4)

l7l (19x9)

0.144
0.r32
o.332
o.347
0.352

2.010
0.624
0.gl
0.514
0.381

0.t32
0.r32
0.332
0.341
0.352

t.tt7
0.21I
0.841
0.988
1.089

6.635
9.585
t.331
o.M2
0.846

1.848

2.760
3.840
3.992
4.100

TRsI-n 6.2: Example 6.2 - So/ution accuracy at t : 1.5 using 60 linear boundary elements
and varying numbers of internal nodes. Each method ftas used an implicit scheme until
f :0.5.
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Time
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FtcuRs 6.14: Example 6.3 - PIot of relative temperature effor at Node A against time.

Example 6.3 - A Reaction-Diffusion Problem

In this example a diffusion+ype problem is considered where a temperature-dependent

chemical reaction occurs in the domain and acts as a heat source or sink. This reaction-

diffusion problem is governed by

Yzu - ku: (6.s3)

where ft is a reaction coeffrcient. If ft is a constant the FD-DRM can easily be applied

using either the Laplace or modified Helmholtz fundamental solution. Using the modi-

fied Helmholtz fundamental solution a positive reaction-coefficient term can be absorbed

in the modified Helmholtz fundamental solution. If k is negative this term cannot be ab-

sorbed and will lead to another domain integral which can be expressed as equivalent

boundary integrals using the DR-BEM.

A reaction-diffusion problem with K: 0.5 and /c: 3 is considered. A particular solution

to this problem is a : (d + er)e-t. This particular solution can be used as the analytic

solution to the problem if the boundary and initial conditions are defined appropriately, so

in this case the boundary conditions will be time-dependent , This problem is considered

in the same rectangular domain considered in Example 6.1 using the discretisation shown

in Figure 6.2 with Dirichlet boundary conditions.

Figure 6.14 shows the relative temperature error at Node A calculated using the FD-DRM

with a time-step of Ar:0.05 and Figure 6.15 shows the relative flux error at Node B.

The solutions are excellent for all three time-stepping schemes for both the LFD-DRM

ldu
ia'
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Frcunr 6. l5; Example 6.3 - Plot of relative flux enor at Node B against time.

and MHFD-DRM. These results again endorse the suspicion that the error for the thermal

shock problem arises due to a discontinuity between the initial and boundary conditions.

This problem has no such discontinuity and excellent results are achieved. The solutions

constructed using the LFD-DRM and MHFD-DRM are practically identical. This sug-

gests that the number of collocation points used is sufficient to give negligible elror due

to the DR-BEM approximation of the forcing function domain integral. Theoretically the

Crank-Nicolson method should give the best time approximation and the fully implicit

method the worst. These theoretical expectations are observed in the results to this prob-

lem. However, the Crank-Nicolson has been observed to be less robust than the other

schemes and, due to discontinuities and other problems, will in practice tend to give less

accurate results.

Example 6.4 - A Variable Coefficient Convection-Diffusion Equation

Consider the convection-diffusion equation

(6.s4)

This equation has particular solution u : / sin(ucx)sin(ry)e-t. If this equation is con-

sidered in a unit squiue channel then this particular solution will be the analytic solu-

tion to a problem with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions and initial condition

&0: e*2sin(r*)sin(ny). A FD-DRM solution for this problem was calculated using the

geometry discretisation shown in Figure 6.16.

YZu:*.**+ (3 - 4* -zn2)u.

' o-r..,o._o,.o.,.a.o
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(a) Laplace FD-DRM (b) Mod. Helmholtz FD-DRM

FtcuRg 6.17: Example 6.4 - PIot of relative temperature error at Node A against time
using an implicit/Crank-Nicolson scheme.

This problem involves derivatives of the dependent variable. To avoid singularities the

LFD-DRM was applied with approximating function f : | * r2 + l. ttre MHFD-DRM

was applied with f : l+ P +f - OkO which will give the same particular solutions as

for the LFD-DRM. This problem has no discontinuity between the initial and boundary

conditions for which case it has been found that the best results are produced using a

Crank-Nicolson scheme with an implicit scheme used at small times. Figure 6.17 plots

the relative error against time at Node A calculated using this combined scheme with

At : 0.05. The implicit scheme was used until r : O.25.

Results are presented for the relative error at Node A using varying numbers of internal

nodes. The LFD-DRM results improve as the number of internal nodes increases. In

contrast the MHFD-DRM solutions are excellent even using a small number of internal

nodes and do not improve by using extra nodes. The LFD-DRM using a large number
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(a) Time = 0.2 (b) Time = 1.0

FIcuRe 6.18; Example6.4-Contourplotsof temperaturesolutionusing theLFD-DRM
(the solid line is the LFD-DKM soJution and the dashed line is the analytic solution).

of internal nodes gives a very similar solution to the MHFD-DRM. It appears that both

methods converge to the error allowed by the time-step and boundary discretisation used.

However to achieve this the LFD-DRM requires a significantly larger number of internal

nodes.

Figure 6.18 shows contour plots of the solution at times t --0.2 and t : 1.0 using the LFD-

DRM with an implicit/Crank-Nicolson scheme with 361 internal nodes. The accuracy

is excellent throughout the problem domain at both solution times. The analytic and

computational contours are practically indistinguishable.

Example 6,5 - A Second Variable Coefficient Convection-Diffusion Problem

The results for Examphe 6.4 suggest that accurate solutions can be achieved for variable

coefficient parabolic PDEs using the FD-DRM. However, as can be observed in Fig-

ure 6.18, the dependent variable variation within the problem domain was not severe. In

this example a problem with more extreme variation is considered. The same equation is

considered as in the previous example but in this case the problem domain is a rectangular

channel as shown in Figure 6.19. Again homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions are

applied.
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FtcuRe 6.19: Example 6.5 - Problem definition (the mesh shown uses 120 linearbound-
ary elements and 171 intemal nodes).
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FtcuRn 6.2O: Example 6.5 - PIot of relative error at Node A against time.

It was envisioned that a large number of internal nodes would be required for this problem

and a solution was attempted using the mesh shown in Figure 6.19. It was found that

even using very small time-steps that the solution would not converge for this problem.

Figure 6.20 plots the relative error at node A (the centre node of the channel) for a time-

step of At : 0.005 calculated using a combined implicit/Crank-Nicolson scheme.

It appears that the failure of the FD-DRM is due to a gradual accumulation of solution

error. The small-time solution suggests that there is only a small error at each time-step.

It appears however that this error begins to accumulate, and beyond a certain threshold

the solution rapidly diverges. The failure of this example suggests that the DR-BEM

may not be universally successful for solving parabolic problems. As discussed earlier

this time-stepping approach basically requires the solution of a series of elliptic variable

coefficient PDEs where each problem depends on the previous problems. If a small error

vi

0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
Time

l!t!
tl

li
lt

LFD-DRM
MHFD.DRM

/.'"'
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is associated with the solution of each elliptic problem this error can accumulate and the

solution accuracy can rapidly deteriorate.

6.6 Comparison Between Time-Stepping Methods

In this chapter time-stepping schemes for solving parabolic equations have been consid-

ered. A new method has been proposed which couples the finite difference BEM with

the DR-BEM. This method allows the finite difference BEM to be extended to parabolic

equations with unknown fundamental solution without requiring domain integration. A

variable time-scheme parameter has been used to generalise the time-stepping procedure.

This method can be implemented using the Laplace operator (the LFD-DRM) or the mod-

ified Helmholtz operator (the MHFD-DRM). Comparisons between the accuracy of the

LFD-DRM and MHFD-DRM are inconclusive with both giving superior accuracy in some

cases. To improve the efficiency of the MHFD-DRM a simple approximating function has

been used in this study. The generally satisfactory results suggest that this approximating

function is satisfactory. Using the MHFD-DRM is problematic with negative diffusivities

as a Helmholtz-based approach is required instead. If the diffusivity is heterogeneous the

MHFD-DRM requires the diffusivity to be modelled as a mean value plus a perturbation.

In comparison the LFD-DRM is simple to apply in each case.

The choice of time-scheme parameter $ has been extensively examined in the use of the

finite element method. Theoretically the Crank-Nicolson scheme (0:0.5) should give

the most accurate results as it is the only choice of Q that satisfies the second-order Tay-

lor series terms (Zienkiewicz & Taylor 1991). However in practice the Crank-Nicolson

scheme often gives oscillatory solutions whereas the implicit scheme is unconditionally

stable. The Galerkin scheme was proposed as an average between the two schemes.

In contrast to the finite element method the boundary element method is a mixed formu-

lation (it involves both dependent variable and flux values) so these observations cannot

be directly extended to the BEM. Using both the LFD-DRM and MHFD-DRM all three

time-integration schemes were found to give stable non-oscillatory temperature solutions.

However, the Galerkin and Crank-Nicolson schemes were observed to give oscillatory

flux solutions. These oscillations were observed to be most severe for problems with

Dirichlet boundary conditions with a significant discontinuity between the flux and initial
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conditions. These oscillations can be dampened by using a smoothing algorithm in the

first time-step (Singh & Kalra 1991) but this approach was found to be only partially suc-

cessful. A more successful approach is proposed in this study where an implicit scheme

is used at small times. Using this approach stable, non-oscillatory temperature and flux

solutions were obtained for the Galerkin and Crank-Nicolson schemes'

The best time-stepping scheme to use appea$ to be problem dependent. For problems

with little or no discontinuity between the initial conditions and boundary conditions

the impliciUCrank-Nicolson method tends to give the best results. However, the Crank-

Nicolson scheme is less robust and care mustbe taken in its use. Tanaka et al. (1994) used

a similar approach to the FD-DRM to solve diffusion equations but they used domain dis-

cretisation to treat the initial condition integral. They concluded that the Crank-Nicolson

scheme gave the best results. They only investigated the dependent variable :rccuracy

however and it is likely that their method gave oscillatory flux results.

The LFD-DRM is closely related to applying the DR-BEM directly to a parabolic equa-

tion using a two-level time-integration scheme. The DR-BEM is typically applied using

Su:0.5 and Qq - 1.0 at all times but the results in this chapter suggest that the DR-

BEM accuracy can be improved by using an implicit scheme 0u :0s - 1.0 at small

times (particularly for problems with Dirichlet boundary conditions) and then changing

to S, : 0q : 0.5 . Unlike the LFD-DRM, the DR-BEM approach allows alternative time-

integration schemes and is therefore a more powerful general method.

The results to Example 6.5 suggest some fundamental problems with using a time-stepping

approach to solve parabolic problems in heterogeneous media. At each time-step the so-

lution of an associated elliptic problem is required. To solve an elliptic equation in het-

erogeneous media the DR-BEM can require a large number of internal collocation points.

Therefore extensive computation may be required at each time-step. If a large-time so-

lution is required the computational expense will be very large. Also, even using a large

number of internal nodes, the DR-BEM may inaccurately solve the elliptic problems -

particularly for problems in higily heterogeneous media. A small error at each time-step

may accumulate to give very inaccurate large-time solutions.



Chapter 7

The Separation of Variables DR-BEM

In the previous chapter time-stepping methods for using the boundary element method to

solve parabolic problems were investigated. It was found that these methods had a number

of limitations. An associated elliptic equation needs to be solved at each time-step. It was

observed that small time-steps are generally required to attain accurate solutions' If a

large-time solution is required a large number of time-steps will be required and time-

stepping methods become computationally expensive.

For variable coefficient parabolic PDEs these timitations can become severe. It has been

observed that for problems with significant variation within the domain a large number

of internal points may be needed to generate accurate results. In this case large matrices

are required and the time-stepping procedure can become very expensive. Also, it has

been observed that in some cases the eror in using the DR-BEM at each time-step may

accumulate, leading to inaccurate large-time solutions.

For these reasons it seems attractive to develop a formulation which allows transient PDEs

to be solved without time-stepping. If successful this should prove attractive for constant

coefficient PDEs as well. In this chapter a new semi-analytic method, the separation of

variables dual reciprocity method (SOV-DRM), is proposed which constructs a solution to

a time-dependent PDE as an eigenfunction expansion by using the separation of variables

method. The eigenfunctions are determined using the DR-BEM. Initially the method

will be presented for the diffusion equation, but using the DR-BEM the method can be

extended to other parabolic equations.
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(where the diffusivity r is assumed to be constant) with homogeneous boundary condi-

tions

on I.1

-0 onf2

7.1 The SOV-DRM for the Dffiusion Equation

7.!.1 The Separation of Variables Method

Consider the diffusion equation

Yzu(x,t) : *4P

and initial condition

a(x,0) : ao(x)'

Using the separation of variables method a solution is sought of the form

r(x,r) -- s(x)r(t).

Substituting this expansion into Equation (7.1) and rearranging gives

ry:-l.rr(r)
v2s1x): -l,s(x).

u:0
duq: 
an

(7.1)

(7.2)

(7.4\

(7.s)

(7.3)

The left-hand-side of Equation (7.3) is a function of space only while the right-hand-side

is a function of time only. To produce a nontrivial solution this implies that the two sides

must be equal to some non-zero constant (labelled -1"). This gives two equations

Equation (7.4) is an ordinary differential equation which can be solved analytically giving

T(t) - Ae-Lo (7-6)
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where A is a constant of integration.

Equation (7.5) is an eigenvalue problem. The eigenvalues are values of l, for which Equa-

tion (7.5) has a nontrivial solution for S. The eigenfunctions are the solutions of Equa-

tion (7.5) corresponding to the eigenvalues. For some simple domains, such as a rectan-

gular domain in two dimensions or a cuboid domain in three dimensions, the spatial vari-

ation can be separated into behaviour in each coordinate direction - S(t,y) : X(x)f (y)

in rwo dimensions or S(.r,y,z) : X(x)y(y)Z(z) inthree dimensions. This will give ODEs

independently describing the variation in each coordinate direction

113

**oix;: o
axi

(7.7)

(7.8)

where xi: (x,y,z), Xi: (X,Y,Z) md 0i ale the eigenvalues of the equation for each

coordinate direction. The eigenvalues l, of Equation (7.5) are related in a known manner

to $;. Equation (7.7) can be investigated using Sturm-Liouville theory,

A Sturm-Liouville boundary value problem is a problem described by an ODE of the form

- q(x)X - $r(x)X :0 a1x1b

with boundary conditions

a1x(a)+o2ff61 -o
b$(b) +uzffp| --o.

Many important results can be shown for an equation of Sturm-Liouville form if the co-

efficients satisfy certain restrictions. The functions p(x),ffi, q(x) and r(x) arc required to

be continuous over the domain of interest a < x ( b and it is atso required that p(x) > 0

and r(-r) ) 0 at all points in the domain. Equation (7.7) is of Sturm-Liouville form with

p(x) : l, q(*):0 and r(x) : L These specific values satisfy the coefficient requirements.

It can be shown that the eigenvalues $ of a Sturm-Liouville equation ale real, discrete and

non-degenerate and that the eigenfunctions will form a complete set (Boyce & DiPrima

1965). As these results hold in each coordinate direction it can be concluded that the

same results will hold for Equation (7.5) for separable problem domains' For a problem

with a complex boundary it is not possible to separate the problem into behaviour in each

!*Vo'#l
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coordinate direction. However, Courant & Hilbert (1953) show that the Sturm-Liouville

results will still apply for Equation (7'5) in a general domain.

Using these results a general solution to the diffusion equation can be written as

tt4

where all the eigenvalues of Equation (7.5) are included in this solution. aLare separation

coefficients that arise due to the constants of integration. Courant & Hilbert prove that

Equation (7.5) will have an infinite number of eigenvalues and these eigenvalues can

be assembled in order of ascending value with I; -+ oo as i -+ "". Using these results

Equation (7.9) can be more practically expressed as

u(x,t) : f a1S1(x)s-ln
A.

u(x,t): ! ais;(x ) e-Li*t .

I,u 
r,*,r14dx:o

(7.e)

(7.1 t)

(7.r3)

(7.r0)
i:l

For a diffusion problem n is required to decay with time so only non-negative values of l,

are admissible. In this thesis the pair of an eigenvalue and its conesponding eigenfunction

will be referred to as an eigenmode. The term low-order eigenmodes will correspond to

small values of i and the term high-order eigenmodes will correspond to large values of i'

Distinct eigenfunctions of an equation of Sturm-Liouville form satisfy the orthogonality

condition

itifj

where r(.r) is defined by Equation (7.S). This orthogonality condition will apply for the

eigenfuncrions of Equation (7.7) with r(x) : l. Courant & Hilbert show that this orthog-

onality condition can be extended to Equation (7.5) in a general domain, which implies

/ s,srao: o LItfl. (7.12)

Using this result the separation coefficients a; can be determined from the initial condition

and eigenfunctions. At t :0 the solution will be

n(x,O) : ao(x) : !a;S;(x)
i=l

where the initial condition 116 is a known function. If both sides are multiplied by an
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eigenfunction .S; and integration is performed over the domain then

(7.r4)

Using the orrhogonality condition (Equation (7.12)) Equation (7.14) can be rearranged to

give an expression for the separation constants

^. - IauoSid{lu' - Ios?do
(7.1s)

Using separation of variables an expression has been derived for the solution at any do-

main point at any time. Theoretically this method is exact. However, in practice the eigen-

values and eigenfunctions are found numerically which may lead to solution inaccuracy.

In this thesis the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions will be found using the DR-BEM. Ap-

plying rhe DR-BEM to Equation (7.5), based on the fundamental solution to the Laplace

operator, gives an algebraic eigenproblem of the form

lnuospo:F^', lns;,aa.

tAl{s} : },[B]{s}

where [A] and [B] will be square marices with dimension corresponding to the number of

solution nodes. Using this discrete approximation of a continuous problem gives eigen-

vectors {S} which contain the nodal values of the eigenfunctions S(x).

Only as many eigenvalues l, as solution nodes can be found. The infinite summation in

Equation (7.10) therefore has to be truncated at some level M, where M can be no greater

than the number of solution nodes. The numerical approximation to the general solution

will be

(7. r6)

(7.r7)
M

{u(r)} : Zo,{Si} r-r'o
i:l

where {u(r)} is a vector containing the values of n(x,l) at the solution nodes. This trun-

cated solution will only remove high-order modes. Due to the exponential decay term in

Equation (7.I/)this approximation is unlikely to significantly affect the solution accuracy

(except at very small times).

Once the eigenvalues and eigenvectors have been determined the solution at any node can

be determined at any time using a simple summation process. Although initial compu-
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tational expense is required to determine the eigenmodes this advantage should prove to

make this combined separation of variables - dual reciprocity method (SOV-DRM) sub-

stantially less expensive than time-stepping procedures - particularly in calculating large-

time solutions. The accuracy of the SOV-DRM hinges on how accurately the eigenvalues

and eigenvectors can be determined.

7,1.2 Eigenvalue Analysis Using the DR-BEM

For some specific problem geometries the eigenmodes can be determined analytically

by using separation of variables in each coordinate direction. In general, however, to

solve diffusion equations using the SOV-DRM requires the eigenvalues and corresponding

eigenvectors to be found numerically by solving the Helmholtz equation

Y2u+\vu: O

with homogeneous boundary conditions.

(7.18)

A boundary integral formulation for this equation can be achieved using the fundamental

solution of the Helmholtz equation. Using the standard boundary element approach gives

the matrix system [n1{u}: [G] {q} which, by applying the homogeneous boundary con-

ditions, can be reduced to a linear system [a] {"} : {0}. The eigenvalues are values of 1,

that give non+rivial solutions. They can be found by solving

det[A(]")l : O. (7.re)

The traditional approach for finding the eigenvalues of the Helmholtz equation is to use

some form of root-search method to find the values of l, satisfying Equation (7.19) (Niwa,

Kobayashi & Kitahara 1982). This process is problematic. l, is unknown and is included

in the fundamental solution. Therefore the influence coefficient matrices are dependent on

the value of l. i.e. [H] : [H(f)] and [c] : [G(f)]. For each search step the influence co-

efficient matrices will need to be reconstructed which can make the method prohibitively

expensive.

Several approaches have been proposed to address this problem. These generally involve

using a l,-independent fundamental solution which leaves a domain integral remaining in

the integral formulation. Applying the BEM to the Helmholtz equation using the funda-
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mental solution to Laplace's equation gives

(7.20)

The domain integral can be simply evaluated using domain integration but this requires the

preparation of a domain mesh. A review of methods suggested to evaluate Equation (7 .20)

without requiring domain integration is presented in Kamiya & Andoh (1995). The dual

reciprocity and multiple reciprocity methods appear to be the most successful approaches

and both have been applied successfully to the Helmholtz equation (Kontoni, Partridge &

Brebbia 1991, Kamiya & Andoh 1995).

It is envisioned that the separation of variables approach can be extended to treat general

linear parabolic PDEs. This will require the solution of an associated general eigenvalue

problem. The DR-BEM can be successfully applied to a wide range of elliptic equa-

tions whereas it was shown in Section 3.6.6 that the extension of the multiple reciprocity

method to solve a general problem is problematic. Because of its generality the DR-BEM

will be favoured in this thesis for calculating eigenvalues.

Applying the DR-BEM to Equation (7.20) gives

Inl{"} - lcl {q} - -}. (tHl ttl - tcl [0]) [r]-' {u} .

tal{r} - tcltq} : -L Intuaa.

(7.2t)

This system can be reduced to a general eigenvalue problem by applying the homogeneous

boundary conditions. lf q :0 on the entire boundary Equation (7 .21) can be directly

reduced to

lnl{u} - -}.[s]{,}. (7.22)

This equation is a generalised eigenproblem which can be solved using a standard routine.

The more complicated problem where u: O on parts of the boundary and q: 0 on others

was addressed by Nardini & Brebbia (1982). The problem can be subdivided into

l3;, 3,:]l:")- 1 3; Z":)l:,1: -^ 
l i;l 

-' 
1 l ;; 1 Q 23,

where ut :0 on f1 and q2: 0 on fz. Including these boundary conditions in Equa-
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tion (7.23) gives

lI,', ff]l:] Io"- lo"
6''1|nI:-^|t"
crr lLol L52'

,5'tz

Szz t: (7.24)

(7.27)

where r ard q now indicate the unknown nodal values. This system is equivalent to the

two equations

lHn){"} - lcrrl {q} : -rlsrz]{u} (7.2s)

lFzzl{"} -[Gy I{q} : -i.[s22]{a}. (7.26)

Using these two equations {q} can be eliminated to give the general eigenproblem

(lnrrl- [czr][Grr]-'[arz]) {u} : -I ([srr]- [Gzr][G"]-rlsrzl) {u}

which can be more convenientlv written as

hl{,} : IlBl{r} (7.28)

where [a] and [B] are squzue matrices determined from Equation (7.27). [a] -d [B] will
have dimensions corresponding to the number of nodes at which a is unknown.

This generalised eigenproblem can now be solved using standard routines. Partridge et al.

(1992) noted that most library routines are designed to solve the standard eigenproblem

and look for the largest eigenvalues. They recommended rearranging Equation (7.28) to

give

fal t,t : p{u} (7.2e)

where lA] : [A]-' tB] and p: {. Equation (7.29) can be solved by a standard routine.

In this thesis it has been found that for many problems this procedure can be problematic

as [A] may be ill-conditioned. It is instead recommended to use a routine which solves

the general eigenproblem Equation(7.28) directly. The DR-BEM generates unsymmetric

matrices so it is necessary to use a procedure which allows this. In this thesis the gener-

alised eigenproblem was solved using NAG routine F02BJF. Improved efficiency could

be achieved by using a faster algorithm.
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It has been noted that truncating the summation at some level will have negligible effect

on the solution accuracy, except at small times, due to the rapid exponential decay of the

high-order modes. It is likely that the computational efficiency of the SOV-DRM could

be improved by using an algorithm which finds only a specified number of the low-order

eigenvalues instead of solving the complete algebraic eigenproblem'

As noted earlier, the BEM generates unsymmetric matrices. This means that some of

the eigenvalues may be complex. It has been found however (Kontoni et al. 1991) that

in general the complex eigenvalues will occur at high modes which are generally of less

physical significance. Kontoni et al. (1991) proposed a method which can find the low

real modes without requiring complex algebra. This procedure uses an iterative search

procedure. Starting from some initial value small steps in 1, are taken. For each value

of l, the DR-BEM can be used to solve the resulting elliptic system. To avoid the trivial

solution {u} : {0} u small displacement as needs to be applied at at least one node. If
l, is not near a natural frequency the nodal displacements will be slight. Near a natural

frequency the displacements will be significant. This method can be used to find the low-

order modes without needing to solve the complete eigenproblem. This method, however,

will not be as accurate or reliable as solving Equation (7.28) directly.

Ali et al. (1991) investigated means of avoiding matrix inversion in the DR-BEM for-

mulation. For the case of Neumann boundary conditions (q :0 on all boundaries) the

DR-BEM relationship {u} : [f]{a} can be used to rewrite Equation (7.21) as

lHl [F] {u} : r [tc] l0) - tal [t]l {"} . (7.30)

This formulation does not require matrix inversion and will produce the same eigenvalues

as Equation (7 .2L). The eigenvectors {a} can be found by solving for {a} corresponding

to a certain eigenvalue and then using the relationship {a} : [F]{u} to determine the

conesponding eigenvectors. Ali et al. also considered mixed boundary conditions. In this

case matrix inversion cannot be completely avoided but only in the case of pure Dirichlet

problems (a: 0 on all boundaries) is it necessary to invert the full [F] matrix. This

avoidance of matrix inversion will improve the effrciency of the SOV-DRM.

119
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7.1.3 Evaluation of the Separation Constants

Using the orthogonality of the eigenfunctions an expression was derived for the separation

constants (Equation (7.15)). Unfortunately, this expression involves domain integrals so

domain discretisation will be required for direct evaluation. Numerical integration can

be performed as long as the numerical integration points are chosen to correspond to the

solution nodes. It is likely that the low-order separation constants can be evaluated using

a coarse mesh as the low-order eigenfunctions have a long wavelength. The higher-order

eigenvectors will have increasingly short wavelengths so accurate calculation will require

an increasingly fine domain mesh.

Domain discretisation could be avoided by using a Monte Carlo technique. This technique

approximates a domain integral as a sum of the integrand at a number of random points.

Specifically, in two dimensions, a domain integral / is approximated as

, = #i,/k,r,) (7.3r)

where f (xi,y) is the value of the integrand at random point (x;,y;), N is the number of
random points used andA is the area of the region over which the integration is performed.

This approximation allows a domain integral to be approximated by a summation over a

set of random points so domain integration can be performed without requiring a domain

mesh. This method has the secondary advantage of allowing the integration to be per-

formed over a simple geometry enclosing the problem domain - if a random point is not

in the problem domain its contribution is ignored. The limitation of this method is that a

large number of integration points a.re generally required to produce accurate results.

Using Monte Carlo integration the separation constants will be approximated as

N

I us(xi),) q(x;,);)
j:l

(7.32)ai:

) s,(r;,r;)t
j=l

This method could be used to calculate the separation constants so theoretically it is not

necessary to construct a domain mesh. In practice, howeveq this approach would be

very expensive. The integrals which need to be evaluated involve the nodal values of the
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eigenfunctions. To perform these integrals using the Monte Carlo method it would be

necessary to include all the integration points as nodes in the DR-BEM formulation. This

would require the calculation and manipulation of very large matrices. As well as being

very slow the storage requirements necessary to use a Monte Carlo method are likely to be

prohibitive. In practice, however, it has been found that using the Monte Carlo method to

evaluate the separation constants gives accurate results even when only a relatively small

number of non-random integration points are used. This initially surprising result can be

explained by investigating the form of the eigenvectors.

The orthogonality relationship for the eigenfunctions is JoSiSjdO: 0. [n terms of the

eigenvectors the equivalent orthogonality principle is

{sr}t.{sr}:o iti+ i (7.33)

where . is the dot product operator. An expression for the nodal solution has been shown

to be

tzl

M

{u(t)} : | o,{,s,} 
"-r'o,i:l

Forming the dot-product of the solution at t :0 with eigenvector

tion (7.33), gives

(7.34)

{s;}t,and using Equa-

{sr}t .{uo}: {s;}t .Zo,{si} : o, {si}t.{s,}.
i=l

This implies that the separation constants can be expressed as

- {sr}r'{ro}ui: 
----F-.

' {s,}''{sr}

(7.3s)

(7.36)

This expression is equivalent to Equation (7.32) which arises using Monte Carlo inte-

gration to evaluate the domain integrals. This explains why the Monte Carlo integration

method was observed to produce surprisingly accurate results even when a small num-

ber of non-random solution nodes were used, Most eigenproblem solvers are designed to

return normalised eigenvalues, in which case Equation (7.36) can be reduced to

ai: {s;}r . tro} (7.37)
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7.1.4 Calculation of Flux Values

The SOV-DRM only directly calculates the dependent variable solution. This will be

a significant limitation of the method in cases where the boundary flux solution is also

of interest. The SOV-DRM, however, can be used to indirectly calculate a flux solution.

Once the eigenvectors are known the corresponding 'flux eigenvectors' {qi} .* be found'

Rearranging Equation (7.21) gives

lcl{q} : {di} where {di} -- (tHl - l,t tsl) tsii (7.38)

where {S;} is the known eigenvector for mode r. This over-determined system can be

solved for each mode i using a least-squares algorithm. Once the 'flux eigenvectors' are

known a boundary flux solution at any time can be constructed from

M

{q(r)} :Lo,{q,}r-L'o
i=l

(7.3e)

This process will be more expensive than the temperature calculation. For each mode

included in the summation in Equation (7 .39) the solution of an additional least-squares

problem is required. Equation (7.39) allows a flux solution to be constructed directly at

any time so, particularly for large-time solutions, this process will still be more efficient

than time-stepping.

Example 7.1 - A Thermal Shock Problem

To investigate rhe performance of the SOV-DRM the thermal shock problem discussed in

Example 6.1 of the previous chapter is examined. A plate initially at 30'C has a thermal

shock applied at f :0 which instantaneously cools all the plate walls to 0oC. This problem

is described by the diffusion equation with homogeneous boundary conditions' A solution

can therefore be determined using the SOV-DRM. A 2m x lm plate is considered with

r: 0.5. Two plate discretisations were used. These are shown in Figure 7.1. The DR-

BEM was implemented based on the fundamental solution to Laplace's equation with

f--l+r2+r3.
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(a) Coarse mesh

FtcuRs 7.1: Plate discretisation for Example 7.1. Two discretisations were used which
both discretise the boundary into 60 linear elements buf use different numbers of intemal
nodes. The coarse mesh uses 37 intemal nodes whereas the refined mesfi uses 171 intemal
nodes. Nodes A, B, C and D are nodes at which specific resu/fs will be presented.

Accuracy Of Eigenmodes

The eigenmodes for this problem can be determined analytically. The eigenvalues are

?\'n,n: 
*?f,' * ntn'

and the corresponding eigenvectors are

s^,n:tt" (T) sin(nrv) (7.4r)

where m: I,2,3,,, .. and n : I,2,3,. . .. The ith eigenvalue l,i will correspond to the ith

smallest value of l"r,.n.

The DR-BEM generates a matrix system with dimensions of the number of nodes with z

unknown. This problem has Dirichlet boundary conditions so the DR-BEM system has

no boundary degrees of freedom. It is necessary to include enough internal nodes to pro-

vide sufficient degrees of freedom for this problem. Table 7.1 compares the accuracy of

the eigenvalues calculated using the DR-BEM with the coarse and refined meshes shown

in Figure 7.1. The eigenvalues calculated using the refined mesh are more accurate than

those calculated using the coarse mesh as the refined mesh has more degrees of freedom.

The coarse mesh still provides satisfactory values however. This trend of accuracy im-

proving with increased degrees of freedom is seen in Figure 7.2 which plots the relative

eigenvalue error generated using different numbers of internal nodes. This improvement
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Mode # Eigenvalues Relative Error (7o)

Coarse Refined Analytic Coarse Refined

I
)
J

4
)
6
7

I
9
l0
ll
t2
l3
t4
15

20
25
30

12.32

19.76

32.1r
42.48
49.8r
49.81
62.59
7r.70
80.86
88.40
101.99

t03.52
ro5.26
r16.o2
136.91

r78.54
228.82
281.62

12.32

t9.73
31.99
42.42
49.46
49.49
6r.70
69.45
78.9r
82.50
99.14
101.02

l0l.l7
I10.20
124.80

r65.09
182.77
221.87

t2.34
19.74

32.08
41.95
49.35

49.3s
6r.69
7l.55
78.96
9r.29
98.70
98.70
101.16
1l1.03
128.30

160.38
r97.39
239.34

0.11

0.11
0.11

t.28
0.93
0.94
r.47
o.20
2.40
3.17
3.34
4.88
4,M
4.49
6.71

tt.32
15.92

17.67

0.14
0.04
0.27
Ll3
o.22
0.28
o.02
2.94
0.06
9.63
0.45
2.36
0.01

0.75
2.73

2.94
7.4r
7.30

Tasre 7 .l : Eigenvalues for Example 7.1 (the eigenvalues have been calculated using the

coarse and refined meshes shown in Figure 7.1).

is achieved at the cost of increased computational expense as the consftuction and manip-

ulation of larger matrices is required.

In both Table 7. I and Figure 7 ,2 it canbe observed that the eigenvalue accuracy decreases

as the mode number increases. This behaviour was also observed by Kontoni et al. ( 1991).

They note that it is unrealistic to expect the high-order modes to be calculated accurately

when a discrete system is being used to model a continuous process. As noted earlier, due

ro rhe rapid exponential decay of the high-order modes, the high-order modes are likely

to have a negligible effect on the solution accuracy, except at small times. The DR-BEM

allows complex eigenvalues, but for this problem neither mesh discretisation lead to the

return of any complex values.

Similar behaviour is observed for the eigenvectors. Table 7.2 shows the mean relative

error in the nodal eigenvector values. The accuracy of the eigenvectors also deteriorates as

the mode number increases. The accuracy of the eigenvectors seems to deteriorate more

rapidly than the corresponding eigenvalues and even some low-order eigenvectors are
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FrcuRe 7 .2: Example 7.1 - Relative error in eigenvalues for differing numbers of intemal

nodes.

calculated very inaccurately. Figure 7.3 shows contour plots of three specific eigenvectors

calculated using the refined mesh. For the lowest mode shown in Figure 7'3 (Mode 2) the

accuracy is excellent throughout the problem domain but the accuracy deteriorates as the

mode number increases.

Accuracy of Separation Constants

The separation constants for this thermal shock problem can be determined analytically

and are

4uo rt t\n
dm,n -- #[(- l)" - l] [(- l)' - l].

Two methods can be used to calculate the separation constants numerically. They can be

calculated by a domain integration method defined by Equation (7.15) or alternatively by

the dot product method defined by Equation (7 .37).

It was found that the accuracy of the eigenvectors tends to decrease as the mode number

increases. This trend suggests that the accuracy of the separation constants will also dete-

riorate as the mode number increases. This predicted behaviour is observed in Table 7'3

which also compares the two methods used to determine the separation constants' The

domain integration was performed using the same solution nodes as used in Figure 7.1.

The domain was discretised into a regular mesh of bilinear elements. A regular l0x5 bi-

linear mesh was used for the coarse domain and a 20x10 bilinear mesh was used for the

refined domain. Only the low-order modes were calculated accurately. However, as noted

earlier, these modes are the most important - particularly in determining large-time solu-

tions. The low-order modes also have the largest magnitude separation constants which

(7.42)
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(e) Eigenv,ector 14

Fr6une 7 .3: Example 7.! - Cantarrrp/ofs of sorne sryific elgenvwtars (fhe DR-BEM
c,optour$ Ne sft6w,n-with a solid trine and the analytie contqufis ate showa wlth a dashed

line).
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Mode # Relative Enor (7o)

Coarse Refined

1

2
3

4
5

6
7

8

9
10

1l
t2
13

t4
l5

0.t2
0.09
0.88
0.44
0.77
0.34
l.l4
4.83
1.24

18.94
32.93
56.77
0.73
7.97
15.35

o.22
0.04
2.ro
0.95

o.26
0.73
0.50
23.73

0.07
45.57
64.35
72.r9
o.27
46.66
2.50

Tes1e 7 .2: Example 7.1 - Mean relative enot in the nodal eigenvectot values'

will further increase their effect on solution accuracy. Many of the modes have separa-

tion constants with value zero and these have been calculated accurately. The accuracy of

the dot product and domain integration methods are comparable. The dot product method

seems preferable for this problem as it produces separation constants of comparable accu-

racy to the domain integration method without requiring the burden of preparing a domain

mesh.

Table 7.4 compares the accuracy of the separation constants calculated by the dot product

method using an increasing number of internal nodes. Generally the accuracy improves

as more internal nodes are used. This behaviour is expected as the accuracy of the eigen-

vectors has been seen to improve with increasing number of solution nodes. Also, using

the relationship between the dot product and Monte Carlo methods, it is expected that

the accuracy of the dot product method will improve as the number of collocation points

increases.

Using the domain integration method the mesh resolution has a substantial effect on the

accuracy of the separation constants. Table 7.5 compares the separation constants calcu-

lated using various grid resolutions with the analytic solution. Each of these separation

constants used the eigenvectors calculated using the refined mesh. As the mesh resolution
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Mode # Separation Constants Relative Enor (Vo)

Dot Product Domain Int. Analytic Dot Product Domain Int.

I
3

8

10

L4

t7
t8
27
28

48.r4
16.02

5.80
16.00
rt.54
3.13
2.54
1.58

6.76

49.r4
16.90

6.5s
18.62
14.28
4.23
3.26
2.23

9.70

48.63
t6.zr
9.73

t6.21
5.40
6.95
3.24

2.32
5.40

1.0

t.2
40.4

t.3
rt3.7
5s.0
21.7
31.9
25.2

t.0
4.3
32.6

14.9

r64.4
39.1
0.6
3.9
79.6

Tenle 7.3: ExampleT.l -Separationconstanfsforthe firstthirtymodescalculatedusing

the dot product or domain integration methods for the refined mesh shown in Figwe 7.1

(all the non-zero modes are shown).

Mode # Number of Internal Nodes

37 8l t7r
I
3

8

10

L4

t7
18

27
28

6.7

29.3
I1.9
46.2
5.2
58.0
83.3
9.5
22.4

1.6

7.3
50. l
1.6

70.3
3.1

35.3
4t.4
48.3

1.0

1.2

40.4

1.3

1t3.7
55.0
2r.7
3r.9
25.2

Tes1e 7 .4: Example 7.1 - Relative enor (7o) in separation constanfs calculated using the

dot product method with varying numbets of intemal nodes.
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Mode # Number Of Bilinear Elements

l0x5 10x10 20x10

I

3

8

l0
l4
t7
18

27
28

4.1

r3.0
4.3
29.5

77.7
2m.6
t7.5
59.5
49.9

t.7
9.6
40.9

22.9

87.0
IM.2
18.5

19.8

97.4

1.0

4.3
32.6
14.9

95.5

105.5

0.6
3.9

79.6

Tns1e 7.5: Example 7.1 - Relative enor (Vo) in separation corsfants calculated using

d o mai n integr ation w ith v ary in g mesh resolu tions.

is refined the accuracy generally is improved. This improvement is particularly significant

at higher modes. This is because the wavelength of the eigenvectors shortens as the mode

number increases and an increasingly refined mesh is needed to accurately evaluate the

separation constants. Even a fairly coarse mesh is sufficient to calculate the lower-order

separation constants to sufficient accuracy.

Solution Accuracy

The analytic solution for this thermal shock problem is

u(x,y,,) : i. 2.o^,,("' ?) sin(nry)e-{
m:l n:l

,pr?--4- +12#\w (7.43)

where am,n are given by Equation (7.42). Using the calculated eigenvalues, eigenvectors

and separation constants a solution can be constructed at the solution nodes at any time.

Figure 7.4 compares the SOV-DRM solution at the centre of the plate (Node A in Fig-

ure 7.1) with the analytic solution where the SOV-DRM has been applied using the coarse

mesh. At small times the solution is inaccurate but the accuracy improves with time and

accurate large-time solutions are obtained. The accuracy of the eigenvalues, eigenvectors

and separation constants were all observed to improve as the number of internal nodes was

increased. Therefore the solution accuracy is also expected to improve by using increased

numbers of internal nodes. This behaviour is observed in Figure 7.5.
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(a) Temperature at t=().025

(b) Temperature at t=0.05

(c) Temperature at t<).1

FtcuRn 7 .7 : Example 7 . I - Contour plots of temperature at specific times (rhe SOV-DRM
confours are shawn with a solid line and the analytic contoars are shown with a dashed

Iine). The SOV-DRM solufion was calculated using 20 eigenmodes.
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Figure 7.6 compares the accuracy at Node A using the refined mesh with the solution

summation truncated at varying mode levels. Theoretically the solution accuracy should

improve as an increasing number of modes are used to construct the solution. In practice,

however, the DR-BEM calculates only the low-order modes accurately. Including inaccu-

rate higher modes can lead to deteriorating solution accuracy. The high-order modes have

a significant contribution to the solution accuracy at small times so using only a small

number of modes is unlikely to give accurate small-time solutions. This is observed in

Figure 7.6 where in all cases the solutions are least accurate at small times but converge

to the correct large-time solution. Even using only the first mode is sufficient to achieve

accurate large-time solutions for this problem, but is not adequate to give accurate tem-

perature values at smaller times.

Using as few as five modeb accurate temperature values are calculated, even at small

times. This observation indicates why accurate results are generated even though many

of the separation constants shown in Table 7.3 were calculated inaccurately- Five modes

is only a small subset of the number of solution nodes used for this problem. Instead of

solving the complete algebraic eigenproblem it would be sufficient to use an algorithm

which determines only a particular number of eigenmodes. This would improve the com-

putational efficiency of the SOV-DRM.

Knowledge of the eigenvalues and form of the solution can be used to determine approx-

imately how many modes should be used in a given case. The contribution of eigenmode

j to the eigenfunction expansion solution decays at rate e-Lis (from Equation (7.17)). If

a threshold e is set above which it is considered that the eigenmodes can be ignored, then

the eigenmodes are required until e-lifl ( e. This expression can be rearranged to give

a truncation criterion: At time f the eigenfunction expansion can be truncated at mode M

where M is the mode with largest eigenvalue l",ra which satisfies the criterion

l,r. -Y . Q.44)

Algorithms which find all the eigenvalues up to some threshold value can be found in

most standard numerical libraries.

Observation of the eigenvalues can also indicate how likely the SOV-DRM is to produce

accurate results for a given problem. [n general the SOV-DRM is most likely to produce

accurate results for a problem with a large leading eigenvalue - such as the case observed

here.
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FtcuRn 7 '8: Example 7'1 - Plot of flux vatiation along ! : r plate wall at vatious dmes

(the solid lines show the corresponding analytic solutions).
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Flcune 7.9: ExampleT.l -PIotof relativefluxeroraf NodeB againsttimeusingvarying

numbers of internal nodes.

Figure 7.7 shows contour plots of the solution at various times. These solutions were

constructed using the refined mesh. The first 20 modes were used in constructing these

solutions. The same trends can be observed in these contour plots as were discussed

above. The accuracy improves as time increases. Even at small times, however, the

accuracy is still satisfactory throughout the problem domain-

The flux can also be calculated for this problem. Figure 7.8 shows the flux variation along

the y - I plate wall for the coarse and refined meshes. The trends observed in the flux

solutions are similar to those observed for the temperature solutions. The results for the

coruse mesh are poor at small times but improve as time increases. Using the refined mesh

accurate flux values are attained at all times. Figure 7.9 plots the relative flux error at node

B (shown in Figure 7.1) against time using varying numbers of internal nodes. The flux

solution accuracy clearly improves as increased numbers of internal nodes are used.
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Example 7.2 -TheDiffusion Equation In An Infinite cylinder

Consider a diffusion problem in an infinite cylinder of unit radius. The cylinder is in-

finitely long so diffusion in the longitudinal direction can be ignored' The cylinder is

initially at loC and for t > 0 the surface is held at 0oC. The analytic solution to this

problem (Carslaw & Jaeger 1959) is

134

u(x,v,t) :2i r-*'1'
n=l

where cr,, is the nth positive root of

Js(rct,)
urJl (ua)

(7.4s)

Js(un) : g. (7.46)

This problem can be solved using the SOV-DRM. The cylinder cross-section was discre-

tised using 32 linear boundary elements and 2l internzrl nodes as shown in Figure 7.10.

The DR-BEM was applied based on the Laplace operator with /: I * 12+f ' Fig-

ure 7.1I shows the temperature at two specified points in the cylinder calculated using

the SOV-DRM with 10 modes. The solution accuracy shows similar characteristics to

Example 7.1. The solution is least accurate at small times but improves with time and

very accurate large-time solutions are attained. The success of this problem suggests

that the SOV-DRM can be successfully used for diffusion problems in non-rectangular

geometries.

v

FrcuRs 7.lO: Example 7.2 - Disuetisation of cylinder cross-secfion (the mesh uses 32

Iinearboundary elements and 21 intemal nodes).
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(a) Solution at (0,0) (b) Solution at (0.75,0)

FrcuRe 7 .I l: Example 7.2 - PIot of the temperaturc at two points on the cylinder cross-

section.

Example 7.3 - The Reaction-Diffusion Equation with Constant Reaction Rate

The thermal shock problem discussed in Example 7.1 is considered with the same ge-

ometry discretisation. However, in this case the domain is considered to be a channel

cross-section containing a fluid in which a temperature-dependent chemical reaction oc-

curs and acts as a heat source or sink. This reaction-diffusion problem is governed by

Y2u:!**0,
Kdt

(7.47)

where k is a reaction coefficient. In the diffi.rsion problem the eigenmodes were found by

solving

V2s: -l*s Q.48)

whereas for Equation (7 .47), if k is constant, the eigenmodes are found by solving

V2.S: -(1,. - k)S. (7.4e)

Therefore a solution to Equation(7.47) can be constructed using the eigenvalues and

eigenvectors from the diffusion equation solution (Example 7.1) but with l,* : l' * k' If k

is positive the solution accuracy will be superior to the corresponding diffusion solution

as the eigenvalues will be larger and the higher-order modes will decay more rapidly. If
k is negative the higher-order modes will decay less rapidly and solution accuracy will

dereriorare slightly at small times. This predicted behaviour is observed in Figure 7.12
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Frcune 7.12: Example 7.3 - PIot of temperature at Node A against time for different

reaction mtes (the lines are the conesponding analytic solutions).

where 20 eigenmodes have been used to construct the SOV-DRM solutions using the

refined mesh shown in Figure 7.1.

Example 7.4 - L Contaminant Dispersion Problem

The Turbulent Diffusion Equation

In this example the dispersion of a contaminant released from a pipe into a straight channel

with uniform cross-section is considered. The coordinate system shown in Figure 7.13 is

used where the contaminant is released at r : 0. If the contaminant is neutrally buoyant

the steady-state dispersion behaviour can be described by the equation

(7.50)

where c is the contaminant concentratio[, r1 is the ith velocity comPonent and e;7 is the

turbulent diffusivity tensor. Under the assumptions that there is no advection in the chan-

nel cross-section and that the principal directions of the diffusivity tensor correspond to

the coordinate directions, Nokes (1986) showed that Equation (7'50) can be simplified to

the turbulent diffusion equation

(7.51)

where e, is the vertical diffusivity and €u is the horizontal diffrrsivity. Using the non-

dimensionalisation procedure discussed by Nokes, the non-dimensional turbulent diffu-

0c a / Ec\u'a, 
ao [t"ao/

* ('f) .* G'#) 
:"#
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FtcunE 7 .13: Example 7.4 - Coordinate system used'

sion equation for a channel of unit depth is

(7.s2)

where (*,y,2) are now defined to be non-dimensional coordinates, Vy md Vz are the non-

dimensional vertical and horizontal diffusivities respectively, 2g is the non-dimensional

downstream velocity Md f is the friction factor. It is assumed in this example that the

contaminant does not settle on the channel bed. In this case the boundary conditions will

be of homogeneous Neumann tYPe,

:Q on f. (7.s3)

In this example a problem is considered where It x:0 contaminant is continuously re-

leased at a steady rate from a pipe at a known location. In this case the source condition

can be modelled by a Dirac delta function

c(0,y,,2): .o(y, z) : 6(y - yr)6(z - z') Q '54)

where the source is located at coordinate ()",2r) in the channel cross-section.

Separation of Variables Solution

Separation of variables can be applied to the non-dimensionalised turbulent diffusion

equation but in this case a separable solution of the form c(x,y,e) : S(y,z)f (t) is used.

This separation is physically valid in a straight channel of uniform cross-section as in a

channel of this type fluid will only flow in the positive x-direction. A channel of this form

was assumed in deriving the governing equation so the use of a separated solution does not

* (.,#) .* (*#) : Ec
x7*

Dc

a"
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involve any further restrictions. Applying separation of variables gives the eigenproblem

: _rr(s. (7.5s)

Equation (7.55) is an eigenproblem of Sturm-Liouville form so the solution of Equa-

tion (7.52) can be expressed as the eigenfunction expansion

* (.,H) .* (*#)

Using orthogonality an expression for the separation constants 4; c&n be shown to be

I csS;yda

"':fr,,w (7.s7)

This equation can be evaluated using a domain integration method' In this example a

problem is considered with ?(: I in which case the separation constants can alternatively

be found using the dot product method defined by Equation (7.36) - an extension of the

dot product method which allows it to be used for a more general form of 1 will be

discussed in Section 7.2.I. Using normalised eigenvectors and a point source the dot

product expression for the separation constants becomes

(7.s6)

dr: {S,}, (7.s8)

where {S;}, is the vector component of {Si} corresponding to the source point' Obviously

for this method to work a solution node is required to be located at the source point.

As discussed by Nokes, the concentration values are desired to be non-dimensionalised

such that the fully-mixed concentration values equal unity. It is found for this problem

that, due to the no-flux boundary conditions, It : 0 and the first eigenfunction will be a

constant. The fully mixed concentration values are therefore given by c(*,y,2) : at'Sr

as the contribution of all the other eigenvalues will have decayed to zero' The non-

dimensionalised concentration values can therefore be determined from

c (x, y, z): i o;s;"*ot - t, \Fl).i:l

t-:# (7.se)
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The non-dimensional general solution to Equation (7 .52) is of the form

c* (x,y, z) : {e}+ i ais;exnt -^, /{",)

where {t} :{1, 1,..., 1}r and

* cliai: 
atst

The problem of turbulent dispersion in a straight rectangular channel has been solved by

Nokes (1986) using an eigenfunction expansion. [n a rectangular channel the turbulent

diffusion equation can be separated into ODEs individually describing the behaviour in

each coordinate direction. Nokes solved the resulting ODEs using a power series method'

Hughes (1989) solved the turbulent diffusion equation in a channel with irregular cross-

section. In this case the equation cannot be separated into behaviour in each coordinate

direction. Instead Hughes determined the eigenvalues and associated eigenvectors using

the finite difference method.

An advantage of constructing a solution as an eigenfunction expansion is that the eigen-

values and eigenfunctions often have physical significance in themselves and supply ad-

ditional information about the problem. This is the case for this contaminant dispersion

problem.

In many contaminant dispersion problems it is important to know at which distance com-

plete mixing is achieved (this is defined as the distance downstream where the concen-

tration at any point is within a specified percentage of the fully mixed concentration

(c* : l)). Near the fully mixed state the concentration can be approximated by

,. -- {r}*aiS2exp( -rrr,ltl

(7.60)

(7.61)

(7.62)

as all the higher-order modes will have decayed to zero. Therefore the rate at which

complete mixing is reached is chiefly determined by the exponential factor 4"\F,

The rate at which complete mixing is achieved is also affected by the separation constant

ai which depends on the location of the source point in the channel. Complete mixing

will be achieved most rapidly in the case where ai is minimised. This will be the case at

the point where ai,: O which, using Equation (7.58), will correspond to the zero crossing
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of the second eigenfunction. If the source is located at this zero crossing then the rate at
T;

which complete mixing is achieved will depend on the exponential factor -Xttlt which

decays more rapidly than -Xr{ { This source point is termed the ideal source location.

Applying the SOV-DRM to the Turbulent Diffusion Equation

The eigenvalues of Equation (7.55) can be determined using the DR-BEM' However,

in this case it is more convenient to apply the DR-BEM based on the two-dimensional

orthotropic Laplace' s equation

* ("H) .* (,#) :o (7.63)

where a and b are constant coefficients. The application of the DR-BEM based on this

operator was discussed by Partridge & Brebbia (1990a). Using the transformations

Equation (7.63) can be transformed to Laplace's equation

*)I : ,rft,
*za ---=\/b

(7.64)

(7.6s)#.S:o
Using these transformations the fundamental solution corresponding to Equation (7.63)

can be shown to be

- lnr (7.66)o)-
zrt/ab

where in this case r is defined to be

(7.67)

The DR-BEM particular solutions can be found from

(7.68)

For this example the approximating function / is chosen to be of the form f : {, where

in this case r is defined by Equation(7.67). The DR-BEM particular solution for this

f ,,,
;- b
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choice of ./ will be

Exarnple 7.4.1 - The Dispersion of Contzuninant in a Rectangular Channel

In the literature the DR-BEM has not been previously applied to eigenproblems based

on the orthotropic Laplace operator. Therefore the accuracy of the SOV-DRM using this

operator will initially be tested for a problem with known analytic solution. A problem

is considered in a channel with rectangular cross-section of dimensions 2 x I with the

physical parameters assumed to be constants. The cross-section of this channel has the

same shape as the plate considered in Example 7.1 and the refined mesh shown in Fig-

ure7.l isusedforthisexample. Thefrictionfactorisassignedthevalue f :0'O2which

corresponds to smooth-channel flow. The other physical parameters are assigned the val-

UgS J( : l, Vy : Ug -d \1!r: Aq where p, known as von Karman's constant, iS assigned the

value 0.4. The analytic solution to this problem (given in Hughes (1989)) is

rz f 1nt2fr: 
o +r*...+ @w.( dv al\(!*L+...+4).

Q: larr;* or,an ) \z 3 *+, )

,[t(.*'n'+'',,

(7.6e)

(7.70)

c--
(7.7r)

The DR-BEM was applied to this problembased on the orthotropic Laplace operator with

f:l+r2+f.

A large number of modes are required for this problem in comparison to Example 7.1

because, due to the small diffusivities and friction factor chosen, the higher-order modes

decay relatively slowly. It was found in Example 7.1 that for problems with Dirichlet

boundary conditions a large number of internal nodes are required to provide sufficient

degrees of freedom for accurate solutions. In comparison this problem has Neumann

boundary conditions. This means that the concentration is unknown at the boundary nodes

which provides extra degrees of freedom for the eigenproblem formulation' Due to these

extra degrees of freedom it was found that the eigenvalues, eigenvectors and separation

constants were calculated more accurately for this problem than for Example 7.1.

Figure 7.14 and Figure 7.15 compare contour plots at specified downstream distances cal-

nznz\ \
o )')i i af,,-cos(mny).", (ry) 

"-o f -z:0m=0 \
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culared using the Sov-DRM with the analytic values. The sov-DRM solution has been

constructed using 80 modes. Figure 7.14 shows concentration profiles for a source lo-

catedatthechannelcentre(},:0'5,2s:l'0)-termedCaseA-andFigureT'15shows
results for a source at G - O1 ,25: 0.8) - Case B. The SOV-DRM is suited to considering

problems with the same domain but different source conditions. The source conditions

only affect the separation constants. Therefore the eigenvalues and associated eigenvec-

tors only need to be calculated once. The separation constants can be easily calculated for

a specified source condition using the dot product method'

In both cases the SOV-DRM solution compares favourably with the analytic solution. As

expected, the solution accuracy improves as distance is travelled downstream. The use

of the SOV-DRM is unlikely to be accurate in the near-source area but by 10 distances

downstream the SOV-DRM profiles are practically indistinguishable from the analytic

values.

As discussed earliet the ideal source location (the location which produces the most rapid

mixing) can be determined from examining the second eigenfunction. For this problem

the zero crossing of the second eigenfunction is at z : 1.0. The source in Case A is

located at this zero crossing whereas the source in Case B is not. As expected, full mixing

is approached more rapidly for the ideal source case (Case A)'

For Case A the maximum concentration plume remains at the same point in the channel

cross-section. This means that mixing can occur on all sides of the maximum concentra-

tion plume which enhances the mixing rate. By x -- 4O vertical mixing is almost com-

pleted - this is indicated by the contours being almost vertical. The mixing rate beyond

this distance downstream will be governed by the horizontal diffusivity. In comparison

for Case B the maximum concentration plume rises to the channel surface. This means

that mixing can no longer occur on all sides of the maximum concentration plume. Mix-

ing is far from complete at.r: 40 for Case B. The maximum concentration values are

significantly larger than in Case A and the concentration is still low at the base of the

right channel bank.
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(a) Profile at x: 6

(b) Profile atr: l0

(c) hofile arx= 40

FT6URE 7 .I4: Example 7.4.1 - Contour plots of non-dimensionalised concentration with

source at (y, - 0.5,2" - 1) (the SOV-DRM contours are shown with a solid line and the

analytic confouff are shown with a dashed line). These solutjons have been constructed

using 80 eigenmodes.
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(a) Profile at x: 6

(b) Profile at x = l0

(c) Profite at r = 40

FlcuRe 7 .15: Example 7.4.1 - Contour plots of non-dimensionalised concenttation with

source at (y, : O.7 ,zr:0.8) (the SOV-DRM contours are shown with a sofid line and the

analytic confours are shown with a dashed line). These solutions have been consttucted

using 80 eigenmodes.
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0.5

0.5

FlcuRE 7 .16: Example 7.4.2 - Cross-section of a straight channel with a flood-plain on

the rightbank.

Example 7.4.2 - The Dispersion of Contarninant in an Irregular Channel

In this example the SOV-DRM will be applied to problems with more realistic channel

cross-sections. Initially a problem is considered in a channel with the irregular cross-

section shown in Figure 7.16 which is an idealised model of a channel with a flood-plain.

An analytic solution for this problem cannot be determined. For comparison purposes, the

eigenvalues for this problem have also been determined using a finite difference scheme.

It was found for this problem that a relatively large number of solution nodes were re-

quired to generate accurate results. The channel was discretised using 100 linearboundary

elements and25l internal nodes. A solution was constructed using 100 eigenmodes.

The physical parameters for this problem are assigned the same values as in the rectangu-

lar channel. Figure 7.19 shows the contaminant profiles at specified distances downstream

for a source located at point A (shown in Figure 7.16) - a source in the main channel flow.

Figure 7.20 shows contour profiles at the same distances downstream for a source lo-

cated ar point B - a source located in the flood-plain. The SOV-DRM profiles comptlre

favourably with the solutions constructed using a finite difference method.

In the flood-plain the contours become vertical rapidly which indicates that vertical mix-

ing is completed rapidly in this region. This means that mixing in this region will depend

chiefly on the horizontal diffusivity. [n contrast in the deeper main channel it takes longer

for vertical mixing to be completed. This means that mixing is likely to be completed

more rapidly with the source located in the main channel as mixing can occur both hori-

zontally and vertically.

With the source located in the flood-plain the maximum concentration plume drifts to

the right bank of the flood-plain. Once the plume reaches the right channel bank mixing
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FtcuRu 7 .17 : Example 7.4.2 - Contour plots of the normalised second eigenvectot.

can only occur on one side of the maximum concentration plume. Vertical mixing is

completed rapidly in the flood-plain so mixing in this region is determined chiefly by the

horizontal diffusivity. This means that high concentrations are expected in the flood-plain

near the right channel bank and dispersion in this region will occur slowly.

Figure 7.17 shows a contour plot of the second normalised eigenvector calculated using

the DR-BEM. The zero crossing of this eigenvector indicates the ideal source location.

Figure 7.21 shows contour profiles for a source located at (y" : 0'9,2, : 1.9) which is

close to the ideal source location. As expected mixing is completed more rapidly for this

source location. The maximum concentration plume remains at the ideal source location

so mixing can occur on all sides of the plume.

In Figure T.18 a channel is considered with a flood-plain on either bank of the main chan-

nel. The contaminant is released at the floor of the main channel (shown in Figure 7.18).

Again the physical parameters are assigned the same values as in ExampleT-4.1. The

channel was discretised using 100 boundary elements and 19l internal nodes. The SOV-

DRM solution was calculated using 100 modes. Figure 7.22 shows concentration profiles

at specified distances downstream. The SOV-DRM solution again compares favourably

with the finite difference solution.

FtCuRe 7.18: Example 7.4.2 - Cross-secfion of a straight channel with flood-plains on

both the left and fightbanks - definition of channel geometry and discretisation.
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(a) Profile at x: l0

(b) Profile atx:2O

(c) Profile at x: 4O

(d) Profile atx = 80

FT6URE 7 .19: Example 7.4.2 - Contour plofs of non- dimensionalised concentration with

source at (y" - 0.9,2s - 1.0) (the SOV-DRM confours are shown with a solid line and

the finite difference contours are shown with a dashed line). The SAV-DRM solutionhas

been constructed using 100 eigenmodes.
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(a) Profile at r - l0

(b) Profife at x = 2O

(c) Profile at x = 40

(d) Profile at r = 80

FT6URE 7 .2O: Example 7.4.2 - Contour plots of non-dimensionalised concentration with

source af (y, :0.9,2, : 3,0) (the SOV-DRM contours are shown with a solid line and

the finite difference contours are shown with a dashed line). The SOV-DRMsoludon has

been constructed using lN eigenmodes.
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(a)Profileatx= l0

(b) hofile atx:20

(c) hofile atx = 40

(d) Profile at x : 80

FrcuRs 7 .21: Exarnple 7.4.2 - Contour plots of non-dimensionalised concentration with

source at (y, :0.9,2; : 1.9) (the SOV-DRM confours ate shown with a solid line and

the finite difference contours are shown with a dashed line). The SOV-DRM solution has

been constructed using 100 eigenmodes.
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(a) Profile at x : l0

(b) Profile at x :20
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(c) Profile at x = 40
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(d) hofile at.r = 80

Flcunr 7 .22: Example 7.4.2 - Contour plots of non-dimensionalised concentration with

source af (y" : O. I , z, : 1.5) for a channel with flood-ptains on both channel bnks (the

SOV-DRIVI contours are shown with a solid line and the finite difference contours are

shown with a dashed line). The SOV-DKM solution has been constructed using 100

eigenmodes.
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7.1.5 T[eatment of Nonhomogeneogs Boundary Conditions

In this section the separation of variables method will be extended to diffirsion problems

Yzu(x,t): iry Q:2)

with nonhomogeneous boundary conditions

and initial condition

n(x,0) : ao(x)'

The separation of variables technique can only be used for problems with homogeneous

boundary conditions. Therefore the SOV-DRM cannot be applied directly for problems

with nonhomogeneous boundary conditions. However, a solution can be constructed as

the sum of a steady-state solution, rrr, and a solution describing the transient behaviour,

U1

a: zss(x) *a1(x,r)' (7.73)

The steady-state solution can be considered as a specific particular solution to Equa-

tion (7.1l)which satisfies the nonhomogeneous boundary conditions and for which $ :
0. It can be found from

V2r"" - 0

with nonhomogeneous boundary conditions

(7.74)

151

tr: il on f1
du-Fq: an:q orl r 2

Itss: fr On f1
ae*: ff:4 on f2.

The transient solution e czrrbe found from

Yzul(x,t): *ry4 Qls)
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with homogeneous boundary conditions

Qt:

14: 0

P:O
ctn

on f1

on f2

and initial condition

a1(x,0) -rro(x)-uss'

The steady-state problem (Equation (7.74)) is governed by the Laplace equation which

can be solved very accurately and efficiently using the BEM. The transient problem

(Equarion (i.75)) is a diffr.rsion equation with homogeneous boundary conditions. The

SOV-DRM can be used to solve this problem.

The general nodal solution for a diffusion equation with nonhomogeneous boundary con-

ditions can therefore be expressed as

M

{r(r)} : {u,,} +Zot{S;} e-n'o.
i:l

An example using this method is presented below.

(7.76)

Example 7.5 - A Diffrsion Problem with Nonhomogeneous Boundary Conditions

In this example a two-dimensional heat conduction problem with nonhomogeneous bound-

ary conditions is considered. The plate defined in Figure 7.1 is again used. The plate is

initially at 10.C. At t :0 the x: 0 wall is heated to 40oC while the x: 2 wall is held

at l0"c and the horizontal walls are insulated i'e' q:0' This problem was discussed

in Example 6.2 ofthe previous chapter where an expression for the analytic solution was

given. The SOV-DRM solution has been constructed using the Laplace operator with

f:r+r2+f-
Example 7.1 considered a problem with Dirichlet boundary conditions. This problem had

no boundary degrees of freedom and it was found a fairly large number of internal nodes

were necessary to provide sufficient degrees of freedom to obtain accurate results' The

problem considered here has Dirichlet boundary conditions on the vertical plate walls and

Neumann boundary conditions on the horizontal plate walls. This problem will therefore

have boundary degrees of freedom so an accurate solution should be attained using less
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Ftcunn 7,23: ExampleT.5-PIotof temperatureatNode Aagainsttimeusingthecoarse

mesh (20 modes have been used fo construct this solution).
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(a) Flux at Node C @) Flux at Node D

FlcuRs 7.24: Example 7.5 - PIot of flux so,lutions at specified nodes against time (20

modes have been used to construct these solutions)'

internal nodes. Figure 7.23 compares the solution generated using the SOV-DRM with

the analytic solution using the coarse mesh shown in Figure 7.1. Even using this fairly

small number of internal nodes the solution accuracy is satisfactory at all times'

Figure 7.24 plots the flux variation with time at the centre of the vertical plate walls

(Nodes C and D shown in Figure 7.1). As expected, the solutions are least accurate

at small times. The large-time solutions, however' are very accurate. The success of

this problem suggests that the SOV-DRM can be used to solve the diffusion problem

with nonhomogeneous boundary conditions - particularly in cases where the large-time

solutions are of principal interest.
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7.2 The SOV-DRM for Other Parabolic Problems

7.2.1 Convection-DiffusionProblems

In this section the extension of the SOV-DRM to cater for more general parabolic PDEs

will be considered. Specifically, equations of the form

Yzu(x,,t): 1,.ry +G(x)ry + F(x)ry +{x)a(x,r) 
(j.77)

will be considered, with nonhomogeneous boundary conditions

u:il on I.1

du-Fq: a;:q onr2

and initial condition

r(x,0) : 1ro(x)'

This equation can describe a wide range of physical problems including convection-

diffusion and reaction-diffusion problems.

Equation (7.77) can be more conveniently expressed as

V2u(x,r): i4P *b(x,u) 0.78)

where t : a** B# *fu. A solution can be constructed as the sum of a steady-state

problem rr" and a transient solution u1. The steady-state solution can be determined from

Y'rrr-b(x,rr"):0 Q'79)

with nonhomogeneous boundary conditions, and the transient solution z1 is found from

Yzu*(x,t)- b(x,*) : :q+4 (7'80)

with homogeneous boundary conditions and initial condition

z1(x,0): ao(x) -4ss'
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The steady-state problem (Equation (7 .7g)) is an elliptic problem which can be solved

directly using the DR-BEM. In Chapter 5 the DR-BEM was tested for a wide range of

elliptic PDEs and was generally found to produce accurate results.

The transient problem (Equation (7.80)) is a parabolic problem with homogeneous bound-

ary conditions. Applying separation of variables a(x, r) : S(x)f (r) to Equation (7'80) will

lead to the eigenproblem

v2s(x) - &(x,s) : -ls(x).

Applying the DR-BEM to this equation gives

(7.81)

- -IlRl{s} (7.82)

where [R], u, explained in Section 4.4, is a general matrix resulting from the application

of the DR-BEM to a general forcing function. If b contains derivative terms a full inver-

sion of the [f] marrix is required to construct the [R] matrix, Equation (7 .82) is equivalent

ro rhe marrix expression for the DR-BEM with [S] replaced by the more general [R] ma-

trix. By applying the homogeneous boundary conditions as discussed in Section7.l.2

Equation (7.82) can be reduced to a generalised eigenproblem'

To construct a solution as an eigenfunction expansion it is necessary to utilise several

important results for the eigenmodes. It is necessary that the eigenvalues are real, discrete

and non-degenerate and that the eigenfunctions form a complete set. In Section 7.1.1 il

was demonstrated that these results can be proven for the diffusion equation, by showing

that using separation of variables the diffusion equation can be reduced to Sturm-Liouville

form. These results will apply for any equation that can be reduced to Sturm-Liouville

form in which case the solution can be expressed as an eigenfunction expansion. The

eigenfunctions of a Sturm-Liouville ODE can be shown to be orthogonal with respect to

the known weighting function r,

l"'r,x,r1*)d"r:o 
if i+ i.

rHr{s} -'r {#}

(7.83)
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Using this result the separation coefficients ar can be determined,

[ ,ssirrrrd{t
or:*

JnSf 
r'r,d{l

(7.84)

(7.85)

where r., and ry are the Sturm-Liouville weighting functions in the x and y directions

respectively. Therefore an eigenfunction expansion can be calculated for any equation

that reduces to Sturm-Liouville form.

Many specific forms of the coefficients in Equation (7.77) - such as cx, B and Y all be-

ing consrant coefficients - in simple problem domains will allow separation of the spatial

variables and will lead to ODEs of Sturm-Liouville form. However, for general forms of

the variable coefficients separation of spatial variables cannot be applied - and even if it

could the resulting ODEs would be unlikely to be of Sturm-Liouville form' Therefore lit-

tle can be deduced about the eigenmodes of Equation (7.81) for the general problem. The

eigenvalues may be complex and it is unlikely that the eigenfunctions will be mutually

orthogonal.

To consrruct a solution as an eigenfunction expansion it is necessary that the eigenfunc-

tions form a complete set. Therefore, although unproven, completeness will be assumed.

Fortunately, in practice it appears that this assumption is widely applicable (in this section

the SOV-DRM will be shown to produce accurate results for a range of parabolic prob-

lems). Assuming completeness and admining complex eigenmodes, the general SOV-

DRM solution of Equation (7 .77) will be

u(x, r) : a,,(x) - * 
{,i 

o,r,(*)"-u* 
}

where the eigenvalues have been arranged into order of ascending value of the real part

and Re indicates the real argument of a complex function. To ensure physically reasonable

solutions any eigenvalues with negative real part are ignored.

To determine the separation constants a corresponding class of vectors orthogonal to the

eigenvecrors needs to be determined. As shown by Tidey ( 1993), this can be achieved by

introducing the concept of left eigenvectors. Consider the algebraic eigenproblem

tel{'} : }.{x}. (7.86)
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The eigenvectors {xi} of this problem ale column vectors conesponding to the eigen-

values l, and are more strictly termed right eigenvectors as they multiply A to the right'

Another set of eigenvectors corresponding to the same eigenvalues can be determined by

solving the eigenproblem

{"r} lal :L{xr1.. (7.87)

These eigenvectors will be row vectors and are termed left eigenvectors as they multiply

A to the left.

Taking the transpose of both sides of Equation (7.87) gives

hlt {tr}t : }.{xr}r' (7.88)

This equation is in the form of a standard eigenproblem so it can be solved using a stan-

dard routine. The DR-BEM, however, produces a generalised eigenproblem. This can be

recast as a standard eigenproblem using a matrix inversion step. The corresponding left

eigenvectors can then be determined from this standard eigenproblem. Alternatively the

Ieft eigenvectors can be determined using the relationship that, if the inverse exists, the

matrix whose rows are left eigenvectors is the inverse of the matrix whose columns are

right eigenvectors (Press, Flannery, Teukolsky & Vetterling 1989).

It can be shown that left eigenvectors are mutually orthogonal to right eigenvectors (Press

et al. 1989) i.e.

{rt}'{t;}:o ifi+i (7.8e)

where . is the dot product operator. Forming the dot-product of the solution at t :0 with

the left eigenvector, and using Equation (7.89), gives

{sr,} {uo} : {sr,}' I o; {s;} :4i{sL,}'{si}'
j:l

An expression for the separation constants will therefore be

tsr,)'{ro}o': 
{s;}'{s,}'

(7.e0)

(7.91)

This expression is very simple to calculate, can be used for a general problem and does
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not require domain integration. Even though it requires the solution of a second eigen-

problem, this approach will also be used for equations of Sturm-Liouville form. This

expression will apply inespective of whether the problem is of Sturm-Liouville form and

avoids domain integration.

Example 7.6 - The Convection-Diffusion Equation with Constant Coefficients

The two-dimensional convection-diffusion equation is

where v., and v), are components of the velocity field v : (V', vr) and k is a reaction rate'

Consider a problem where the coefficients are constant. In this case the problem is of

Sturm-Liouville form so the general solution is

Y2u:1**".,*+ r,!*ou
Kdt dx - oy

a(x, r) : r,,(x) + ! a1s;(x )e-.,'6t

(7.e2)

(7.93)

i:l

where the eigenvalues will be real and the assumption of completeness is valid. The

eigenfunctions of this problem will be mutually orthogonal so the separation coefficients

can be expressed in the form of Equation (7 .54) where the weighting functions r' and r,

will have the forms r7 -- svxx and r, - svt!. These weighting functions are found by using

separation of variables in the spatial directions and then rearranging the resulting ODEs

into Sturm-Liouville tbrm (Equation (7.8)). Alternatively the separation constants can be

determined by using the orthogonality condition between the left and right eigenvectors.

Consider a heat flow problem of fluid in a long straight channel where the heat flow

is governed by a constant coefficient convection-diffusion equation with velocity field

v : (2,2) and reaction coefficient k: -5. The channel cross-section is chosen to be

rectangular with dimensions 2m x Im. This problem domain is the same as that used in

Example 7.1. Also similarly to Example 7.1, the fluid is considered to initially be at 30"C

and at time r:0 a thermal shock is applied to the channel walls.

It is expected that the DR-BEM will be less accurate for this problem due to the pres-

ence of derivative terms in the DR-BEM formulation. It was observed in Example 7.1

that for problems with Dirichlet boundary conditions a large number of internal nodes
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were needed to provide sufficient degtees of freedom to attain accurate solutions. There-

fore, to maintain solution accuracy, the refined mesh shown in Figure 7'l was used for

this convection-diffusion problem. Linear boundary elements were again used and the

DR-BEM was applied using the approximating t-unction f : l+P +f . tt is expected

that using the DR-BEM to solve for the eigenvalues should pose no significant problem'

However in the literature the accuracy of the DR-BEM for eigenvalue problems where

the forcing function involves multiple tenns has not been investigated. This investigation

will be undertaken here.

For the rectangular channel domain an analytic solution can be determined. The general

solution will be

66

u(x,t): I Z o^,nS^,n(x)e-r''"n
m:l n:l

where the eigenvalues are giving by

^ ^2Tc2 ,-r,t,t,)v^,n:';+ntn'*i*i*k

and the corresponding eigenvectors are given by

lml't\ , lvxx ._,ry).
$n,n:tin(. Z Jstn(nr))exP\t+ 2 /

The separation constants are given by

(7.e4)

(7.es)

(7.e6)

(7.e7)

12 rl
I I us,Sr,,, exp (-r"* - vyt) dydx

^m.n 
: 'o ^{o r,l' l' s2- -exp(-v'x -vry) dydx

Jo Jo "^'"

ln this thesis these separation constants were determined using numerical integration so

the solution can only be considered to be semi-analytic.

Table 2.6 compares the eigenvalues found via the DR-BEM with the analytic eigenvalues.

Similar trends are observed as for the diffusion problem. As the mode number increases

the solution accuracy deteriorates. The solution accuracy is less satisfactory than for the

diffusion problem. This loss of accuracy is due to the increased complexity of the forcing

function that needs to be approximated using the DR-BEM.
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Mode # DR-BEM Analytic Ey(Vo)

I
)
3

4
5

6
7

8

9

l0
ll
t2
l3
t4
l5

9.29
16.72

28.90
40.03
46.43

46.99

58.82
63.50
75.89
79.23
95.98
98.09

103.40 + 4.69885i
r03.40 - 4.69885i

118.43

9.34
t6.74
29.08
38.95
46.35

46.35

58.69
68.55

75.96
88.29

95.70
95.70
98.16
r08.03
r25.30

o.47
0.u
0.60
2.79
0.18
r.39
0.23
7.38
0.09
ro.27
0.30
2.50
5.34
4.29
5.49

Tesle 7.6: Eigenvalues for Example 7.6 (the relative error is evaluated fot the real pan

of the function).

Figure 7.25 shows contour plots of some of the normalised eigenvectors. Due to the con-

vective terms the eigenvectors are no longer symmetric. Again the accuracy is observed

to deteriorate as the mode number increases. The accuracy appears to deteriorate sig-

nificantly more rapidly than for the diffusion problem considered in Example 7.1. The

accuracy of the separation constants is determined chiefly by the accuracy of the eigen-

vectors. Therefore it is expected that the accuracy ofthe high-order separation constants

will be poor for this problem.

Table 7.7 shows the separation constants calculated using the dot product and domain in-

tegration methods. As expected, only the low-order modes are calculated accurately. The

dot product method gives less accurate results than the domain integration method. How-

ever, the dot product method has many advantages over the domain integration method.

The domain integration method can only be used for Sturm-Liouville problems and only

in cases where r, and ry can be determined. The dot product method is general and avoids

the need to prepare a domain mesh. The low-order modes are calculated fairly accurately

using the dot product method and these are the most important in constructing accurate

solutions.

Figure 7.26 plots the solution accuracy at the channel centre using the first 10 modes and
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(a) Eigenvector 2

(b) Eigenvector 4

(c) Eigenvector 7

FrcuRs 7 .25: Example 7,6 - Contour plots of some specific eigenvectots (the DR-BEM

contours are shown with a solid line and the analytic contours ate shown with a dashed

line).
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Mode # Separation Constants Relative Enor (To)

Dot Product Domain Int. Analytic Dot Product Domain Int.

1

2

3

4
f
6
7

8

9

l0
ll
t2
l3
I4
15

12.09

5.79
5.13
3.78

5.33
6.00
L31
0.72
0.69
5.43

2.89

0.76
1.03 - 0.78i
1.03 + 0.78i

4.22

12.26

5.98

5.64
3.35

0.54
2.15
1.46

l.6l
l.l6
4.78
3.00
0.73

2.87 - 0.10i
2.89 + 0.10i

3.72

t2.27
6.00
5.59
3.r2
r.52
3.30
r.42
3.56
0.84
4.74
2.32

2.32

0.90
2.16
t.27

t.4
3.4

8.2
2r.2
249.5
81.7
7.5

79.8
17.6

t4.6
24.7

67.4
13.6

52.r
230.8

0.1

0.3
1.0

7.5
&.7
34.7
3.1

54.8
38.0
1.0

29.7

68.6
217.6
34.r
tgr.9

TRnr-e 7.7: Example 7.6 - Separation consfants for the fitst fifteen modes calculated

using the dot product or domain integration methods for the refined mesh shawn in Fig-

ure 7.1 .

the separation constants calculated using the dot product method. The solution accuftlcy

is excellent at all times which endorses the use of the dot product method. Figwe 7.27

plots the temperature error at the channel centre using varying numbers of modes- Similar

behaviour is observed as for the diffusion problem considered in Example 7.1. The accu-

racy of the small-time solutions improves by using increasing numbers of modes. Using

l0 modes is suffrcient to give accurate solutions at all times. Figure 7.28 compares the

accuracy at the plate centre using varying numbers of internal nodes. As expected' the

solution accuracy improves as an increasing number of internal nodes are used.

Figure 7.29 shows contour plots of the solution for various times. These results were con-

structed using the first 10 modes using the dot product method to calculate the separation

constants. As expected the solution accuracy improves with time. Except at very small

times, the temperature solution is accurate throughout the problem domain'

A flux solution can also be constructed for this problem. Figure 7.30 plots the flux profile

at various times along two of the channel walls. Similarly to the temperature solution the

flux solution is accurate except at small times'
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(a) Temperature at td).025

(b) Temperature at t=0.05

(c) TemPerature at t=0'l

FrcuRE 7 .29: Example 7.6 - Contour plots of temperature at specific times (the SOV-

DRM contours *" ,ho*n with a solid line and the analytic contours are shown with a

dashed line).
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FrcuRe 7 .30: Example 7.6 - PIot of flux value along channel walls at specified times (the

solid lines show the coffesponding analytic solufions).

Example 7.7 - LConvection-Diffusion Problem with Variable Coefficients

Consider the equation

0.61.81.61.4

(7.e8)

This equation has particular solution u: f sin(Lu)sin(ry)e-'. If this equation is con-

sidered in a unit square domain then this particular solution will be the analytic solu-

tion to a problem with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions and initial condition

ao : /sin(nx)sin(ry). The SOV-DRM was used to solve this problem where the DR-

BEMwasappliedbasedontheLaplaceoperatorwith/:l*r2+F'Thisproblemwas
solved in the previous chapter using time-stepping procedures (Example 6.4)' The same

geometry discretisation was used for the SOV-DRM solution as for the time-stepping so-

lution (Figure 6.16) but only 40linearboundary elements were used.

Figure 7.31 plots the solution at Node A against time and Figure 7.32 shows contour plots

of the solution at t :0.2 and f : 1.0. Even at small times the SOV-DRM gives accurate

results for this variable coefficient PDE. The solution accuracy can be improved by using

a more refined mesh. Figure 7.33 compares the relative error at Node A for a mesh with

40 linear boundary elements with a mesh with S0linear elements and the same internal

node locations (as shown in Figure 6.16) and with a mesh with 80 linear elements with

an increased number of internal nodes. Clearly as the mesh becomes more refined the

solution accuracy imProves.

Y2u:*.**+ (3 - 4f -2n2)u.
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(a) Solution at (0.5,0.5) (b) Solution at (1.5,0.5)

FrcuRs 7 .34: ExampIeT.S - PIot of temperature at specified points in the channel against

time.

Somewhat surprisingly these results suggest that the accuracy deteriorates somewhat with

increasing time. This suggests that the low-order eigenmodes are being calculated less

accurately than the higher-order modes. However on examination the reason for this be-

haviour becomes clear. The choice of particular solution used suggests that the behaviour

depends only on the first eigenmode. Therefore the solution elror depends almost entirely

on the computational error for the first mode. The relative elror will increase with time

as this involves dividing by the comparative analytic solution which becomes smaller as

time increases.

Example 7.8 - A Second Convection-Diffusion Problem with Variable Coefficients

The results from the previous example suggest that the SOV-DRM can be used success-

fully to solve variable coefficient PDEs. In this example a problem with more extreme

internal variation will be considered. The same governing equation is considered as for

the previous example but in a2m x 1m channel cross-section. This problem has the same

boundary conditions and initial conditions as the previous example and will also have the

same analytic solution. Because of the significant variation within the problem domain

a refined mesh was used. This problem was considered in the previous chapter for time-

stepping procedures and the SOV-DRM solution was constructed using the same problem

discretisation (Figure 6. 19).

Figure 7.34 plots the solution at two specific nodes. tn both cases the solution accuracy is

satisfactory. These results are encouraging for the success of the SOV-DRM for solving
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problems in highly heterogeneous media. This problem was considered in Example 6'5

where a solution was attempted to this problem using a time-stepping method' It was

found that, even using very small time-steps, that the gradual accumulation of error lead

to very poor large-time solutions. The SOV-DRM avoids the requirement of time-stepping

and therefore avoids the problem of gradual accumulation of error. It must be conceded

however that the SOV-DRM is particularly suited to this problem as accurate results can

be attained using only the first eigenmode'

Example 7.g - L Contaminant Dispersion Problem With Secondary Currents

In this example the contaminant dispersion problem discussed in ExampleT.4 is revisited'

However in this case the effect of secondary currents is considered. Secondary currents

are curents which cause advection in the channel cross-section. Nokes (1986) inves-

tigated these secondary currents using an experimental program. He found secondary

currents generally only have magnitude of a few percent of the mean longitudinal flow'

Nokes concluded that the secondary currents only influence the flow within two channel

depths of the vertical walls. Therefore for a channel of aspect ratio of 0.25 or less the

secondary currents will have influence over the entire channel cross-section'

In non-dimensional form this problem is governed by the equation

(7.ee)

where v is the non-dimensionalised velocity in the y coordinate direction and w is the

non-dimensionalised velocity in the z coordinate direction.

In rhis example the turbulent diffusion problem discussed in Example 7 .4.1 is reconsid-

ered. The same rectangular channel discussed in Example 7.4.I is considered with the

same discretisation. The same physical parameters are used but in this case secondary

currents exist. A problem is considered involving idealised secondary currents described

by the streamfunction ry: $sin(ny)sin(rz). This streamfunction gives the advection

shown in Figure 7.35 which causes mixing to occur within the channel cross-section. The

cross-sectional velocities can be determined from this streamfunction using the relation-

dc dc dc
xar*'arn* a,* (.'#) .* (*#) :
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FrcuRe 7.35: Example 7.9 - Cross-section of a straight rectangulat channel with sec-

ondary currents. Theie idealised secondary cunents can be approximated by the steam-

function V: ? sin(ny)sin(nz).

ships

which gives the variable coefficient terms

Ery
1,9: -=-

ctZ

v : 0.1 cos(ry) sin(rz)

w : -0.1 sin(ny) cos(ne).

Erp
tt 

- 
_"- ay'

(7.100)

(7.101)

(7.r02)

This problem was solved using the SOV-DRM based on the orthotropic Laplace operator

with approximating function f : I + P + 13 . An analytic solution could not be determined

for this problem, so, for comparison, Equation (7 '99) was also solved using the finite

difference method where the fust-derivative terms were approximated using a central-

differencing scheme. Figures 7.36 and 7.37 show the concentration profiles at specified

distances downstream for sources at (y" : 0.5, zs : 1) and (y" : 0.7, z, : 0.8) respectively'

In both cases the SOV-DRM and finite difference solutions compare favourably which

suggests the SOV-DRM can be used successfully for this variable coefficient PDE. This

is encouraging as, unlike Examples 7.7 and 7.8, large numbers of modes were necessary

to gain accurate results for this problem'

These profiles can be compared with Figure 7 .14 andFigure 7.15 respectively which show

the concentration profiles for the same source locations without secondary currents. The

channel centre is the ideal source location and it is shown in Figure 7.14 that without

secondary currents the maximum concentration plume remained in the channel centre'

With secondary currents the maximum concentration plume sinks to the channel bed'
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This is expected due to the advection shown in Figure 7.35 which drives material at the

channel centre towards the channel floor.

It is expected that mixing will be completed more rapidly with secondary currents as

the advection in the channel cross-section provides an additional mixing mechanism. As

nored earlier the rate at which complete mixing is approached is determined by the expo-

nential factor -Lrl {. For this problem 1,2 is larger with secondary currents than without

which suggests that mixing will proceed more rapidly with secondary currents'

Figure 7.38 shows contour profiles for this channel at x:150, by which stage mixing

is almost complete, with and without secondary culTents. As expected with the source

at (y" :0.7,2s: 0.8) secondary currents have increased the mixing rate. However for

the ideal source case mixing is surprisingly achieved less rapidly with secondary currents.

physically this can be explained by the fact that the maximum concentration plume has not

remained in the channel centre so mixing can no longer continue on all sides of the plume.

Numerically this behaviour can be explained by examining the separation constants. At

the ideal source location without secondary currents a2: O and a3: 0 which means

the rate at which complete mixing is reached is dominated by the fourth eigenvalue. In

comparisonwithsecondarycurrentsa2:0buta3isnonzero.},3withsecondarycurrents

is less than l,a without so, as observed, mixing at the ideal source will be hampered by the

presence of secondary currents.

Table 7.8 shows the value of the second and third eigenvalues calculated using the DR-

BEM for increasing secondary current magnitude. The second eigenvalue increases as

the secondary current magnitude increases. This indicates that the mixing rate increases

c[ ?u2 L3

0
0.05
0.1

0.15
0.2
0.3

0.2468
o.2483
o.2526
0.2596
o.2690
o.2939

0.6588
o.6799
o.7817

0.831 1 - 0.r717i
0.8371 - 0.2725i
0.8522 - 0.4534i

Test-e 7.8: Example 7.9 -

and third eigenvalues. The

$ sin(ny)sin(nz).

Effect of increasing secondary current value on the second

secondary eufients are defined by the streamfunction ty -
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as the magnitude of the secondary currents increases. With the presence of fairly large

secondary currents the third and fourth eigenvalues form a complex conjugate pair. This

suggests that, as expected, the secondary currents cause a rotation of fluid'

7.2.2 Variable DiffusivitY

Until now only problems with constant diffr,rsivity have been considered' Consider the

diffusion equation with variable diffrtsiviry

Yzt ' 'du,: r(*)#. (7.103)

In this case K is a function of position so separation of variables will give the analytic

solution

u(x,t): f a;s;(x)e-?u't (7.104)

i:l

wheren using the DR-BEM, the eigenvalues and associated eigenvectors can be found

from

t7r

V2,s: -iur(x)S.

The separation constants can be calculated using the left eigenvectors'

Example 7.10 - A Reaction-Diffusion Problem with Variable Diffusivity

Consider the equation

(7.r0s)

(7.106)

which has particular solution a : sin (T) ,-' .If this problem is considered in a 2m x lm

rectangular plate with Neumann boundary conditions on the horizontal plate walls and

Dirichlet boundary conditions on the vertical plate walls the boundary conditions will be

homogeneous and time-independent. An SOV-DRM solution was calculated using the

refined plare mesh shown in Figure 7.1. Figure 7.39 shows the SOV-DRM temperature
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(a) Profile at -r: 6

(b) Profile at r: l0

(c)Profile atx=4O

FrCuRn 7.36: Example 7.9 - Contour plots of nan-dimensionalised concentration with

source at (yr :0.5,4" : 1.0) (rhe SOV-DRM contours are shown with a solid line and tbe

analytic contours arc shown with a dashed line). These solufions have been constnJcted

using 100 eigenmodes.
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(a) Profile at r = 6

(b) Profile at.r: 10

(c) hofile atx= 40

FtcuRe 7.37: Example 7.9 - Contourplofs of non-dimensionalised concentration with

source at (1, -- A.7 ,4-:0.8) (the SOV-DRM cofltours are shown with a solid line and the

analyticconfours are shown with a dashed line). These solufions have been constucted

using 100 eigenmodes.
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(a) Source at (Y, = 0.5,& - 1.0)

(b) Source at (t, : 0'7,4 = 0'8)

Frcunn 7.38: ExampleT.g -Caatowplots o aandimensionaliselcon:cenlfation atN-
t50 (the dashedliaei sbow eaneentratian with s*andary cuflrunts, tbe solid line-s sbow

eaneentationwithout).
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sov-DRM .
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(a) Temperature at Node A

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 I 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8
Time

(b) Flux At Node C

FlcuRs 7 .39: Example 7.10 - Plofs of solution values at specified nodes.

solution at the plate centre and flux solution at Node C. The solution accuracy is excellent

in both cases. The success of this problem suggests that the SOV-DRM can b€ accurately

applied ro problems with variable diffusivity. Another example of a problem of this type

is the turbulent diffusion problems discussed in Examples 7.4 and 7.9 for cases where the

downstream velocity is heterogeneous.

7.2.3 Time-Dependent Boundary Conditions

The SOV-DRM can only be directly applied to problems with time-independent boundary

conditions. However, the SOV-DRM can be extended to solve parabolic problems with

time-dependent boundary conditions of a particular form. Consider a problem where

the boundary conditions are piecewise-constant. A problem of this form can be consid-

ered to be comprised of a number of time zones, each with time-independent boundary

conditions. The SOV-DRM can be applied in each time zone. The eigenvalues and eigen-

vectors depend only on the problem geometry and type of boundary conditions (Dirichlet

or Neumann) at each boundary point. Therefore for problems with piecewise-constant

boundary conditions the eigenvalues and eigenvectors only need to be calculated once.

In each time zone the nonhomogeneous boundary conditions can be treated by using the

steady-state/transient discretisation discussed in Section 7.1.5. The separation constants

in the first zone can be calculated using the initial conditions so that using the SOV-DRM

a solution can be constructed directly at any time in the first time zone. The solution at the

first boundary condition discontinuity can be calculated using the SOV-DRM and used as

pseudo-initial conditions for the solution in the second time zone. A new 'steady-state'

1.80.2 0.8 | 1.2 t.4
Time
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solution will be required to treat the new nonhomogeneous boundary conditions in the

second time zone. Using this 'steady-state' solution and the pseudo-initial conditions the

separation constants in the second time zone can be calculated.

This approach requires a form of time-stepping in that an elliptic problem (the 'steady-

state' solution) has to be calculated in each zone and the separation constants have to be

updated. However, only one time-step is required per time zone so this method is still

likely to prove more efficient than time-stepping (particularly if each time zone is large).

It was observed in the previous chapter that a discontinuity in boundary and initial condi-

tions leads to significant problems using a time-stepping solution scheme' [n comparison,

it appears that rhis initial discontinuity does not affect the SOV-DRM solution. There-

fore it is expected rhat the SOV-DRM will give better accuracy than time-stepping for

problems of this form.

A continually-varying function can be approximated as a piecewise-constant function

with a large number of small time zones. This approach could be used to allow the

SOV-DRM to solve parabolic problems with continually-varying time-dependent bound-

ary conditions. [n practice, however, this method would prove both impractical and inac-

curate. The solution at each time-step will require the solution of a new elliptic problem

(to determine the'steady-state' solution' in each time zone) as well as the initial calcula-

tion of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors. In this case the time-stepping methods discussed

in the previous chapter would be more efficient. Also the SOV-DRM was found to give

inaccurate small-time solutions due to inaccuracies in calculating the high-order modes.

If small time-steps are required the SOV-DRM will obviously give inaccurate results.

7.3 Summary

In this chapter a new semi-analytic method has been proposed for solving linear parabolic

PDEs without requiring time-stepping. This method (the SOV-DRM) uses separation of

variables to express the problem solution as an eigenfunction expansion. [n this study

the eigenvalues and associated eigenvectors were found using the DR-BEM' Once the

eigenvalues and associated eigenvectors are calculated the solution at any time can be

calculated using a simple summation procedure.

For diffusion equations with homogeneous boundary conditions the SOV-DRM can be
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implemented very easily. The associated eigenproblem in this case is a Helmholtz equa-

tion. This equation is of Sturm-Liouville form so the DR-BEM should return real eigen-

values. The separation constants can be easily calculated using the orthogonality property

between the eigenvectors. The SOV-DRM can also be extended to diffusion problems

with nonhomogeneous boundary conditions in which case the solution of an extra elliptic

problem is required.

The SOV-DRM can be generalised to solve linear second-order equations of the form

Yzu(x,t): l4P +a1x)S+F(x)ry+(x)z(x,r)' 
(7.ro7)

In this case the associated eigenproblem is of the form

(7.r08)

In the literature the DR-BEM has only been used in cases where the DR-BEM forcing

function involves only the eigenvalue term. For this more general case the DR-BEM was

still found to accurately calculate the low-order eigenvalues and associated eigenvectors.

This eigenproblem is not of Sturm-Liouville form so the eigenfunction expansion ap-

proach is not strictly valid. However, in practice the SOV-DRM has been found to still

produce accurate results for the problems considered.

It has been found that a large number of degrees of freedom are required to accurately

calculate the eigenvectors using the DR-BEM. This requires the use of a large number of

internal nodes, particularly for problems with Dirichlet boundary conditions. Significant

initial computational expense is therefore required to determine the eigenmodes. The

simplicity of calculating a solution at any time still makes the SOV-DRM substantially

less expensive than time-stepping procedures - particularly for large-time solutions.

Theoretically for Sturm-Liouville problems the SOV-DRM is exact. Solution error even-

tuates due to the eigenmodes being inaccurately calculated using the DR-BEM' If an

alternative boundary-only method could be found which calculates the eigenmodes more

accurately this method should be used in preference to the DR-BEM.

The DR-BEM calculates the low-order modes accurately but the accuracy becomes less

satisfactory as the mode number increases. The eigenvalues decay exponentially so the

v2s(x; : -ls(x) +o(x)# + F(x)Y +v(x)s(x).
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high-order modes will only substantially contribute to the solution at small times. The

eigenmodes decay with rate exp(-l,rr). This expression can be rearranged to give a

truncation criterion: At time / the eigenfunction expansion can be truncated at mode M

where M is the mode with Iargest eigenvalue l,y which satisfies the criterion

?uy<-Y

Ignoring the higher-order modes will have minimal effect on the solution accuracy if the

constant r is set to be a small number. These observations suggest that the SOV-DRM

will be most accurate for problems with a large leading eigenvalue.

The SOV-DRM is mosr accurate for large-time solutions. Also, the SOV-DRM effrciency

will be greatest at large times as less modes are required and therefore less solution nodes

are necessary. This behaviour contrasts with time-stepping methods which are inefficient

and can be inaccurate for large-time solutions (as large numbers of time-steps are required

and error can accumulate).

The SOV-DRM also has other practical advantages. The eigenvalues and eigenvectors can

provide additional information about the problem behaviour which could not be derived

using a time-stepping technique. For example, for turbulent diffirsion problems the second

eigenvalue and associated eigenvector give information about the mixing rate and ideal

source location. If the initial conditions of a problem are changed, to construct a solution

using the SOV-DRM it is only necessary to update the separation constants. This can be

efficiently achieved using the dot product method.

(7.109)



Chapter 8

Alternative Semi-Analytic Methods for

Parabolic Problems

In the previous chapter a semi-analytic method for parabolic problems was proposed.

This method was found to give accurate results for a range of parabolic problems but was

restricted to linear problems with time-independent boundary conditions. Alternative ap-

proaches for avoiding time-stepping have been proposed. In this chapter two approaches

will be investigated and compared with the SOV-DRM.

8.1. Analytic Integration Method

8.1.1 Equation Development

A means of solving parabolic equations using the boundary element method without time-

stepping has been proposed by Aral (1989). This method avoids time-stepping by for-

mulating the problem as a first-order ODE which can be integrated analytically. fual

presented this method in conjunction with the secondary reduction method (discussed in

Section 3.6.4). However, as Aral & Tang (19890) noted, their approach can be used in

conjunction with other methods including the DR-BEM. Using the DR-BEM instead of

the secondary reduction method is attractive as this will avoid the need for domain integra-

tion. This analytic integration method has only been tested for the diffusion equation' In
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this section the analytic integration method will be implemented in conjunction with the

DR-BEM, and the success of this approach will be investigated for a range of parabolic

problems.

Consider the diffusion equation

The application of the DR-BEM to the diffusion equation has been discussed previously

(Section 4.5) and has been shown to produce a matrix system of the form

-7 t .\ lOa(x,t)Y'u\x,t): *---.

lcl{t} + [H] {u} : [c]{q}.

Applying boundary conditions to Equation (8.2) gives

u:I*: t'r,(*)o,(,)

N+l
a(x, r)

j=l

(8.1)

(8.?)

(8.3)

(8.5)

tcl{r}+[e]{'}:{d}

where {x} is a vector of unknown nodal values of a and q. This matrix system is also

obtained via the secondary reduction method (Aral & Tang 1988a).

A first-order matrix system of the form

lcl{r} + [4 {,} : {d} (8.4)

can be integrated analytically. Therefore if Equation (8.3) could be written in this form a

semi-analytic solution could be used which avoids time-stepping. Aral (1989) presented

a method for achieving this.

ln applying the DR-BEM to the diffirsion equation to attain Equation (8.3) the approxi-

mation

is used. Using a similar idea as was used to treat derivative terms (discussed in Sec-

tion 4.4) a similar approximation can be proposed for the dependent variable u,

(8.6)
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Although it is not necessary, the computational process can be simplified by using the

same interpolation functions to approximate the dependent variable n as are used to ap-

proximate the forcing function D,

u(x,t): Ht,*lF;(r).
.l=l

Using this expression the flux at a point can be approximated as

q(x,t):*:r:U#uru,.

These approximations lead to the matrix expressions

{,} - IFI{B}

t#):r'r{P}

(8.8)

(8.7)

(8.e)

(8.10)

where the matrix [B] contains the nodal values of the approximating functio "'*. Using

Equarions (8.9) and (8.10) {.r} - the vector of unknown nodal values - can be approximated

as

{r} : trBl{B} (8.11)

where [p.B] is a marrix constructed from the appropriate rows of [F] and [B]. If at node

i a Neumann boundary condition is applied then x; : ui urd the dth row of [FB] will be

composed of the coefficients from the ith row of [F]. Similarly, if at node r a Dirichlet

boundary condition is applied then.r; - ei and, the ith row of [FB] will be composed of

the coefficients from the dth row of [B]

Using these matrix expressions allows Equation (8.3) to be written as

tcltr) + tAltrBl {p} : {d}. (8.12)

Using the relationstrip {F} : [r]-t {a} and setting [P] : [A][FB][f]-t gives

tcl{r}+[r]{u}:{d}. (8.13)

lf {d} is time-invariant then the analytic solution to this first-order ordinary differential
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equauon rs

where lM): [C]-t [p] and {ns} is the vecror of initial nodal values of rz. This expression

allows a nodal solution to be constructed at any time without requiring time-stepping. Due

ro the requirement that {d} be time-invariant this method will be restricted to problems

with time-independent boundary conditions.

As discussed in Section6.4,applying the DR-BEM to a general tinear PDE of the form

{,(t)) - "-Iutt (t^l + [p]-' td]) - [P]-' td]

v'u:ldu ' 'l \

*ar + D\x'u)

will give a matrix system of the form

(8.14)

(8.15)

lq t'i) + (tal - tnl){u} : [c]{q} (8. r6)

where [R] is a matrix used to express the application of the DR-BEM to a general lin-

ear forcing function. This matrix expression is of the form of Equation (8'2)' There-

fore this analytic integration dual reciprocity method (AI-DRM) can be used to avoid

time-stepping and domain integration for any linear parabolic PDE of the form of Equa-

tion (8. 1 5) with time-independent boundary conditions.

The DR-BEM generally produces accurate results for elliptic problems. Therefore the

egor in the spatial representation is expected to be small. By using an analytic method

to perform the time integration spatial errors should not propagate in the temporal dimen-

sion so highly accurate results are expected. Aral (1989) tested this approach using the

secondary reduction method for two groundwater flow problems governed by the diffu-

sion equation. Aral compared the analytic integration results for these problems with the

coupled finite difference-boundary element method and found the accuracy of the new

method compared favourably with the existing method. This analytic integration method

has also been used successfully in conjunction with other numerical methods including

the finite element method (Umari & Gorelick 1986).
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8.1.2 Numerical APPlication

The matrix exponential e-Iult in Equation (8.14) can be computed using the relationship

s-lult : yv1e-tD)t lv1-l (8.17)

where [D] is a diagonal matrix whose entries are the eigenvalues of [M] and [V] is a

matrix whose columns are the eigenvectors of [M]. Therefore it is necessary to solve the

eigenproblem [M]{r} : Itr}. As [M] : [q-l [P] the eigenvalues can alternatively be

determined from the generalised eigenproblem

lrl {u} - }, [c] {v} .

In this study it was found that it is preferable to use the generalised eigenproblem us [C]

may become singular or nearly singular.

A routine is required that will return all the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a generalised

eigenproblem with unsymmetric matrices. A similar eigenproblem was required for the

SOV-DRM and potential eigensolvers were discussed in Section 7.1.2. For the SOV-

DRM the resulting eigenproblem was only of the dimensions of the number of nodes

where ,r was unknown and it was sufficient to determine only a small subrange of the

eigenvalues. ln contrast the matrix system to be solved in the AI-DRM will always be

(N + /) x (N +.I) - where N is the the number of boundary nodes and / is the number

of internal nodes - and all the eigenvalues and eigenvectors are required. The AI-DRM

requires the complete solution of a large eigenproblem instead of the partial solution of

a somewhat smaller eigenproblem. Obviously the computational expense of this part of

the solution scheme will be significantly larger for the AI-DRM than for the SOV-DRM'

However, the AI-DRM uses matrices obtained directly from the DR-BEM formulation

whereas significant additional matrix manipulations tue required using the SOV-DRM to

apply boundary conditions and construct the required eigenproblem.

Only in cases where no-flux boundary conditions are prescribed on the entire boundary

will the eigenvalues from the Sov-DRM and the AI-DRM be equivalent. However' from

investigation it has been found that a parallel can be drawn between the eigenvalues found

between the two methods. Although complex eigenvalues can occur these generally occur

at larger eigenvalues. The diagonal of D contains e-iuf so the significance of the larger

eigenvalues is practically insignificant - except at small times.

(8.18)
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s-lMlr -
0

0

s-loltv e_LUy

Ftcune 8. | : Matrix regions requited to calculate t-lult lonly
entries in the shaded tegions are required).

opentions involv ing matrix

The AI-DRM eigenproblem can return some negative eigenvalues. To ensure physically

reasonable solutions it is necessary to avoid these eigenvalues. This was simply achieved

in this study by setting e-?'it - 0 if I, is negative. As noted above, the larger eigenvalues

do not affect the solution accuracy significantly. Therefore it is not necessary to include

all the eigenvalues in the matrix exponentiation calculation. lnstead the matrix exponen-

tiation is calculated using only the shaded regions shown in Figure 8.1. Unfortunately it

is still necessary to solve the complete eigenproblem as the full [V] matrix is required to

calculate [y]-t. The eigenvectors corresponding to negative eigenvalues are needed in

calculating [V]-t so unfortunately these unacceptable values will still have some effect

on the solution accuracy.

The matrix [B] contains the nodal values of the approximating function ff. Th" *ott

commonly used choice of / is f : l* r. This choice would lead to significant numerical

error for the AI-DRM. Choosing f : l*r gives

Af dfdr r. ,a/
a": An: ;\rxnx+ 

ryny) 
ar'

(8.1e)

This approximation will become singular as r tends to zero so significant solution error

will occur for problems with closely spaced nodes. To maintain solution accuracy it is

necessary to choose an approximating function that does not lead to $f becoming singu-

lar, This is similar to the problem in choosing an approximating function for derivative

terms. A simple remedy proposed for this problem (Zhang & Zhu 1994) is to choose a

higher-order radial approximating function. In this study the AI-DRM will generally be

implementedwith f :l+f +f .

One limitarion of the AI-DRM is that it does not directly allow the calculation of a flux

y-r
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solution. However, using Equations (8.9) and (8.10), the nodal flux solution can be ex-

pressed as

: lBllrl-r {4}. (8.20)

This relationship allows a flux solution to be constructed from a known dependent variable

solution very efficiently. The accuracy of this method appears questionable as it relies

heavily on rhe choice of approximating function /. The accuracy of Equation (8.20) will

be investigated in the next section. If successful, this method for calculating nodal flux

values could also be used to calculate a flux solution for the SOV-DRM.

8.1..3 Test Problems

In this secrion the AI-DRM will be tested for a range of parabolic problems. In Section 8.3

the AI-DRM will be compared with the SOV-DRM'

Example 8.1 - A Diffusion Problem

To initially investigate the performance of the AI-DRM a problem governed by the diffu-

sion equation will be examined. The same thermal shock problem discussed in Example

7.1 is investigated. The problem boundary was modelled using 40 linear boundary ele-

ments and 37 internal nodes. This discretisation corresponds to the coarse mesh shown

in Figure 7.1. The DR-BEM was implemented based on the fundamental solution to

Laplace's equation with /:1* P+f . Including all the eigenvalues in the solution

scheme leads to non-convergent results because the eigenvalue routine returns some neg-

ative eigenvalues so that the e-lMlt marix exponential increases with time. All the non-

negative eigenvalues have been included in the matrix exponentiation procedure. For this

discretisation there were 50 non-negative eigenvalues out of a total of 87 eigenvalues.

Figure 8.2 compares the accuracy of the AI-DRM temperature solution at the plate centre

(Node A in Figure 7.1) with the analytic solution. The AI-DRM accurately calculates the

temperature at all times.

The error produced by using only a small proportion of the eigenvalues was investigated.

Figure 8.3 plots the mean relative temperature elror over the internal nodes using varying

{#}
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\. AI-DRM '\r Analytic ---
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Ftcuns 8.2: Example 8. 1 - PIot of temperature against time at the plate centre.
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FIGURE 8.3: Example 8.1 - Plot of mean relative temperature enor against time using

varying numbers of eigenvalues.

numbers of eigenvalues to construct the solution at each time. These results suggest that

using a restricted set of eigenvalues will not affect the solution accuracy for large times -

using a proportion as small as l1Vo gives good results. For smaller times a larger propor-

tion of the eigenvalues is required - however, accurate results are still gained using as few

as 3OVo of the eigenvalues. Requiring only a small proportion of the eigenvalues dramat-

ically reduces the amount of computation required to calculate a solution at a specified

time. However, as noted previously, it is still necessary to calculate all the eigenvalues

and eigenvectors so that [V]-l can be evaluated.

The effect of using different numbers of internal nodes was investigated. Figure 8.4 plots

the relative temperature eror at node A using varying numbers of internal collocation

points. Clearly for this problem the solution accuracy improves as increasing numbers of

internal collocation points are used.

Figure 8.5 shows the flux solution along two of the plate walls calculated using the AI-
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FIGURE 8.4: Example 8.1 - PIot of mean relative tempetatute error at Node A against

time using varying numbers of intemal nodes.
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DRM. These solutions are fairly poor at small times. The accuracy improves somewhat

with time and the large-time solutions are adequate. The accuracy can be improved some-

what by using a more refined mesh. Figure 8.6 plots the flux accuracy at the centre of the

x: Z plate wall using different mesh resolutions. Even using a large number of boundary

and internal nodes the accuracy is somewhat poor. These results suggest that the AI-DRM

is not suited for problems where an accurate flux solution is desired.

Example 8.2 - A Constant Coefficient Convection'Diffusion Problem

In this example the accuracy of the AI-DRM for the constant coefficient convection-

diffusion equation

18E

YZu:i#. ,,**,,fi*ou (8.21)

is investigated. A thermal shock problem is again considered. The same geometry is

used as for Example 8.1 with the same initial and boundary conditions. In this case

however the domain is considered to be a channel containing a fluid with diffusivity r:
0.5, velocity field v : (2,2) and reaction rate k - -5. The coarse discretisation shown

in Figure 7.1 is again used with linear boundary elements' The DR-BEM was applied

using the approximating function f : L + P +r3. The first 30 eigenvalues and associated

eigenvectors were used to construct an AI-DRM solution at each time.

The AI-DRM calculated 107 eigenvalues of which 44 have positive real value. Of these

44 eigenvalues 4 were complex. Figure 8.? compares the temperature calculated at Node

A using the AI-DRM with the analytic solution. The solution accuracy is satisfactory

at all times. In the literature the analytic integration method has only been used for the

diffusion equation. The success of this example suggests the method can be successfully

extended to solve other constant coeffrcient parabolic problems.

Example 8.3 - A Variable Coefficient Convection-Diffusion Problem

The AI-DRM can also be used to solve variable coefficient PDEs. To investigate the

success of this approach the problem discussed in Example 7.7 is used' This problem
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considered the equation

Y2u:#.**+ (3 - 4* -x?)u (8.22)

in a unit square domain with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions and initial con-

dition uo:3sin(r.x)sin(ny). The analytic solution for this problem can be shown to be

a: ef sin(rx)sin(ny)e-'. The same geometry discretisation was used as for Example 7'7

(Figure 6. 16). The DR-BEM was applied using the approximating function / - I + P + f
and the first 30 eigenvalues were used to construct an AI-DRM solution at each time. Of

the 171 eigenvalues calculated by the AI-DRM 99 had positive real value. Of these 99

acceptable eigenvalues 22 were complex. Figure 8.8 plots the temperature at the channel

centre against time. The AI-DRM solution compares very favourably with the analytic

solution.

To test the AI-DRM for a problem with more significant variation within the problem

\

\

AI-DRM .
Analytic '-'

_\_*e-*
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FrcuRB 8.9: Example 8.3 - Plot of temperature at specifred points in the rcctangular

channel against time.

domain the same problem can be considered within a2m x lm rcctangular domain. This

problem has previously been considered for the SOV-DRM (Example 7.8) and the same

mesh discretisation will be used here (Figure 6.19). The results at two specific solution

nodes are shown in Figure 8.9. The solution accuracy is good at both nodes at all times.

The success of these test problems suggests that the AI-DRM can be used to solve variable

coefficient PDEs.

8.2 Laplace T[ansform Method

8.2.1 EquationDevelopment

An alternative approach for avoiding time-stepping is to solve the problem in a trans-

form domain which removes the time dependence of the problem. The parabolic PDE is

thus converted to an elliptic problem for which the boundary element method has been

shown to genorally produce accurate results. Once the solution to the elliptic problem is

determined in the ransform space a solution in the original space can be attained using

an inverse transform procedure. The most appropriate transform approach for parabolic

problems is the Laplace transform.

a

34
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Consider the diffrrsion equation

Yzu(x,f :iry!
with appropriate boundary and initial conditions. The Laplace transform of a(x, r) will be

symbolised as U(x,1,) and is defined as

U(x,1,) : e-M u(x,t)dt. (8.24)

Applying Laplace transforms to Equation (8.23) gives

v2u (x,,I) : i (l,u(x, l") - as(x))

with transformed boundary conditions, where as(x) is the initial conditions of a. Equa-

tion (8.25) is an elliptic PDE which can be readily solved using the boundary element

method. Once the solution is determined in Laplace transform space this solution can be

inverted to give a solution in the time domain. This inversion procedure requires solutions

to be generated for several values of the transform parameter 1,.

This merhod was firsr proposed by Rizzo & Shippy ( 19?0) and has since been successfully

used by other practitioners (Moridis & Reddell I99I,Zhu et al. 1994)' Liggett & Liu

(1979) compared the Laplace transform method with the direct time-integration method'

They noted that the direct time-integration method is simpler to apply' However, due to its

greater efficiency, they recommended the Laplace transform method for solving diffusion

problems.

One limiration of the Laplace transform method is that Equation (8'25) is inhomogeneous

so that applying the standard BEM will generate a domain integral involving the initial

conditions. Traditionally this domain integral has been calculated by using a domain dis-

cretisation (Brebbia et al. 1984). However, recently zhu et al. (1994) proposed using

the DR-BEM to convert this domain integral term to equivalent boundary integrals' They

choose to apply the DR-BEM based on the known fundamental solution to the Laplace op-

erator. Considering Equation (8.25) this means that the DR-BEM will be used to convert

the right-hand-side to equivalent domain integrals. The required DR-BEM approximation

Io*

(8.23)

(8.2s)
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is therefore

The DR-BEM can now be applied to Equation (8.25), giving a matrix system of the form

' il+/
I irul*,l,) - us(x)) -- Z f ioi.K' i--t

(t, - l o,) {u} - tcltq} : -: rsl{u}o

Yzu(x,t): iry4 *b(x,u)

in which case a matrix expression of the form

(o,- tRr- l ur) tur - tct{q} : -i rst{,}o

(8.26)

(8.28)

(8.27)

which can be reduced to a square system by applying boundary conditions' Once the

solution is determined for this elliptic equation in the transform space a solution at a

given time can be constructed using an inversion process'

This Laplace transform dual reciprocity method (LI-DRM) can easily be extended to

equations of the form

(8.2e)

is generated. Zhu and his colleagues have successfully extended the LI-DRM to solve

diffusion problems with nonlinear source terms (Zhu & Satravaha to appear a, Zllru &

Satravaha to appear b, Satravaha &Zhu to appear).

8.2.2 Laplace TFansform Inversion

Several methods have been proposed for numerically inverting Laplace transforms. De-

vies & Martin (Ig7g) tested several Laplace transform inversion methods and found that

the Stehfest algorithm (Stehfest 1970) performed well for a range of functions. The Ste-

hfest algorithm was also used successfully by Zhu et al. (1994). Due to this successful

past use the Stehfest algorithm was used in this thesis.
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Using the Stehfest algorithm the function value at any point ( can be calculated from

r93

loe2ult)l:;
N1

\wru1xs,
It:l

(8.30)

(8.32)

where U (L) is the Laplace-space solution for Laplace parameter 1", and the weights Wo

are determined from

min{".$}
wp: (-t;*+u*ngt'

,c=s# \+ - *)r*r1*- l)!(p- r)!(2r-F)! (8.31)

To apply this inversion algorithm it is necessary to calculate N1 discrete solutions for the

Laplace parameters

^ los.2Lp: -7H F: 112,"' rNx

where N1 must be an even number. Theoretically this algorithm should become more

accurate with increasing N1. However, this algorithm is generally implemented using a

computer, in which case overflow problems and roundoff errors can lead to decreased

solution accuracy for large N1. Stehfest recommended the optimum value of N1 to be

l0 for single precision computation and l8 for double precision calculation. Zhu et al.

(1994) found that solution accuracy differed little using N1 in the range 6 to 16'

Zhu et al. acknowledge that instead of using the Laplace operator the DR-BEM could

have been applied based on the modified Helmholtz operator. This would only leave a

domain integral involving the initial conditions to be taken to the boundary. To solve the

diffusion equation using the DR-BEM based on the modified Helmholtz operator would

avoid matrix inversion as now only a source term integral remains for which the a7 coef-

ficients could be determined by using Gaussian elimination to solve tf]{a} : -* {ro}
where {a6} are the nodal values of as. However, if the DR-BEM is implemented based on

the modified Helmholtz operator the Laplace parameter 1,, will be included in the funda-

mental solution. This will require the influence coefficient matrices to be calculated and

stored for each of the N1 values of the Laplace parameter. This requirement would dra-

matically increase the computational expense and storage requirements of the LT-DRM.
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8.2.3 Test Problems

In this section the performance of the LT-DRM will be assessed for a range of parabolic

equarions. In Section 8.3 the performance of the UI-DRM will be compared with the

AI-DRM and SOV-DRM .

Example 8.4 - The Diffusion Equation

To investigate the performance of the UI-DRM a problem governed by the diffusion equa-

tion is examined. The thermal shock problem used for the SOV-DRM (Example 7'l)

and the AI-DRM (Example 8.1) is again considered. The coarse discretisation shown in

Figure 7.1 was used. Linear elements were used for boundary discretisation. The DR-

BEM was implemented based on the fundamental solution to Laplace's equation with

f : I + P +r3. To numerically invert the Laplace-space solution Nl, : l0 solutions were

constructed at each solution time.

Figure 8.10 compares the UI-DRM temperature solution with the analytic solution at

Node A (the plate centre). The UI-DRM gives very accurate temperature values at all

times. An advantage of the UI-DRM is that it allows flux solutions to be calculated di-

rectly at a specified time. Figure 8.1 I compares the flux solution along the y: 1 wall with

the analytic solution. The nodal flux solution calculated using the UI-DRM is excellent at

all times.

LT-DRM '
Analytic ---'"

'tr-._.*-*..
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FtCuRg 8. I 0; Example 8.4 - PIot of temperature atNode A against time'
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FrcuRs 8.12: Example 8.5 - PIot of temperature atNode A against tine.

Example 8.5 - A Constant Coefficient Convection-Diffirsion Problem

The constant coefficient convection-diffrrsion equation discussed in Example 8.2 for the

AI-DRM is considered. Linear boundary elements were again used with the same mesh

as previously. The LT-DRM was applied using the approximating function f : l+P +f
and N1: 10.

Figure 8.12 compares the temperature at Node A with the analytic solution. TheLI-DRM

temperature solution is accurate at all times. Figure 8.13 plots the flux profile along two

of the channel walls at specified times. The flux accuracy is adequate at all times but

clearly improves as time increases'
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Example 8.6 - A Reaction-Diffusion Problem with Time-Dependent Boundary

Conditions

Consider the reaction-diffirsion problem

Vzu-tu:L!
Kdf

wirh K: 0.5 and k: 3, A particular solution to this problem is a : (d + et)e-t. This par-

ticular solution can be considered as the analytic solution to the problem if the boundary

and initial conditions are defined appropriately, This problem will therefore have time-

dependent boundary conditions. The UI-DRM can be extended to solve problems with

time-dependent boundary conditions. This requires the boundary conditions in Laplace-

space to be determined. This will be problematic in cases where the boundary conditions

are not expressed in a functional form or have unknown Laplace transform'

In this example the Dirichlet boundary conditions are

u: (d * d)e-I on I' (8.34)

(a)y= I PlateWall

FIcuRE 8.13; Example 8.5 - PIot of the flux
show the corresponding analytic solutions).

which in Laplace-space become

u __({*4#

Using these boundary conditions the LI-DRM can

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 I 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2
x

(b).r: 2 Plate Wall

value along channel walJs (the solid lines

(8.33)

on f. (8.35)

t\ \'*
\

be applied as discussed previously.
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Equation (S.33) is considered in the problem domain described in Example 8'4 with the

same mesh discretisation. Figure 8.14 shows the temperature at the plate centre and the

flux at Node C (shown in Figure 7.1). The UI-DRM calculates very accurate temperature

and flux solutions for this problem. This suggests that the LT-DRM can be used to solve

parabolic problems with time-dependent boundary conditions.

Example E.7 - A Variable coefficient convection-Diffusion Problem

ln this example the use of the LI-DRM to solve variable coefncient PDEs is considered.

The same variable coefficient PDE used in Example 8.3 to test the AI-DRM is considered

using the LT-DRM. Initially a problem in a unit square domain is considered. The same

solution mesh is used as in Example 8,3. The LT-DRM was applied using the approxi-

maring function f : | + f +f with Ni, : 10. Figure 8.15 plots the temperature at the

channel centre against time. The temperature is accurately calculated at all times' The

success of this test problem suggests that the UI-DRM can be used to solve at least some

vmiable coeffi cient parabolic PDEs.

To test the LI-DRM for a problem with a more extreme variation within the domain

the same problem is considered but in a rectangular channel of dimensions 2m x lrn.

The same mesh discretisation was used as shown in Figure 6.19. The LT-DRM did not

converge for this problem. The reason for this failure is unclear. However, it was ob-

served that substantially different results were obtained using different values of N1. This

suggests that the elror may be due to problems with the numerical Laplace transform

inversion. The numerical inversion process requires the solution of N1 associated ellip-
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time.

tic problems. For problems in highly heterogeneous media the DR-BEM will give some

solution error for each elliptic subproblem. It appears that the inversion procedure may

accumulate this error leading to poor solutions in the time domain.

8.3 Comparison of these semi-Analytic Approaches

E.3.1 DiffusionProblems

To compare the accuracy and efficiency of these three semi-analytic procedures a series

of parabolic test problems are considered. The first problem considered is the thermal

shock problem that has been discussed in Examples 7.1, 8.1 and 8.4 for the SOV-DRM'

AI-DRM and UI-DRM respectively. The second problem considered is the heat conduc-

tion problem discussed in Example 7.5 for the SOV-DRM. Results are constructed for

each semi-analytic method using two meshes with the same boundary discretisation but

different numbers of internal nodes. The two meshes considered are shown in Figure 7.1

where linear boundary elements have been used in both cases. In each case the DR-BEM

has been applied based on the Laplace operator with /: I * P + f '

Figure 8.16 plots the relative temperature error at Node A (the plate centre) against time

for the thermal shock problem and Figure 8.17 plots the same results for the heat conduc-

tion problem. The results for the thermal shock problem suggest that the the AI-DRM

and LT-DRM are accurate for both meshes considered. The accuracy does not improve

by including extra internal nodes. This is because, for these two methods, solutions as
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accurate as the boundary discretisation will allow are achieved using a small number of

internal nodes and adding extra internal nodes will not improve the solution accuracy. To

gain greater accuracy for the AI-DRM and Ur-DRM a more refined boundary discretisa-

tion would be required. The same behaviour is observed for the heat conduction problem.

For both the AI-DRM and LT-DRM using 37 internal nodes is sufficient to give accurate

results.

In comparison, for the thermal shock problem the SOV-DRM solution is inaccurate for

the coarse mesh but is very accurate for the refined mesh. The SOV-DRM will only have

degrees of freedom for nodes where the dependent variable is unknown. This problem

has Dirichlet boundary conditions so the SOV-DRM solution has no boundary degrees of

freedom. By using extra internal nodes the total degrees of freedom of the SOV-DRM

I
!
I

I

t\
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solution are increased leading to improved accuracy. In comparison, the heat conduction

problem has mixed boundary conditions. Even using the coarse mesh in this case there

are suf6cient degrees of freedom to achieve accurate results and using extra intemal nodes

leads to no improvement in the SOV-DRM solution accuracy'

The observed results for the heat conduction problem suggest that for all three methods

the solutions are less accurate at small times. This is not really a serious disadvantage

however. All three methods give accurate large-time solutions and converge to the steady-

state solution. The avoidance of time-stepping will lead to the greatest improvement in

computational efficiency for problems where large-time solutions are of principal interest.

Therefore these semi-analytic methods have the favourable property of giving the best

results for the problems for which they are best suited. It should be noted that if small-

time solutions rue desired the UI-DRM or AI-DRM should be preferred to the SOV-DRM

as these methods tend to give more accurate small-time solutions.

Flux solutions can be acquired using the LI-DRM and SOV-DRM. The AI-DRM unfor-

tunately does not allow the direct calculation of flux values. A method was proposed

in Section 8.1.2 for calculating flux values from a known dependent variable solution

using the DR-BEM approximating function. This method can be used to calculate an

approximate flux solution using the AI-DRM. This approach could also be used for the

SOV-DRM and L1-DRM but it is expected that more accurate results will be gained by

calculating the fluxes directly as these methods allow.

Figure 8.18 plots the relative flux error at Node C (shown in Figure 7.1) for the thermal

shock problem and Figure 8.19 plots the relative flux error at Node C for the heat con-
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duction problem. Similar observations can be made as for the temperature solutions. For

the rhermal shock problem the SOV-DRM solution improves significantly by using an

increased number of internal nodes. However, for the SOV-DRM, and particularly for the

LT-DRM, the coarse mesh is sufficient to give accurate results at all times. For the heat

conduction problem all methods give poor results at small times but the SOV-DRM and

LI-DRM give accurate large-time solutions. For the heat conduction problem using the

coarse mesh is suffrcient for each method to provide sufficient degrees of freedom for the

DR-BEM. Using the refined mesh therefore leads to negligible improvement.

The AI-DRM flux solutions are significantly worse than the other two methods for both

problems considered. These results suggest that the AI-DRM should not be used for prob-

lems where accurate flux solutions are required. In comparison both the SOV-DRM and

UI-DRM produce accurare flux results. The LI-DRM gives slightly better flux accuracy

than the SOV-DRM for both problems considered'

The use of time-stepping boundary element methods for solving diffusion problems was

investigated in Chapter 6. It was found that a discontinuity between the initial conditions

and boundary conditions caused significant difficulties in applying time-stepping meth-

ods. In comparison this discontinuity appears to have little or no effect on the accuracy of

these semi-analytic methods.

t.6t.40.8 r 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8
Time

0.2
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8.3.2 A Constant Coefficient Convection-Dffiusion Problem

In this example the three semi-analytic methods are compared for the constant coefficient

convection-diffusion problem discussed in Example 7.6 in Chapter 7 for the SOV-DRM.

Figure 8.20 shows plots of the temperature effor at the channel centre. Similar behaviour

is observed for this problem as for the diffusion problems discussed previously' This prob-

lem has Dirichlet boundary conditions so a large number of internal collocation points are

required to obtain accurate results using the SOV-DRM. For a given boundary discretisa-

tion the three methods converge to results of similar accuracy.

8.3.3 A Variable Coefficient Convection-Diffusion Problem

In this example the three semi-analytic methods are compared for the variable coefficient

convecrion-diffusion problem discussed in Example 7.7 in Chapter 7 for the SOV-DRM.

Initially a unit square channel is considered. For all three methods the relative error in-

creases with time which suggests the solution accuracy deteriorates with time. These

results however are somewhat misleading. The analytic solution decays exponentially

with time so, even though the absolute error is improving, the division by the analytic so-

lution leads to increasing relative error. To avoid this problem, solution plots of absolute

error against time are presented instead. Figure 8.21 shows the absolute elror at the chan-

nel centre using the channel discretisation shown in Figure 6.16 and a geometry with 40

linear boundary elements. The three semi-analytic methods give almost identical results.

0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5
t
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A more rigourous test can be performed by considering the same problem in aZm x Im

rectangular channel. All three methods had difficultly with this problem' Figure 8.22

compares the solution accuracy at two specific solution nodes using the mesh defined in

Figure 6.19. The LI-DRM did not give accurate results for this problem for any mesh res-

olution. The LT-DRM requires a numerical Laplace transform procedure which involves

the solution of several elliptic subproblems at each solution time. Unfortunately it appears

that the solution error for each subproblem is accumulated leading to very poor solutions

in the time domain. Accurate results can be generated using the SOV-DRM and AI-DRM

by using a large number of solution nodes (the results presented in Figure 8.22 use 120

linear boundary elements and 171 internal nodes). The results for these two methods are

of similar accuracy. It should be noted, however, that the SOV-DRM is particularly suited

to this problem as only the first solution mode is required to give accurate results. This
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problem was also investigated using the DR-BEM with time-stepping. For this approach

error gradually accumulated at each time-step leading to very poor large-time solutions.

8.3.4 Observations

All three semi-analytic methods can be used to produce accurate results for a range

of problems with time-independent boundary conditions. It appears that the choice of

method depends chiefly on the type of results desired. The SOV-DRM tends to re-

quire more degrees of freedom, and therefore an increased number of internal collocation

points, to produce accurate results. However, the advantage of the sov-DRM is that, once

the eigenvalues and associated eigenvectors are determined, a solution can be constructed

at any solution node at any time using a simple summation procedure. One example of

when this ability is particularly significant is if results are desired in the format presented

in this thesis, where solutions at a large number of times have been used to create tem-

perature profiles. To generate these results using the UI-DRM l0 subproblems need to be

solved at each solution time which, even though less degrees of freedom are required, is

significantly more expensive than the SOV-DRM procedure.

In many physical problems, such as the contaminant dispersion problems discussed in Ex-

amples 7.4 and 7 ,9, the eigenvalues and associated eigenvectors may provide additional

information about the problem. If this is the case the SOV-DRM would be the prefer-

able solution technique. The SOV-DRM is also suited to problems where the effect of

differing initial conditions is being investigated. The initial conditions only affect the

separation coefficients so a SOV-DRM solution can be constructed very quickly for new

initial conditions once the eigenmodes are known.

The AI-DRM, particularly if the simplifications suggested in Section 8.1 are used, allows

a solution at a specific time to be calculated more efficiently than for the UI-DRM but

less efficiently than for the SOV-DRM. The AI-DRM requires the complete solution of an

eigensystem involving all the solution nodes. In comparison the SOV-DRM requires the

partial solution of a smaller matrix system, involving only the nodes where the dependent

variable is unknown, but extra calculations are required to apply boundary conditions

and construct the required eigensystem. If a solution is required at several solution times

the SOV-DRM will be the more computationally efficient approach. If boundary flux

information is desired then the AI-DRM is inappropriate as this method does not directly
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allow flux values to be calculated. An approximate method for calculating a nodal flux

solution using the AI-DRM was proposed but the accuracy of this method is questionable.

Although generally more expensive, the LI-DRM is more powerful than the AI-DRM

and SOV-DRM and can be applied to a significantly wider range of problems' The LiI-

DRM is the only one of these semi-analytic methods that can solve parabolic problems

with nonlinear terms or time-dependent boundary conditions. However, it appears in

some cases that the numerical Laplace transform inversion process may fail leading to

poor time-domain solutions. ln particular, the LI-DRM can produce elroneous results for

problems where the dependent variable varies significantly within the problem domain.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions and Future Work

Conclusions

Any physical process in heterogeneous media will involve material parameters which

vary in some manner within the problemdomain. The mathematical equations describing

these physical processes will generally involve variable coeffrcients. The solution of vari-

able coefficient PDEs is therefore an important engineering problem' In this thesis ways

of applying the boundary element method to solve variable coefficient PDEs have been

investigated.

The application of the boundary element method to variable coefficient PDEs is hampered

by the need to find an appropriate fundamental solution. It is difficult to derive an analytic

expression for the fundamental solution of a variable coefficient PDE' Success in this field

has been limited to specific coefficient forms or simple general coefficient forms. In some

cases a variable coefficient PDE can be mapped to an equation with known fundamental

solution. This approach will only be possible for specific equations with specific coef-

ficient forms. An alternative to these analytic approaches is to determine a fundamental

solution numerically. This approach can become highly inefficient due to the need to

repeatedly evaluate the fundamental solution when applying the BEM.

If the fundamental solution cannot be found for a differential equation domain integrals

will remain in the boundary element formulation. These domain integrals can be evalu-

ated by discretising the domain into a number of internal cells and introducing domain
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interpolation functions. This domain discretisation reduces the attraction of the boundary

element method. The principal advantage to the boundary element method over domain-

based numerical methods is its ability to reduce the problem dimension by one. If domain

discretisation is required this advantage is lost.

Several techniques have been suggested which allow domain integration to be avoided

by expressing a domain integral as an equivalent boundary integral. Among the most

promising approaches are the multiple reciprocity method, the perturbation boundary el-

ement method, the secondary reduction method and the dual reciprocity method. The

multiple reciprocity method is restricted to cases where appropriate higher-order funda-

mental solutions can be determined. These higher-order fundamental solutions would be

difficult to find for a variable coefficient PDE. The perturbation method can be applied

to a wide range of variable coefficient PDEs. Unfortunately, this method represents the

problem solution as an inflnite summation and convergence is not guaranteed. The sec-

ondary reduction method and dual reciprocity methods can both be applied to a general

variable coefficient PDE. The secondary reduction method, in general, requires domain

integration whereas the dual reciprocity method does not'

The dual reciprocity method (DR-BEM) appears to be the most promising method for

avoiding domain integration for a general variable coefficient PDE. The principal advan-

tage of the DR-BEM is its generality. Using this method a boundary-only formulation

can be determined for essentially any second-order differential equation. The DR-BEM

has been successfullv used in the literature for a wide range of engineering problems.

In this study the DR-BEM has been tested for a number of elliptic problems with variable

coefficients. The accuracy of the method has been found to be generally satisfactory.

However, it has been observed that in some cases a large number of internal nodes may be

required to describe the internal variation, particularly for problems where the dependent

variable varies significantly within the problem domain. The accuracy for problems in

highly heterogeneous media can be improved by discretising the problem domain into a

number of subregions within each of which the heterogeneity is less severe. This also

leads to improved computational efficiency'

Parabolic problems have been traditionally solved using time-stepping routines. The most

common BEM approaches to parabolic problems are the coupled finite difference -bound-

ary element and direct time-integration approaches. Both these methods require evalua-

tion of a domain integral involving the initial conditions. In this study the DR-BEM was
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used to avoid domain integration.

lt was found that the direct time-integration approach could not be used in conjunction

with the DR-BEM. The coupled finite difference BEM however can easily be combined

with the DR-BEM. A coupled finite difference - dual reciprocity method (FD-DRM) can

be implemented for a second-order operator using either the Laplace operator (termed

the LFD-DRM) or the modified Helmholtz operator (MHFD-DRM). The time-stepping

approach was generalised by introducing a time-scheme parameter Q. The success of this

approach was investigated for three specific choices of time-scheme parameter - $ : I
(Crank-Nicolson scheme),0: 3 (Galerkin scheme) and 0: I (implicit scheme)'

For a range of parabolic problems stable, non-oscillatory dependent variable solutions

were attained for both the LFD-DRM and MHFD-DRM using all three time-integration

schemes. [n some cases however, the Galerkin and Crank-Nicolson schemes gave oscilla-

tory flux solutions. These oscillations were observed to be most severe for problems with

Dirichlet boundary conditions with a significant discontinuity between the boundary and

initial conditions. Using an implicit scheme at small times smoothed the initial oscilla-

tions. At a specified time the time-stepping scheme can be changed to either a Galerkin

or Crank-Nicolson scheme. Using this combined approach stable, non-oscillatory tem-

perature and flux solutions were achieved for the Galerkin and Crank-Nicolson schemes.

Using an implicit scheme at small times it was found that the best solution accuracy w.ls

generally achieved using a Crank-Nicolson scheme.

Comparisons between the accuracy of the LFD-DRM and MHFD-DRM are inconclusive

as both give superior accuracy in some cases. The LFD-DRM is somewhat more robust

than the MHFD-DRM as the application is the same for any case where the diffirsivity is

a real-valued function of position or a constant. Using the MHFD-DRM is problematic

with negative diffusivities as a Helmholtz-based DR-BEM approach is required. If the

6iffusivity is heterogeneous the MHFD-DRM requires the diffusivity to be modelled as a

mean value plus a perturbation.

The LFD-DRM is closely related to applying the DR-BEM directly to a parabolic equa-

tion using a two-level time-integration scheme. The DR-BEM approach has the advan-

tage of allowing alternative time-integration schemes. The DR-BEM was investigated

using a simple two-level time-integration scheme, In the literature it is recommended

that this process should use the time-stepping p^rameters $,,:0.5 4d 0e : 1.0' The

results in this thesis suggest that improved accuracy can be achieved by using a combined
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implicit/Crank-Nicolsonschemewhere0,:0q:l.0isusedatsmalltimesandthena
transition is made to Qu :0q :0.5.

The.prineipal limitation of solving parabolic problems using a time-stepping approach

is the computational expense required - particularly if a solution is required at a large

number of internal points and/or at a large solution time. Also, for problems in highly

heterogeneous media, even using a large number of internal nodes, the DR-BEM may

generate significant solution error at each time-step. This enor can accumulate leading to

very poor large-time solutions. For these reasons the use of an alternative solution method

which avoids time-stepping would be preferable'

ln this thesis a new solution method, the separation of variables dual reciprocity method

(SOV-DRM), has been proposed which constructs the solution of a linear parabolic prob-

lem as an eigenfunction expansion. Once the eigenvalues and associated eigenvectors

are found a solution can be calculated at any solution node at any time very effrciently

via a simple summation process. A method was proposed which allows the separation

constants of a general parabolic problem to be calculated without requiring domain inte-

gration. This method therefore allows a range of parabolic problems to be solved without

requiring either domain discretisation or time-stepping'

The eigenfunctions were determined in this study using the DR-BEM. In the literature

the DR-BEM has only been used for eigenvalue problems where the forcing function in-

volves only the eigenvalue term. It was found that the DR-BEM can be successfully used

for problems with a general forcing function. In many cases a large number of internal

nodes are necessary to accurately calculate the eigenvalues and associated eigenvectors,

particularly for problems with Dirichlet boundary conditions. This method therefore re-

quires significant computation to determine the eigenvalues. The advantage of avoiding

domain integration and time-stepping can often justify this expense.

An additional advantage of the SOV-DRM is that for many problems the eigenvalues and

associated eigenfunctions provide meaningful physical information. The SOV-DRM is

also suited to problems where the effect of initial conditions is of interest. The eigenvalues

and eigenfunctions depend only on the problem geometry and boundary conditions. To

recalculate an SOV-DRM solution for new initial conditions it is only necessary to update

the separation constants.

An alternative method for avoiding time-stepping has been proposed by Aral (1989)' This
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method iuranges the BEM formulation into the form of a first-order ODE which can be

analytically integrated. This solution technique requires the solution of an eigenproblem

of the dimensions of the total number of solution nodes. Similarly to the SOV-DRM this

analytic integration method is restricted to linear PDEs with time-independent boundary

conditions. In the literature this method has only been used to solve diffusion problems.

In this study it was found that by combining this analytic integration method with the DR-

BEM accurate results can be calculated for a wide range of parabolic problems. Using this

method it was found that accurate flux solutions could not be determined. This method is

therefore not recommended for problems where the flux solution is of primary interest.

Another semi-analytic method for a general parabolic problem has been proposed by Zhu

et al. (1994). This method, the Laplace transform dual reciprocity method (LI-DRM)' will

generally be less efficient than the SOV-DRM. The advantage of this method however is

its generality. The LI-DRM, unlike the other two semi-analytic methods, can be applied

to nonlinear problems and problems with time-dependent boundary conditions. However,

it was found that the LI-DRM gave significant error for some variable coeffrcient PDEs

where the dependent variable variation within the domain was extreme. This eror appears

to occur due to problems in the numerical Laplace transform inversion process. The

inversion process requires the solution of a number of subproblems. If the DR-BEM

solution to each subproblem is inaccurate the solution accuracy in the time domain can be

very poor.

The three methods investigated generally give similaraccuracy and performance for linear

parabolic problems with time-independent boundary conditions. These methods are best

viewed as complementary approaches. The method to choose in a given situation is best

determined in terms of what sort of results are needed and how these results can best be

obtained. If a problem is nonlinear or it has time-dependent boundary conditions then the

LIDRM should be used. If a solution is required at several times or for a range of initial

conditions then the SOV-DRM is preferable.

Future Work

The factor that chiefly governs the accuracy of the DR-BEM is the choice of approxi-

mating functions. Therefore, for the development of the DR-BEM, it is vital to develop

a theoretical basis for the choice of approximating functions. At present research is be-
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ing undertaken by a number of people into this problem (Partridge 1995, Golberg 1995)'

In conjunction with this research it would be useful to develop (if possible) convergence

proofs for the DR-BEM solution of various equations. To fully justify the DR-BEM as a

viable alternative numerical scheme it will also be necessary to develop an adaptive form

Of thE DR-BEM.

It was found in this thesis that to accurately solve a variable coefficient PDE using the DR-

BEM it is necessary to use a number of internal collocation points. It would be useful if
a method could be developed to provide an indication of the optimum number of internal

collocation points that should be used for a given variable coefficient PDE in a given

domain and also to determine how these internal points should be distributed within the

domain.

It was suggested in this thesis that it may be productive to investigate the use of trans-

formation methods in conjunction with the boundary element method. Using Lie group

techniques a number of variable coefficient PDEs can be transformed to PDES of a more

practical form (Bluman 1983). This technique could be used to simplify the complexity of

the remaining domain integrals in a BEM formulation. This should allow more accurate

DR-BEM solutions to be attained.

ln this thesis a new technique (the SOV-DRM) was proposed for solving parabolic PDEs.

This method constructed a solution to a PDE as an eigenfunction expansion. Theoret-

ically this method is exact. However, in practice elTors arise as a numerical method is

generally required to determine the eigenvalues and associated eigenvectors. [n this the-

sis the eigenvalues and associated eigenvectors were found using the DR-BEM. Research

into improving the accuracy of the DR-BEM for eigenvalue problems would be produc-

tive as this would directly improve the accuracy of the SOV-DRM. The use of alternative

methods for finding eigenvalues could be investigated. If a more accurate general method

can be found this should be used in preference to the DR-BEM.

All the problems used in this thesis to test the SOV-DRM involved only two spatial di-

mensions. The theory used, however, can be easily extended to three-dimensional prob-

lems. It would be interesting to investigate the performance of the SOV-DRM for three-

dimensional problems. For these problems the avoidance of preparing a full domain mesh

will be particularly beneficial. In conjunction with this aim it would be necessary to in-

vestigate the performance of the DR-BEM for three-dimensional eigenproblems.
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A number of physicat problems are suited to solution as an eigenfunction expansion in

alternative coordinate sy,stems. For example pipe flow problems are suited to a solution

in cylindrical coordinates. The use of the SOV-DRM in alternative coordinate systems

could be investigated.

It is expected that the SOV-DRM could be used to solve a range of variable coefficient

parabolic problems. Particutarly relevant to this thesis would be the extertsion of the

SOV-DRM to solve the turbulent diffrrsion equation with realistic turbulent diffrrsivities

and downsheam velocity. It is likely that this would require the use of a Uansformation

technique to recast the goveming equation in a form for which the DR-BEM could be

applied.
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